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POVERTY, HUNGER, AND THE WELFARE
SYSTEM

TUESDAY; AUGUST 5; 1986

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SELECT COMMITTEE ON HUNGER,

Washington; De
The select committee met; _pursuant to notice, at_ 9:30 aam, in

room 311, Cannon House Office Building, Hon. Mickey Leland
(chairman of the committee) presiding_

Members present: Representatives Panetta, Fazio, Dorgan, Rou-
kema, Emerson, Gilman, and Bereuter.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. _MICKEY LELAND, A.
REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF TEXAS
Chairman LELAND. We are goingto commence now; I would like

to wish everyone a good morning. Welcome to the Select Commit-
tee on Hunger's investigation of poverty, hunger, and the welfare
system.

I want to thank our ranking minority member, Congresswoman
Roukema, for her keen interest and support of today's proceedings.
She has done a lot tb facilitate this activity and I would like to
extend my personal thanks for her leadership;

This morning we will focus on th causes and consequences of
specific interrelated conditions that are eroding the general welfare
of millions of individuals, of communities, and of the Nation itSelf.
These grave problems include: The increasing number of people,
particularly children, living in poverty and consequently threat-
ened by hunger; increasing numbers of families headed by women
Edone living in poverty; and the inability of people in poverty to
access the labor market.

Over the past few decades, domestic poverty and hunger prob-
lems have emerged as issues warranting widespread national con-
cern; In more recent years; there seems to be a consensus that
these conditions merit a new focus on the national agenda; howev-
er, controversy abounds as to the extent of their existence; their
causes, and how they can most appropriately be solved.

In simple terms, to eradicate poverty and hunger, we must know
the underlying reasmis for their presence. Surely, there is no single
reason why 33.7 million Americans live in poverty. Similarly, there
are a myriad of issues that require examination before we can
launch feasible mechanisms to provide these individuals a path to
self-sufficiency.

(1)
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Today, the select committee will draw from the expertise of indi;
viduals who are nationally recognized in the field of welfare and
poverty research in order to gain a more accurate and comprehen-
sive understanding of the complicatc=.d issues we must address.
Through this forum, we will discuss the divergent views on the ori-
gins of these problems and solid options that can put us on the
right track to real solutions to the welfare dilemma.

Before I yield to the other members present, I would like to
make a personal observation about the importance of thit hearing
In certain areas of Texas, people live in conditions comparable tothose in the Third World. In Appalachia we encounter a_similar
situation. In many of our inner cities, there is a new culture rising.It iS a culture of the poverty that is decimating the Americandream for many of its inhabitant&

I ask myself why people must endure this deprivation in aNation as wealthy in human and natural resources as our own. It
is my hope with this hearing and lthers to follow that we can
begin to understand and resolve the great questions facing the ref-
ormation of our social policy.

For the benefit of those_in the audience, I would like to briefly
explain the format for today's proceeding& We Will hear from twopanel& Each witness will present a brief opening statement after
which we will proceed with questions from the committee. Should
any witness on the panel being heard wish to offer remarks to a
response from one of the other witnesses, such an opportunity willbe presented. There are a number of iseues we wish to address.
Therefore, I would request that responses be brief

Let me also welcome a_great soldier in the battle against povertyin this Nation, a person who has, indeed, written several books onthe issues that we will involve ourselves with here today. He is anexpert in his own right, a_person from across the capitol who be-
longs to the other body of Congress. I welcome Senator Daniel Pat-
rick Moynihan, a very good friend of this committee, one who has
always responded yen, positively when we have asket.1 hhn to par-
ticipate in our activities. We are very happy that he could join us
today,

7: also want to welcome Representative Richard Gephardt, who
himself is leading the charge here to try to organize welfare reform
in the Congress of the United State& He is the chairman of the
Democratic caucus, and we are very proud to have him participatehere today.

Let me now yield to the person who has initiated this hearing
and a person on whom I have counted over the years as my rank-
ing minority member on the committee. She, in her own right, has
led the charge against hunger and poverty in this country. May I
present Marge Roukema from New Jersey.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Leland appears at the conclusion
of the hearing, see p. 66.]

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. MARGE ROUKEMA. A WEPRE-
SENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF NEW JERSEY
Mrs. ROUKEMA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Of course, I want to

thank you, Chairman Leland, for scheduling this important hear.
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ing. The -chairman was very receptive to my request for the hear-
ing and I appreciate his attentiveness. I trust it will be a signifi-
cant time for all of us, a first step in addressing the intractable
problems posed by poverty and the welfare system in the United
States.

I am pleased to welcome our witnesses here this morning for this
discussion about the central issues of hunger and poverty, and
extend our profound appreciation for the imposition on their time
and their generous acceptance; I also wish to greet Senator Moyni-
han and our other guest, Congressman Gephardt.

My interest and concern about the problems of poverty; especial-
ly among female-headed households, predates my involvement on
this particular committee; In the early part of the decade the ef-
feCtS Of the tragic erosion of our national chiH support system was
dramatized by a chilling increase in the child support caseload in
my own New Jersu congressional dittrict.

Further investigation produced frightening statistics; In 1980
there were 8.5 million single-parent households representing 21
percent of all families nationwide. Of these, 90 percent were
headed by women. Of all the women in possession of legal child
support orders, only 39 percent receive any money at all. Two-
thirds of these families are dependent on Aid to Families With De=
pendant Children [AFDC] Program. Clearly, where there is no col-
lection of child support, children and families fall into poverty.

Several of us in the House introduced legislation to address this
disturbing trend, and we successfully passed the national child sup-
port enforcement amendments which became effective October
1985; Among its major reforms the bill provides for the withholding
of wages from delinquent fathers and applies its provisions to all
families, not just those receiving AFDC. That is _one effort that I
think Congress has undertaken effectively in the fight against pov-
erty; particularly for women and children.

But tragically, hunger and poverty are not receding. In 1984,
over 14 percent of our population; 33.7 _million _people; lived below
the poverty line; including_ 21 percent of the children under age 18.
These statistics become even more disturbing upon recognition that
during 1984, t7ederal, States, and local government§ spent a total of
$134 billion on programs for the poor.

Now, it is not my purpose or our purpose here today to challenge
the accuracy of the data or debate the methodology of collecting
the data, but rather to understand the underlying socioeconomic
trends which drive these data, These trends are deepening and in,
clude the disintegration of the family, the shift from an industrial
economy to a service economy; and the deinstitutionalization of the
mentally ill.

More troubling is the phenomenon of unemployment among
healthy men who either will not seek a job or are not employable.
Some attribute the problem to the failure of education. Others view
it as a consequence of fthled welfare policies. In any case, the demo-
graphics are contributing to poverty and hunger.

For example, female-headed households are much more likely to
live below the poverty line than are male-headed households. In
1982, a Census Bureau study evaluated the effects of changes in
family composition on income levels for black and white families. It
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found that the decline in the proportion of traditional husband/
wife families and the increase in wife-only families profoundly af-
fected family income levels, The increase in teenage pregnancy and
divorce rates has measurably contributed to the growth of these
poverty households.

Nationwide, especially in the urban areas, the homeless are the
most visible of our poor, and this committee has studied the prob-
lems of homelessness. Clearly, communities were ill-prepared for
the movement toward deinstitutionalization of the mentally ill in
the 1960's and 1970's. This movement is a major factor for the
growth of the homeless population. In addition, drugs and_alcohol
have had a debilitating effect on the poor and homeless. Until we
come to grips with te failed deinstitutionalization policy of the
past two decades and the problems of substance abuse, the home-
less population will continue to suffer, if not grow.

Clearly, those living in poverty are not a homogeneous group.
They are individuals with varied needs and strengths. They are re-
cently divorced mothers, teenage parents, unemployed men,elderly
widows, the underemployed, the mentally ill homeless, and chil-
dren. With such diversity there is clearly no single cause just as
there is no single cure.

The time has come for a comprehensive poverty debate to which
I hope and expect this hearing will make a major contribution. An
understanding of therelated trends may assist us in determining a
course of action. All the solutions to the problems of poverty
cannot and will not come from the Federal Government. However,
the Federal Government has a role to play in insuring that individ-
uals in our society have a reasonable-opportunity to attain and
maintain a decent stmidard of living. But, the real responsibility
rests with the families and with the community.

And as we are seeing today, at the State and local level there is
substantial imaginative experimentation which may produce tangi-
ble results. I am referring most notably to the workfare experi-
ments in Massachusetts, California, and other areas. These pro-
grams are being_ instituted quite effectively.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to note that I am encouraged that
the President has called for a sweeping study of welfare reform
which is being conducted within the administration by the Domes-
tic Policy Council. And I would respectfully request, since the
study's report is expected to be made public in December, that this
committee ask in September for a hearing. At this hearing, the ad-
ministration can provide a progress report on what its study has
revealed so far and what its recommendations might be.

Chairman LELAND. The Chair would be most interested in moni-
toring this activity. Representative Roukema thank you for your
statement.

Mrs. ROUREMA. Given our schedule, there may be a problem, but
I think that there is probably no more important issue than wel-
fare reform on the agenda for this Congress, and more importantly,
th( next. I would like to know what the administration's study has
indicated thus far,

In any case, I thank the witnesses for being here today and am
most pleased that you, Chairman Leland, have been able to set up
this hearing. I look forward to its results.
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[The prepared statement of Mrs. Roukema appears at the conclu-
sion of the hearing, see p. 67.1

Chairman LELAND. The Chair would now like to recognize Sena-
tor Moynihan for any statement that he might wish to present.

STATEMENT OF SENATOR DANIEL PATRICK MOYNIHAN, A U.S.
SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF NEW YORK

Senator MOYNIHAN. Mr. alairman, I thank you and the committee
for asking me here. I guess I would want to make two points that I
would like to ad( this committee to put on its agenda because I think
they are part of your general survey.

When these issues first came up in the early 1960's, the standard
of the country was up to a high of hunger,poverti in a society that
was well off. Almost a quarter of a century has passed and the
question of that general diSparity has not felt in real terms a tech-
nical change.

I don't know how to define it. For example, median family
income in this country has been flat since 15 years. There cannot
have ben a time in the last three centuries of this Nation where
15 years has not changed median family income.

Something like hourly wages are 15 cents an hour below what
they were in 1973. In the last 18 years, manufacturing levels have
decreased 15 percent. That means, if you can hang onto your job
for 100 years, you might get an hourly raise at that rate.

And one other point it goes somewhere to productivity. We have
had a post-war period of about 30 years where our productivity rate
insured, an increase. In every 25 years it doubled.

In the rate of the 1980's, it woull take 51_years. In the _past, our
standard of livingit's got to be the aggregate. It's got to be the
subjectit's just average. Some _people think the White House

Chairman LELAND. Mr. Gephardt.

STATEMENT OF HON. RICHARD A. GEPHARDT, A
REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF MISSOURI

Mr. GEPHARDT. I just thank you, Mr. Chairman, and Mrs. Rouke-
ma, for having this hearing I am thrilled to be here today. I appre-
ciate your including me, and I appreciate the panel that you have
constructed. It is obvious that we have the opportunity to look at
the last 20 years and to learn from it. I know that there is dis-
agreement about what those 20_years have meant, but '..he evidence
is there, and we have the obligation to understand that history, as
we try to forge a better and Unproved program for the future, and I
am thrilled to be here-

Chairman LEIAND. The gentleman from Nebraska, Mr. Bereuter.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. DOUG BEREUTER, A REPRESENT-
2,..CIVE IN CONGRES3 PROM THE STATE OF NEBRAS1Lk

Mr. BEREUTER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
You and the gentle lady from New Jersey are to be commended

for these hearings. I will have to leave off and on this morning, be-
cause we are having a markup on an agriculture enhancement bill
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in the Committee on Foreign_ Affairs in which I have a great inter-
est, but I will be here as much as possible.

I do hope that the witnesses may look at a particular matter and
perhaps offer some views, and some resource suggestions.

I have a feeling that a large number of people who are illegal
aliens in this country are living in poverty, and I wonder to what
extent they are counted and to what extent they may be leaving
that poverty-stricken status, and at what rate.

So, I hope that if any of you have some light to shed in that area,
that you will make that contribution for this Member and for the
select committee.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman LELAND. Mr. Levin.

STATEMENT OF HON. SANDER M. LEVIN, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF MICHIGAN

Mr. LEVIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
As with the others, I am very pleased to be here. I look forward

to _the testimony.
It is said that there is evolving more common ground. I look for-

ward to hear from the panels whether we are or aren't.
I have had the opportunity to talk th a number of people on the

House Side, and on the Senate, on welfare. I believe this hearing
today will focus on the publicwhatever the disagreement. The
common feeling needs more work.

Thank you-
Chairman LEIAND. Mr. Gilman.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. BENJAMIN A-G1LMAN, A REPRE-
SENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF NEW YORK

Mr. GazdAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I too want to join
my colleagues in commending_you and the gentle lady from New
Jersey for arranging these hearings. I feel certain that it is going
to help Congress collect the expert information that we need to try
to fashion more effective programs, and it is good to see the Senior
Senator from New York joining us today, Senator Moynihan.

As a member of the Select Committee on Hunger, along with my
colleaues, we have certainly heard a great deal of very important
testimony over the past few months. As we try to gather the mate-
rial and the information needed to take another look at where we
are in domestic hunger, and what we can do about digging into this
problem.

There is significant evidence that the problem of hunger in our
Nation is not diminishing, and, on the other hand, is increasing at
too fast a rate.

Health indicators such as infant mortality and low birth weight
rates are on the rise in rural America. Growth stunting among
urban poor children due to inadequate nutrition is also too
common today.

The postneonatal death rate is on the upswing nationally for the
first time in some 20 years. That is largely attributed to inadequate
prenatal nutrition and care.
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Millions of needy Americans under current law are unserved by
our Food Stamp Program, and we certainly found that when we
went to New York not too long ago. There was a lack of informa-
tion, a lack of outreach to the people who could make use of the
programs that are available.

Participants in the Food Stamp Program at the present time are
over 19 million. However, right now, some 33 million Americans
are still living in _poverty.

Some of the officials or the experts who will appear before us
today, I am sure, will attest to the growing number of American
families whose daily diets are nutritionally deficient

If we don't undertake appropriate steps to make certain that
low-income families are going to be provided with the means for
adequate nutrition, then hunger will continue to spiral in our
Nation. Food is certainly a basic human need, and access to ade-
quate food should remain a right for every American if_ we are
going to make certain that the Congress maintains our Nation's
historic commitment to the right to food.

Accordingly, Mr. Chairman, and our ranking minority member, I
look forward to hearing from our distinguished witnesses today,
and I, too, have two other hearings going on at the same time, so I
will try to be in and out as frequently as I can.

Thank you.
Chairman LELAND. I thank the gentleman from New York.
I would like to proceed with today's hearing by calling forth our

first panel of witnesses: Ms. Mary Jo Bane, Mr. Michael Novak,
and Mr. Peter GottSchalk.

Please come_forward and take your seats at the witness table.
Let me briefly introduce each of the panel members.
Ms. Bane, it is a pleasure to have you before the committee

again. Before I proceed, I would like to congratulate you on your
permanent appointment at the Kennedy School of Government.

Ms. Bane, in addition to her professorship at the Kennedy
School, where she has conducted extensive research on the femini-
zation_of poverty, is the executive_deputy commissioner of the New
York State Department of Social Services.

Mr. Gottschalk is professor of economics at Bowdoin College in
Maine and a research affiliate with the University of Wisconsin In-
stitute for Research on Poverty. He has completed fellowships with
the Brookings Institution and the National Science Foundation,
and is widely published in areas of social policy.

Mr. Novak presently holds the George Frederick Jewett Chair in
Religion and Public Policy at the American Enterprise Institute.
He is a well-respected theologian who has authored numerous
books in the areas of philosophy, theology, politics, economics, and
poverty.

It is indeed a pleasure to have all of you with us.
Thank you for your participation. You may proceed.
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NoW, *hen intelligent public leaders draw the attention Of such
folks to a problem they have heVet even thought abouthunger in
Africa, environmental issues as of 20 years ago, the dangers cif
smoking; the health benefitS of jeggingit is incredible that_ no
church in AMerica could have gotten as many Americans out _jog-
ging as a moral discipline, as We have Managed to achieve by otherroutsa iri the lad 10 years!that seems to work. It is amazing the
Changes that can occur in the mbral life, if you begin to see how
important citit institutions of culture are in drawing our attention
to things. And; politically, you do play a role in that.

Mts. R6tritkMA. Well; you are as aware as I that one of the he'd
members of our next panel has written quite a controversial book;
whose beak premise is that what we have been doing has been mis-
directed and misguided and has reinforced the_problem. He, there-fore, recommerida that we should abandon a good number of those
programs.

On the other gide of the issue, we do know that there will be a
toed number of proposals for either modification or new programs,
or to use the perjoratiVe tO throw more money at the existing pro=
graina. After all, there has been considerable criticism of our
present administiatiOn, that much of the current problem is a con-
sequence -of cutbacks in programs; That is debatable, because obvi-
ously; program cutbackg haVe riot led to some of the underlying so-
cioacorioMic trends that have caused us to reekktnirie the whole
thrust of the welfare sygtent. There is a problem.

Have the solutions been part of the problem or is there quite a
different problem, quit,6 a different Set of circumstances working?And Whether we like it or not; this Congress and the next are
going to have to deal with that And da long as the taxpayers are
picking tip the tab, it is not only an appropriate subject for public
policy debate; but demanda actibn. I just hope that we take the
right action. Maybe in some cases the thing to do is not tO tak4
action at all; and in other cases it Ls- to restructure the workfareprograms.

I would be happy if you would -comment.
Mr. NoVAk. Charles Murray has, I think; a penetrating article inthe current issue of the Public Intereat joining two points. First;

that GOverrimerit actions sometimes have symbolic effects, effectg
upon values that were not entirely thought through and were notpart of the Original intention of those programa And, second,changes in the culture or cultural values can dramatically affectbehavior. It it hot the case that poor people or poor persons have
had as many children out of wedlock as iS currently happening.
Granted that the ritimbers are falling slightly, as Professor Gotts-
chalk said, still, the percentage is almost unprecedented. So some-
thing has changed in the Culture; it would seem; and in the values.

No*, some of the things that _Government 'ograms of the 1960's
did; while achieving mu-ch _goodplease let me underline the fact
that they did a. great deal of good; as wellis that they did sOften
the consequences cif pit&ancy among unmarried young women.
One_could well calculate that if one had a child One could get by,
because one could see a_great many other persons getting by-,_ not
terribly well, but getting by, and perhaps better than some otherswithout a child.
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STATEMENT OF MARY JO BANE, EXECUTIVE DEPUTY COMMIS-
SIONER,NEW _YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERV-
ICES; PROFESSOR OF PUBLIC POLICY,LOHNF. KENNEDY
SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT, HARVARD UNIVERSITY
Ms. BANE. Good morning. My name is Mary Jo Bane, executive

deputy commissioner of the New York State Department of Social
&rvices and professor of public policy on leave from Harvard Uni-
versity's Kennedy School of Government. For a Task Force on Pov-
erty and Welfare organized at the request of Governor Cuomo, I
and my steff have been looking at the characteristics of poverty in
New York State and the Nation, with an eye toward identifying
policies that can speak to the diversity of the problem. Our task
force has been struck, as most observers have, by the many faces of
poverty in our State. This morning I would like to share a few as-
pects of that diversity.

First a few facts.
About one-fifth of the Nation's poor are either elderly or so dis-

abled that they cannot work enough to suivort their families. De-
spite the enormous progress made against poverty among this
group over the last few decades, and despite the relative generosity
of SSA and SSI benefits, this group still exists.

About two-thirds of the nonelderly poor live in households where
someone works, in many cases, full year full time. These are the
working poor, often short term to be sure, who seldom get welfare
and often have inadequate health insurance. The roots of their pov-
erty are limited work hours, low wages, or large families.

Between 35 and 40 percent of the Nation's_ poor, in the mid-
1980's were children and their caretakers in families headed by
women. Though not a majority of the poor, this group has grown
substantially as a proportion of the poor over the last 15 years.

Only about 6 percent of the poor in 1980 were blacks or Hispan-
ics living in those areas of the 100 largest cities of the country that
were 40 percent or more- poor. These are the large city minority
ghettosa very tight definition of them to be sure, but I believe
the defmition inplicit in the most powerful recent journalistic por-
trayals. In New York State, 1:)y contrast, that number is 20 percent
of the poor in inner-city ghettos, still a minority, but large enoug_h
to give New Yorkers a somewhat different perspective on the prob-
lem.

We believe that these different _groups among the poor should be
thought about in different ways, when one is thinking about policy.
Let me comment on two: the working poor and the minority ghet-
tos.

We believe, like everyone else these days, I suspect, that work is
better than welfare and that policies ought to be designed to
embody and_promote that value. There are two ways t ensure that
difference: to make welfare worse, or to make work better. I believe
that this country has gone quite far enough, through declining ben-
efits and quite horrendous administrative requirements, to make
life on welfare unpleasant.

But we can do more to reward those-who are stru_ggling to sup-
port their families outside of welfare. The tax reform bill, and its
expansion of the earned income tax credit, are extremely impor-
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tant steps. We could do even more to supplement the earnings of
larger families with childrea, perhaps through something like a
children's allowance. And we could certainly do more to _provide
health insurance and perhaps day care and other services to the
working poor.

The problem of ghetto poverty is much more difficult. One can
take some comfort, therefore, in the fact that we are talking about
is that of the 35 million persons in poverty, 1.5 to 2 million are
residents of high poverty urban areas. For these areas, the proper
approach is probably to encourage, in a variety of ways, activities
of religious and community groups directed especially at children
and young people. Government also needs to ensure that education-
al and work opportunities are available to residents of these areas,
so that work and motivation can indeed pay off. Genuine experi-
mentation with a diversity of public and private approaches is the
key to what must be done.

Thankyou.
Chairman LE1AND. Thank you.

STATEMENT OF PETER GOTTSCHALK, PROFESSOR OF ECONOM-
ICS, BOWDOIN COLLEGE; RESEARCH AFFILIATE, INSTITUTE
FOR RESEARCH ON POVERTY, UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN
Mr. Gorrscam..x. Thank you.
I am going to briefly summarize the testimony that Sheldon Dan-

ziger and I prepared for the committee and I will submit the writ-
ten testimony for the record.

Chairman LELAND. Let me just state that the testimony will be
submitted as an official part of the record, and you may summa-
rize.

Mr. GarrscHALic. Thank you.
Let me start by describing both the size of the poverty group,

and the size of the underclass, and then I want to move to some
specific policy recommendations.

As has been said before, there are about 33 million poor people.
Over 14 percent of the population _is currently poor. Those numbers
are pretty widely agreed upon. We know the poverty rates have
gone up from the 11- to 12-percent range achieved durMg the late
1970's to the 14- to 15-percent range we are currently experiencing.
So poverty rates are up.

How large is the underclass, and has it grown? Hereit's a
nightmare to try to pM down what we mean by the underclass. We
have developed two defmitions. By the loosest definition, we esti-
mate that there are, roughly, for every person in the underclass,
three people who are poor; so even if we include people in all areas,
of all races, who are receiving AFDCwho are receiving welfare
for long periods of time, we end up with roughly one person in the
underclass for every three people who are poor.

If we use a tighter defmition, we come up with 33_people who are
poor for every person in the underclass, and I think that this basi-
cally reinforces Mary Ms poMt that the underclass is a veu small
part of the poverty population, and should be perceived as such.
We have poverty policies, and we are turning to policies dealing
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with the underclass. Those should be clearly separated in ourminds.
While we believe that the underclass is relatively small com-

pared to the poverty population, it does seem to be increasing and
that is a cause for real concern. I was surprised at the increase in
the proportion of people living in the low-income areas that Mary
Jo has alluded to. And so it is a small group, but it is growing and
therefore of some concern. That is the perspective which we use in
developing our policy recommendation&

One policy approach, popular in some circles, is to say the econo-
my Will take care of those people who aren't in the underclass, and
we are going to change programs to make the underclass disap-
pear. We are going to rely on growth for the vast majority of the
poor and programmatic changes for the other&

Everything which we have done has tended to show that &rowth
by itself will not take care of those 33 million people of which a
minority are in the underclasa Our latest estimates are that in
1985, poverty rates will go down from 144 to 14.2 percent Maybe if
we are lucky, poverty rates will go down to the high 13's. We will
still_be substantially above where we were in the 1970's.

We have had a recovery. It has been a relatively robust recovery,
and that by itself ;3 not sufficient to bring poverty rates anywhere
near what we even achieved _during the 1970's, much less what we
hoped to achieve in the 1960's. Growth is something which we
want, something which will help, but it is certainly not sufficient.

So, you need programs. I think there is no question about that.
We look at two different kinds of programs. First, is tax reform.
Obviously, Congress is to be commended. We have come a long
way. We are helping low-income people. I think the facth are by
now well known. There are some areas which could be expanded,
and I will tick them off, or you can look at the testimony for de-tails.

We would advocate re3toring the EITC, the earned income taxcredit, th te level of the 1970's in real term. Second, we would
make child care credits refundable. They are currently notif you
are not paying takes, the child care credit does not do you any
good.

Finally, we advocate changing the personal exemptions to a tax
credit for people who don't itemize So, those are just the kinds of
things that you can do to try to help the working poor who make
up_a large proportion of the poverty population.

On welfare reform, the current debate has, in fact, made us
rethink our position. I think like a lot of people, I was initially not
very positive about workfare. I think still in many forms it hi; the
wrong approach, but I think that there is room for change

What we propose is splitting off long-term welfare recipienth
from shortAerm reciOents. AS a rule of thumb, I will talk about
short-term recipients of 6 years or less. That is basically the time
to raise one child to school age.

Our view is that during those first 6 years, have a _program
which supports work, which allows the AFDC mothers to make de-
cisions on her own about what is best for her circumstances. Some
people would choose work. If you look at the Massachusetts pro-
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gram, there are lots of welfare recipients who want the work. Lots
of them want training.

We have been shocked to fmd that people continue to work_
under AFDC even when there is no material gain from receiving
AKFDC after the 33% disregard is lost. You know that Congress
changed the law so that after a specific length of time welfare re-
cipients are no longer eligible for 30%. In this regard, every dollar
they Ea rn, they lose a dollar's worth of benefits; people continue to
work in spite of that.

So, for the short-term recipients, be supportive. I think that the
Massachusetts ET Program is a good model. We would make some
changes, some modifications to that program; namely, allowing
people to work as much as they wanted. I think any program
which claims to support work should also allow work. You will fmd
that such a change may be expensive since in fact AFDC mothers
want to work and when given the chance, they will work.

For longer term recipients, I am not comfortable with extended
benefitS. I don't think that it is a very good life to be on AFDC for
long periods of time, for the mother herself, quite apart from the
taxpayer. Things should be done to try to help long-term recipients
off the program.

What we advocate is a program which offered services and re-
quired work of the able-bodied after 6 years. It is not a cruel pro-
posal; it is a proposal which basically said, after 6 years you will be
offered a job, and that job will be the way society will support you.
We will no longer provide for long-term welfare recipients who can
work. For those who can!_t work, they should be covered under an
expanded, Supplemental Security Income Program.

So, _I think that we have moved in the direction of _splitting the
AFDC _population into the short-term recipientS and the long-term
recipients, realizing the vast_majority of AFDC recipients are on
for very, very short penocIS of time. It would be a grave mistake to
treat those women as if they were long-term recipients. I think it is
demearing; I think it is counterproductive.

But lwig-term people who have shown by their own action that
they are going to be on the program for a long time, that is a dif=
ferent story.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Gottschalk appears at the con-

clusion of the hearing, see p. 74.]

STATEMENT OF MICHAEL NOVAK, GEOFGE FREDERICK JEWETT
CHAIR IN RELIGION AND PUBLIC POLICY, AMERICAN ENTER-
PRISE INSTITUTE
Mr. N017A1C. Mr- Chairman, your kind invitation came at a time

of the year when it was impossible for me to_prepare a_paper.
However, I do submit for the _record a longer paper called On

Social Invention, which should be appearing this month in the
Yale Law and Policy Review on the subject you_ have assigned.

Mr. Chairman, I am not a social scientist, only a_poor theologian.
Ever since theologians had difficulty counting angels on pins, we
have been diffident in our use of numbers, and in any such matters
I would happily defer to my colleagues.
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If I have any standing to speak, it is perhaps because of a long-
time interest in_ the family and public policy, an interest which I
owe to Senator Moynihan from more than 20 years ago. Also, I am
chairing a working seminar of 20-some scholars on family and wel-
fare,about which we hope to write a report by the end of this year.

I would liko to mention in my testimony four of the themes
which I think we will be following out and exploring

One of the characteristics of the welfare debate at the moment is
agreement about a fresh start There is a remarkable degree of hu-
mility in the air, as Virtually everyone recognizes that programs, or
initiatives, or hopes, that they had once supported didn't work out
as fully as they had hoped.

Second, there is a very strong tendency now to disaggregate, as
Professor Bane and Professor Gottschalk suggested just a moment
ago, to separate out different ones among the poor from others. It
seems clear, for example, that a significant percentage of the poor
must be composeci of graduate students, if they are married and
have two children but do not have an income of more than $11,000,
as they would not at most universities known to me. So we now
disaggregate among the poorwho are the poor? What different
types of approaches might one take for different sorts of predica-
menta?

Third, to seek comfort As we have already heard, and as almost
evenrone in the field is doing, to look at the problems of _poor
people, by disaggregating them,_and pointing out that many of the
problems are much smaller than we usually think, in the senSe
that we could really do something about them. One can sometimes
be overwhelmed by 33 million altogether, but when you look at a
particular segment a 2 or 3 million or 4 million, you see that, hey,
we could do something about that.

So, to seek comfort, too, I think, is a very good and important
move, politically speaking.

. .Fourth, there is a decisive move, mirrored in our politics as well
as in our intellectual life, from issues to values. This means looking
at reality and at problems, not solely in terms of issues, as we often
used to do, but in terms of some of the underlying values that are
there or that we think ought to be there and that we would like to
encourage and support, if they are missing there

Now, I would like to exemplify these points. They have already
been exemplified in our testimony, and I will be very surprised if
they don't continue to be Permit me to make very brief comments
on four facts, if I may call them that, and the lines of thought that
they suggest

First The first is that 93.1 percent of intact familiesthat is,
where husband and wife stay togetherare not poor. I think that
is a very significant fact, one of the most significant facts, because
it points to a way out If you can manage to keep husband and wife
together, your chances are 93.1 percent not to be poornot 100
proof, but pretty good. How can we encourage and strengthen and
reward those who manage to stay together?

. .Second. Of the 7 million families in poverty, 1 million fall short
of the poverty line only by $1,000 or less. I find that one of those
comforting facts. And another 1 million only by $2,000. And, again,
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a third one. So, a significant percentage of citir 7 million fathilies
are very cicisc tO getting above the poverty line_

Third. The entire_ poverty shortfall, for bin. 7 million families, is
about $05 billion. That is, families do tend to earn some money,
and if you_ take the income they already haVe, hot counting non-
caSh benefits, jt,..st the income they already have, and subtract that
from the amount of money they would need=the 7 million familiestimes the full amounts to reach the poverty lineyou get the
shortfall;

Once one thinks of it in these dollar terms; one sees, it is not
such an_ immense amount, after all. That iS one of the most com-
forting facts that inspires us to action, and gives rise to the tonVic=
tion that we really could break in on thiS arid adhieve something

Fourth._ The most forgotten player in the poverty field is in -one
of the communities the most hardhit, the black community, ad is
the young black male. In a way, the emphasis on the feminization
of poverty is misleading, because it draws attention away from the
fact that never in American history; and not often in the history of
civilized societies anywhere, has there been suoh widespread aban-
donment of women by young men;

The odd thing to explaixt to ourselves is how it should suddenly
happen that so many are willing to become fathers but net huS-
bands. I think it won't do to say only that behind this lies a crisis
of_unemployment. That is certainly true;_ but typically unemploy-
ment has _led males to become neither hUsbanda nor fathers._

Cornel West, a colleague of mine_at the Yale School of DiVinity,
has written in the current isaue of The Christian Century, July 16-
23, 1986; a paragraph I would like to quote. H6 writes about=

* the _pervasiveness of sext1 and military imageS used bY the mass media
and deployed by the advertising industry in order to entice and titillate consumers.

And now I quote further:
Since the end of the postWrar economic boom, new strategies have been used to

stimulate consumption, especially strategies aimed at American youth that project
sexual activity as instant fulfillment and violence af3 thelccus_ofinachismo identity.
This market activity has contributed greatly to the disorientation_ and the confmion
of American youth, and those with less education and fewer opportunities bear the
brunt of thia cultural chaos. Are we to be surprised that hlack youth, Isolated from
the labor market marginalized by decrepit urban schools, devalued by alienating
ideals cif beauty, and targeted by an unprecedented drug invasion, exhibit high ratescif crime and teenage pregnancy?

Now, I find that quote significant; because it appeart in an arti-
cle that is mostly engaged in the problems we are treating in this
seminar, but criticizing the black conservative thinkerS that Prcife-S=
sor West is opposed ta, for neglecting the value questions.

And that is ti poinz on which I Avant to concltide. I believe
there may be something to be learned about the social eulture of
the young maler about the values that are quite Suddenly imping=
Mg on the young male in our_society, and leading to choices among
significant numbers of young males quite different from choices
made by young males before, in our society or elsewhere;

I noted in Richard Freeman's new book On black youth unem-
ployment, a powerful beck one small fact that caught my atten-
tion; among those interviewed in this study, ab-ott ?ma youths in
the urban ghettos that Professor Bane mentioned a moment ago, a
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generous estimate of how youngsters between the ages of 17 and 24
are spending their time. A_generous estimate, say the researchers,
iS that they spend about 17 minutes a day on anything that could
be considered socially useful behavior. They spend long hours hang-
ing out. They do not spend more than 17 minutes on anything that
could be called self-improvement, learning skills, doing the work in
front of their eyes and around them, perhaps not for pay, and so
forth.

ao when we say social program, it seems to me that there might
be a good deal of payoff in thinking not only of the politica/ aspects
of social, and not only on the economic aspects of social, but also on
the cultural aspect of what we mean by social. What does it take to
generate a culture of self-improvement, in which persons teach
themselves to read and teach themselves other skills; make them-
selves ready to hold jobs, and teach themselves those attitudes and
those habits crucial to holding jobs? And, indeed, those attitudes
and_those habits crucial to finding and making jobs for themselves.

What payoff might there be in concentrating, in particular, on
the culture of young wales, in these respects? In the 19th century,
a great many volunteer programs in the United States did concen-
trate precisely on such problems, and quite dramatically changed
the way of life of Americans.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
[Material submittedby Mr. Novak appears at the conclusion of the

hearing, see p. 148.] _
Chairman LELAND. Thank.
Let me just ask the panel members if they have any statements

or comment§ they would like to make in regard to what views have
just been presented by their colleagues serving on the panel with
them.

If not, I will call first on the Senator for questions, since I am
aware he is going to have to leave us soon.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Mr. Chairman, I have several comments.
First of all, I thank this panel for its very careful work.

I th!ak the notion of disaggregating the large poverty population
gives us a better idea of exactly who the poor are and how we can
best assist them.

I would also want to make tv.o points. The first is that we have a
real problem, which I wonder if the committee would not want to
think about A lot of you, I know, are aware of this; that we have
trained ourselves, improperly, to think of these problems of_poverty
in terms of income. We began measuring these things, and not that
long. All these things we are talking about, the institute that Pro-
fessor Gottschalk talked about came out of the 0E0 legislation in
that _period. The Census began to measure income, and they
worked up a poverty line. It is no more than a nutritional formu-
laor the level like the Feenam Iph.] level in England in the 18th
century, three times the minimum diet that the Department of Ag-
riculture, the market basket to keep a family of four alive. Multi-
ply it by three; that is the poverty line. That is nothing more than
what it was and is to this day.

Just recently, we have learned to measure wealth. And, boy,
have we gotten a surprise. The Census Bureau 4 weeks ago made
its first ever study of wealth in America. And, wow, are some of
these things spread out. Where thefl white-black income ratio is 2 to
1, the white-black wealth ratio is 12 to 1. And then you get down
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and you begin to see an aspect of poverty that I thinknow we are
beginning to be able to measure it. You never do anything about a
problem, Mr. Chairman, until you learn to measure it.

We are beginning to see _that there is a wealth component I
thinkand I ask the panel. Yor example, if you want to really see
poverty, you see the female-headed family with an income under
$10,000. For black families of that level, the median householdwealth is $88.

At the same time, we are beginning to fmd in a new study of the
Joint Economic Committee, 35 percent of the wealth in the country
is owned by one-half of 1 percent, the top one-half of 1 percent of
the population. And I think something about the prospering capac-ities of household resourcesis there anything to hide, is there
anythingboy, Now, in the olden times we had anoutlet.

I Wonder if that impression of wealth doesn't interest the panel
and if they could think of a way we could usefully think about it.
Mary Jo, you always have ideas.

Ms. BANE. As you say, Senator, starting to measure it is surely
part of=part of what we are talking about

I _have not spent much time thinking about it. I--
Mrs. ROUKEMA. Excuse me. Could you please pull the microphone

up?_We cannot hear you.
Ms. BANE. That's just as well because I am not sure I hav . an

answer to the Senator's question, so it is probably just as well.
The facts that the Senator has pointed out, which just came out

from the Census Bureau, are truly startling. And I think they will,
as time goes on, become a component of the way we talk about pov-erty. I think it may end up helping us further disaggregate the
groups that we are worried about, helping us further refine. I
mean, my guess is, for example, that we would see if we could do it,that some of the working poor, some of the short-term poor have
some asseta behind them, have some buffers; and that the _group
which is both long-term low income and no assets is another way of
defining the groups who are most likely to be in poverty for a long
time.

What that implies, I am not sure. Wealth is obviously a good
thing. And perhaps there are ways towe talk about encouraging
work, through the kinds of _reforms we want to make in welfare; we
should probably also talk about encouraging savings and encourag-
ing the development of some of these buffers, which is something
we have not, I think, spent much time onat least I haven't._

Mr. NOVAK. Mr. Chairman, the same study by the Census
Bureau broke out the components of wealth. And they are highly
interesting. The chief component of wealth is homeownership._ The
second_great correlation is, in fact, an intact family, And the thirdgreat correlation is education at least a high school education
while a college education means even more. So in some ways we
see that the very same things that lead out of poverty in income
lead also to accumulation of assets. In fact, one of the main eco-
nomic functions of the family in hiatory has been exactly to create
such assets and to pass them on to a younger generation. Family is
typically the reason why older generations work so hard, and sacri-
fice many things, so that their young will begin on the ladder a bit
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ahead of where they began. And one of the chief ways of doing that
has been through ownership in a home.

By the way, home ownership is also, or wasthe time may have
flown us by, but it was in the last 15 years--one of the easier ways
in which poor people could have begun to arcumulate _assets, b
cause in our mner citi( for many years property was being offered
very cheapthe FHA ,:ould not get rid of it, could not unload it
even at token sums of money. And many of these homes were de-
stroyed; quite needlessly. If instead we had had programs encourag-
ing homeewnership, and the building up of assets through that
ownership, then when the subsequent gentrification hit, those who
owned those homes would have been very well placed, indeed.

So I do think that the Senator is quite right; that tying these two
issues together, showing people how to begin accumulating and
caring_ for assets, and helping their assets to appreciate, is a very
important step in moving out of poverty.

Mr. GarrscHAuL I have nothing to add.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Mr. Chairman, I do appreciate those com-

ments because, as Ms. Bane has said this new information is just
now coming out,

Chairman LELAND. Thank you, Senator.
Ms. Bane, to what extent can changes in poverty rates be attrib-

uted to Changes in the family structure?
MS. BANE. We are all going to have our own set of numbers, and

I am not even sure I remember what my own are.
I think what you see when you look over time is that the propor-

tion of the poor who are members of female-headed families has
gone up. Variations in poverty are very cyclical, so that if you
wanted to_ask to what extent was the change in poverty between
1980 and 1985, due to changes in family structure, the answer is
not much. The number of female-headed families sort of crumbled
ite way up, but the big increase in poverty during that time came
in_two-pazent families because of the recession.

There is another Question which is part of that, which is toI
spoke about to_ this committee earlier herethe extent to which
female-headed families cause poverty versus the reciprocal of that;
that is, theextent to which female-headed families come out of pov-
erty. And I have done a couple of things, trying to look at the
extent to which if the girls had indeed married the fathers of their
children would they still be poor. And as far as I can tell among
the black community, about half of them still would be; thcugh
there are obviously a lot of different ways to do that.

So I think that this family structure question is obviously a very
important one It is not the only one we ought to be thinking about
in poverty,but a very hnportant one I think it is a very complicat-
ed one, mid I think one that we are going to have to spend a lot of
time worryi.ng about.

Mr. GorrscHAnc. The rough rule of thumb in the back of my
mind is that povery increases by roughly a tenth of a point ..avery
year due to changing family composition. So if we had had the
same composition as last year, poverty rates would have been 14.3
percent instead of 14.4 percentIt is not large, as Mary Jo says; but
it mounts up year rfter year. But the large changes in poverty are
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coming mainly frbth changes in the economic conditions in thewider economy. That is the first point
The second point Ls that we know very; very 'little about he* to

influence family composition. I think that most of us support thefamily, think it iS albod thing. We live in _families ourselVes and,therefore, we think it is a good thing. Btit I am not sure how oneinfluences people. And, furthermore, while at the same time odic
tainly applaudth[g any profamily mare, recognizing that for somefamilies, and _probably A small minority; divorce is not the *bratthing that happens to people: Sometimes,_divorces are in fact thebest thing. And in Seine ways welfare has allowed women, peOple
who_are in a bad family situation, to get out of that; have support
for a ghort period of tithe Until they get their act together, andthen to move on.

Again; one wantS tk ditaggregate. We are not saying it is great
fbr 14-year=old women to have kids on their own without a father.That is certainly net *hitt I din Saying. But at the same time, let
us not start acting as if the only healthy situation is man and wifeforever: _

Chairman LELAND. It would seem; Mr. Novak, that you _placed agreat deal of importance On jUSt that fact; that for two parents to
stay together, to bold the family together meant that the hariPiness
or wealth of the family could be enfoyad.

Can you kilt -comment on what incentives can be put in place to
encourage two-parent families tO stay together, if, in fact; that iswhat you are saying?

Mr. Nov-AK: Well, I do think that is the right question; Mr.Chairman, and a geed way to start thinking about itLet me point out that the CeliStia Bureau reported last year;when the pnverty fignres came out; that if we had had eitactly the
same family structure; ths same percentage of intact families in1984 as we had had in 1959, we would have had 4.6 milliOn &Wet
persons in poverty last year: That would have brought the povertyrate down to the 12itiercent range, which was our significant loW.
Tbe poverty rate was between 11 and 12 in the early 1970's.

Four million abt hundred thousand is not everybody in peAreity;it is a small percentage of those in poverty. But it would be awfullygreat if you had a Aragtam that could ease 4 6 million personS butof poverty in any given short period. That would be a major stepforward.
Athorig_ incentives that you mentioned were what are the greatneeds of the family, and What do families actually do? If a family

teaches_youngsters to work hard and to be entemrising and inven-tive in their work, if it teticheS them how to read before they cometo school, if it teaches them a sense of respect for others and cOn-
cern for the general welfare and for the general society, it provides
incalculable services to the Republic: It does something which theGovernment; with all its foitea and men; can barely do if thefamily does not do it I have said beforethat the family is the origi-
nal Department of Health and Human Services, andi would add of
education. Arid when it does its work well it makes the tatk Of Gar=
ernment agencies much, much lighter.

Wouldn't there be a way to meet what is one of the most difficult
tasks of families today, to provide aSSiStance in the education of
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their children? To give an incentive encouraging education. By the
way, in the book on black youth unemployment that I mentioned,
uades were a very_good predictor of success in jobs; the higher the
grade, the better the success in holding a job. And as the author
speculates, thia hat; something more to do with character than with
talent. So couldn't one encourage this pursuit of higher education
among the poor? I think that what the Congress is now doing in
the tax reform, in lowering the tax burden on poor families and
families just above the poverty line is much to be praised. It has
always seemed to me a bit silly to be giving people food stamps
with one hand, and then taxing their income with the other hand.
This new step forward, I think, and the new, enlargcld personal ex-
emption for children, will show that the country values the service
which families are providing for the Republic, by bringing up good,
solid citizens prepared to carry their own weight and the weight of
others.

Also, those of us who are older have to count on these younger
folks to support us. There are more and more of us and fewer and
fewer of them. So we hope they are very good citizens.

Chairman LELAND. Mrs. Roukema.
Mrs. RouxEmA. Mr. Novak, I am sorry. I did not hear that last

commmit, but it made thc chairman chuckle.
Could_you repeat it for my benefit?
Mr. NOVAK. I just said that, well, those of us who are getting

older are getting more and more concerned about the smaller
cohort of younger people who have to support us in the future. So
the more of those younger folks who are brought up to be very
good, public-sphited citizens, enterprising and hard-working, the
better for our future.

Mrs. RouxEma. In other words, it is a matter of self-preservation
in a senseself-perpetuation.

Mr. NOVAK. It is very good for the country.
Mrs. ROUKEMA. You have oper. cx1 up so many avenues of discus-

sion here that I hardly know where to begin.
However, while we are disaggregating the poverty statistics, I

would like to reiterate how important child support legislation is.
This legislation was crafted to deal with the growing phenomenon
of men with perfectly viable incomes who are simply abandoning
their fam dies. Now, that has got to say something about ' he value
system that is underlying our culture today. Because this situation
io so shocking and disgraceful, Gongress acted propitiously. I be-
lieve it _relates to and makes me empathetic to Mr. Novak's stress
on family structure.

Now, some may think that theological,_buti think _it makes emi-
nently good social sense to focus on the family. But I do not know
how to get from that basic premise to the reforms that we want in
society. Child support legislation is one way, where Congress said
on behalf of the society that this is not acceptable behavior; you
have to take responsibility for the economic support of your chil-
dren. That is one way.

There must be other pieces of legislation that we could support,
for instance, income tax reform.
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Before I continue,I want to say that I am sorry that Dr. Loury,
who was scheduled to be here today, had to cancel because of ill-
ness in his family, or he would have been on this panel;

I hope you all have seen a television propam hoSted by BillMoyers; in which Dr. Loury, Jesse Jackson, Eleanor Holmes
Norton, and some others had_ a roundtable discussion on documen-
tary film that graphically illustrated the shocking details of the
problem of teenage pregnancy; Dr. Lodry, an effectiVe conSehlitive
spokesman, found hiMself in Startling agreement with Jesse Jack-
son when they discussed the underlying value probleni in the coin=munity that is contributing to teenage pregnancy and what to e salithit it.

I suspect that what is leading to our Calla fOr wholesale welfare
reform is the growing awareness of the problem of teenage preg=
nancy combined with high unemployment.

I Weuld like to have Mr. Novak and Ms; Bane and Dr. Gotta-chalk
address not the _abstraction of the numbers, but the concrete prob-lems that ara alarming Americanswhich are problems Of vahieS
in some respect; We do not know quite how to deal With them.

Ms. BANE. Workhig in Government, especially hi a welfare bii=
reaucracy in a State that includes New York CitY, has certainly
made me considerably more humble about what_ Government cando than I used to be as a professor. And I think I am especially
humble abOut what Government can do with regard to the problem
of families and character and values.

I think the "child support legislation that the Congress passed last
year is an extraordinarily important step in that _direetion. There
is a lot more work to do for us in implementing it and in extendingit so that it is a genuine fact for evenr man who fatheit a child,that he will ba -..i.atfcinsible for supporting that child; We have along way to go, but I think it is one of the most important thirigs
that Government can do. Arid we have to send that message not
only to the middle-class men; who are well enough off to get di-
vorced and who are riot_ _paying their child support, but to the
young men in the ghettoes who perhaps do not have income noW;but still- ought to get the message that they are responsible fortheir children.

So I think that is a very important thhig that Government cando and may be one of the most important vehicles We hair& fergiving that message.
In terms of values and charactersand I think we haVe torëly

not on Government for preaching, about that, but on the churches;
on the communities, on the parents; on groups in society Whe totieh
the lives of young men and women. I thirik Government can helpthat to happen. I think to some extent we can stay out of their
way; I think to some extent we can_ support them. But I just have
bedome more convinced that that very tough issue is MO for GOV;
eminentone where Government needs tb recognize its limitations
end nee& to be the partner with the groups who are better et
doing it than we are._

Mr. GOTTSCFIALK. I agree. I think that there are places where
Government can help and I think there are places where Govern-
ment *ants to make changes and has relatively few policy handleS.
I applaud any attempt to strengthen the family, but I have read
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solutions other than child support, which has in fact worked. Wis-
consin was one of the initiators of that policy, it is a good policy, it
was in the right direction.

At the same time, earlier on, we were talking about how if
you're disaggregatingt you say this is a manageable problem, I
think it is also useful in this instance to recognize that the problem
of teenage pregnancy is a large problem, but one which is not
growing. And that comes

Mrs._RommA. Not what? I'm sorry, not--
Mr. GOTTKCHALK. Not growing.
Let me_give_ you an _example. The figures are exceedingly mis-

leading. The figures which .you hear over and over again in the
press, the_ percentage of chlinren growing up in households with
unmarried teenage mothers is growing. That is absolutely true. I
am not contesting that number. The reason that that is happening
it that married women are having fewer children.

Let me give you the example which I think makes the whole
thing_ clear. Suppose that all married black women stopptd having
children. What would happen to the percentage of black children
growing up in unmarried househol&? It would _go to 100 percent.
That is what would happen. It would all of a sudden go to 100 per-
cent, no matter how many children they had. The fact is that preg-
nancy rates among unmarried black teenagers is coming down. It
is still extraordinarily high. It is still way too high for good social
policy. We should try to do something. Illut it is not worse. It is
marginally coming down.

So again, I think it is important to try to understand the facts
behind the issue. I do not think we can do a lot about teenage preg-
nancy except through advocacy within those cultural settings
within the black community, and I applaud all of those. But at the
same time I think it is important to keep the problem in its proper
perspective.

Mr. NOVAK. Congresswoman, there is a set of experiments in
Wisconsin on the child support laws about which our seminar had

briefmg. I think Professor Gottschalk would be in a better posi-
tion to deuribe it at greater length. I cannot give you the details of
it. But it does seem to me worth looking into. It looks like the most
serious and comprehensive of any program that I have encoun-
tered, although I am not a sRecialist in that area.

To your other question, I would like again to point out that one
thing Government can do is help to draw attention to _problems. It
is not always_ necessary for Government to act only through
making laws. There may be very little for Government to do in the
area of family and family values through the making of laws. On
the other hand, there is a aeat deal that can be done through call-
ing the attention of the public, and especially to those who tend to
lead the attention of the public, to the crisis of values. I do not
k/IONV a good word_ for it. Shall I say media elites or shall I say the
people, meaning_the kind of people who show up in People Maga-
zine? Those are not all kinds of people, but they are the people who
tend to be used in advertisements to draw our attention to products
and to causes of all sorts. That small number does set the stand-
ar& for what is in, what is sophisticated, what has status. Their
values percolate right down to every level of society.
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Not-v, when intelligent public leaders draw the attention of Suchfolks to a problem they have never even thought abouthunger in
Africa, environmental issues as of 20 years ago, the dangers of
smoking; the health benefits of joggingit is incredible that_ nochurch in AMerica could have gotten as many AmeritatiS
ging as a moral discipline, as we have_managed to achieve by otherroutes in the last 10 years---!that seems to work. It is aniating the
changes that can occur in the moral life, if you begin to see how
important our institutions of culture are in drawing our attention
to things. And; politically, you do play a role in that.

Mrs. RoincEmA._ Well; you are as aware as I that one of the heict
members of our next panel has written quite a controversial book;
whose bathe premise is that what we have been doing has been Mit=
directed and misguided and has reinforced the problem He, there-fore, recommends that we should abandon a good number of those
programs.

On the other gide of the _issue, we do know that there will be a
good number of proposals for either modification or new programs,or to use the perjerative to throw more money at the existing pro=
grams. After all; there has been considerable criticism of our
present administration, that much of the current problem is a con-
sequence of cutbacks in programs. That is debatable, becauSe -obvi-
ously; program cUtbacks have not led to some of the underlying so-
cioeconomic trends that have caused us to reexamine the whole
thrust of the welfare sygtem. There is a problem.

Have the solutions been part of the problem or is there qUite a
different problem, quite a different set of circumstances working?
And whether we like it or not; this Congress and the nett are
going to have to deal with that. And as long as the taxpayers are
picking up the tab, it is not only an appropriate subject for public
policy debate, but demands action. I_ just hope that we take the
right action. Maybe in some cases the thing to do is not tO tak4
action at all; and in other caSes it is to restructure the workfareprograms.

I would be happy if you would comment
Mr. NoVAtt. Charles Murray has, I think; a penetrating article inthe current issue of the Public Interest, joining two points. First;

that GOVertimerit actions sometimes have symbolic effects, effectS
upon values that were not entirely thought through and were notpart of the orinal intention of those programs. And, second,changes in the culture or cultural values can dramatically affectbehavior. It it hot the case that poor people or poor persons have
had as many children out of wedlock as is currently haPpening.
Granted that the numbers are falling slightly; as Professor Gotts-chalk said, still, the percentage is almost unprecedented. So some-
thing has changed in the culture; it would seem; and in the values.

Now, some of the things that Government programs of the 1960's
did; while achieving much _goodplease let me underline the fact
that they did a. great deal of good, as wellis that they did Soften
the consequences of prenancy among unmarried young women.
One_could well calculate that if one had a child one &mild get by,
because one could See a ueat many other persons getting by;_ not
terribly well, but getting by, and perhaps better than some otherswithout a child.
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Second, Government programs offering such assistance had, in
part, the effect of removing the stiLina, the moral stigma, attached
to that sort of behavior. And_ not only that they gave that sort of
behavior a higher status. There are special programs in high
schools that young pregnant women are drawn to and attend to.
They get special attention and special care.

Now, once young women have such children, clearly they need
help, and a good society will bring them help; no doubt about it.
The fate of society is involved in the help given such children. On
the other harid, how to do that without encouraging more such be-
havior is the most difficult assignment, which we really have not
figured out how to meet But that is where thought is now focused.
And I hope we come up with some better ideas.

Mrs. RouxEm.t. Thank you.
Mr. GowscHALK. Let me try to respond to your question.
It seems to me that Congress is going to have a very difficult de-

cision to make if, in fact, welfare reform does_become the next im-
portant issue; you are faced with a dilemma There is a large group
of women who need_public assistance during short periods of tune.
The vast majority of people who are ever on AFDC receive AFDC
for less than 2 years. It is literally the hand out when you need
that hand. There is no question in my mind that getting rid of the
program would severely affect large numbers of women who need
help, who are not falling into the culture of poverty. At the same
thne, there is a much smaller number who are in fact on the pro-
gram a long time. For them, you may very well want to restructure
the program. That is the dilemma Do you hurt a lot of women in
order to change the values of the small number?

I am not convinced of the argument that the expansion of the
programs during the 1960's changed values. I am simply not con-
vinced of that I know of no hard empirical evidenca I think that
the Public Interest article by Charles Murray in fact adiTaits that
there is no hard empirical evidence. And, therefore, what we are
left with is our own impression.

I happen to be someone who grew up in West Virginia during
the 1950-'s and 1960's. West Virginia is not a rich State. During the
1950's _and 1960's we did not have the growth in welfarein the
eEuiy 1960's; we did not have the large welfare programs. All
around me were families, black and white, who were living in the
culture of poverty. If you look at the Moyers report, ou could take
that and play it backward and say this is 1959, West Vfiginia;
people were saying exactly the same thing. You can ga back to the
Poor Laws of England. People have said for decades, forever, that
poverty is caused by cultural phenomenon. It is an argument It
seems to me that, of course, for a minority of the poor that is true.
The question which Congress is going to have to face is, does the
program cause that culture.

I know of no evidence, and I dare say that if I were sitting in
your chair having to make the decision between hurting a large
number of women who need the programs for a short time in order
to, hopefully, change the culture of the minority who are on the
program for a long _period of time, I don't know how I would

Ms. BANE. I want to get in on this one, too, needless to say.
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The other part of the dilemma, of course, that we face with these
programs is a conviction that I think moat of uS would share, that
we do not in fact went to visit the sins of the parents upon the chil-dren. And children of the girls that we are talking_ about are, infact, our future and deserve our support and our help. They de-
serve our support through public assistance programs. Their moth-ers deserve our help in getting back to school so they can be better
mothers to our children. And I think that even if we do have Some
affect on the behavior on their mothers, our responsibility for thosechildren requires that we do the kinds of things for them that Ithink many of us are talking about

For their mothers, I think there have to be different tacta. Ithink Marion Wright Adelman's Roster of the girl holding her
baby, which Says, '`It's like being grounded for 18 years," I think
the offering of opportunities to both the boya and the girls, so thathaving a child is not the only way -Of becoming an adult, we havegot to do those things.

But I would feel bad about us as a society if we used the punish;
ment of the children as a way of attempting to affect the behavioroftheir parents.

Mrs. ROUKEMA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. And I thank the
panel.

Chairman LELAND. Mr. Levin.
Mr. LEVIN. Mr. Chairman, maybe I should defer to members ofthe committee
Chairman LELAND. Thank you very much. They have a highregard for your interest
Mr. LEvoi. Well, thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the

committee. Let me, if I might, follow up.
Dr. Novak, you mentioned four themes which tended to focus onthe last of the fourhumility. And I think, though it isn't typical,perhaps, around here, there is some easier agreement on that issue

than on some others. Disaggregation, I think that more and moresol can accept that
Your last thought involved moving from issues to values. And Iwould like to, if I might, share with you the application of thatthrough one of the areasit is only one of themwhich you spent

some time on. And that is unemployment among minority youth,
especially among black youth.

We know that 30 or 35 years ago, half the White youth in Amer-
ica were working and half of the black youth were working. Today,
that figure for white youth_remains at ahout 50 percent, for blackyouth, it is about 10 or 15 percent There has been a dramatic
change, a negative one, for minority youth, blackt, Hiapanics, andothers.

And you talked about 1.)oking at the social programb not only
economically, but also in terms of their cultural aspects. And I verymuch agree with this and the emphasis on values. But I think we
need. to explore carefully what that means. I think a good test ofany idea is its implementation. So if you would, taking_ into account
the striking figures on minoriV youth, especially black youth, un-
employment, what do we do and how do you-apply your approach
to some programs that have been working? For example, the JobCorps Program, which I think has had soma record of success
among youth and particularly among black youth.
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So tell us what we do in the next year or two, or the next 5 years
under your approach?

Mr. NOVAK. You are asking your question of one who has neither
practiced in the implementation nor a social scientist and, there-
fore,. I am not certain I can take on myself the burden of your test,
the implementation test I think you're asking the question in the
right area, though. I would approach it, and that is all I can do, in
this way.

As I look over the research in a fiel& not my own, I am struck by
the number. of times that authors mention the importance of those
aptitudes which have to do less with the technical aptitude of doing
the job, and more with the sort of aptitude of showing up on time,
not being late, not being_ absent from _your job, having_the requisite
courtesies and manners that go with the job. That sort of thing_ can
be taught, but youngsters need to know that in the approach to
jobs there is a whole range of personal and moral, as well as eco-
nomic skills,_ that need to be learned. And they need to have the
opportunity to begin to learn those in their local communities.

There are two thing3 abOut those local communities that catch
my attention right away. First, the amount of work that needs to
be done in them even without pay. That is to say, one sees all sorte
of things that are in need of painting and redoing, replastering,
puttying, and the windows---there is no absence of work in the
same places where there are lots of workers who are not working.

And that _provides the opportunity for putting those two togeth-
er, the work undone and the unemployed workers. And doing that
in a sustained and active way which has the added aspect of pro-
viding practice in those things that make one highly employable.

In short, what I'm coming to are the remarkable number of
young people who are not so much unemployed as unemployable.
They do not have a very good work record, for example, of holding
onto jobs even when they get them. We should fmd out more about
why that happensit's not nom al that that happens. There are
techniques one can use to show people how not to have that
happen. We haven't concentrated enough on that aspect of employ-
ment.

Mr. LEVIN. I'd like the others to comment, but isn't every effec-
tive training program focused on those aspects values you might
call them, as well as the mechanical aspects of it?

So if that's true, and I think it is, it seems to me that where your
comments -lead you is toward some emphasis on training the unem-
ployable. Very much keeping in mind the im_portance of the
valuesthe value system, as well as the mechanical aspects of
training_ programs.

Mrs. NOVAK. Sut one thing to keep in mind is that right in the
communities where they are now living, there are persons who
would like to see this work available in the immediate environ-
ment Aren't you impressed by the initiative in the Congress to
idle. private ownership of public _housing? And don't you think
that .at strengthens the hand of those in the community who
wa.. upgrade the assets that they have, and to begin to care for
those( And doesn't that_give them a stake in teaching their young-
sters how to do the various things around the house, putty the win-
dows, plaster holes in the walls, paint, and the rest? And don't you
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think that that will have a long-term payoff in the employability of
those younpters?

I believe there are interventions in local communities that helpthe people in the local communities who already have good habitS
of wrk, and know how to teach them. You don't exactly use Gov-
ernment teachers to come in and do that If you help to strengthen
the hand of those who already have the talentS and skills in the
community, and help them to take the leadership in the communi-
ty, rather than yield leadership to the.agents of _ueater dissipation
of energies, who now tend to be gaining leadership in those com-
munitie& At least, that is now happening, if what we're reading, atleast about the urban ghettos that Professor Bane started off bymentioning, is correct.

Mr. GoTrscHALK. Let me give you examples of one programof
two _prwrams.

The first just comes from what I read in the Washington Post
yeSterday, and I'm making no judgment about whether the allt%a-tion is true or not, but if the allegation in the Washington Post iscorrect_ the District of Columbia has a summer 13rogram in which
kids aren't expected to work. That is the allegation. If that allega-tion iS true, that seemS to me to be the best way of instilhng the
wrong values. There are things the Government can do if you set
up a programl at least put enough money into it and to line up realwork, work which is required, not make work. Require that the
people come in on time because there is workto be done.

So it seems to me that if, and I underline if, I have absolutely no
outside information whether the allegation is true or not, you canset up the wrong kinds of programs, you can set up programswhich do exactly the opposite of what you want That's the firstpoint.

Second point concerns a program which I know much more
aboutthe Job Corps Program which is exceedingly successful.
Now, what differentiates the Job Corps from most training pro-
grams? It's an expensive program.

The notion that what we can do is to bring in a ghetto youth, tellhim to comb his hair, and shine his shoes before he goes out forwork, and say hello when the personnel director greets him, that
will get the person a job is ludicrous. There is no evidence that thatworks.

Just simply telling people this is how to behave,_go out there andbehave, that's a cheap prcgram, and you get what you pay for.
There's no evidence that justaimply giving. people minimal Skills isgoing to make a difference. If you'rs going to attack the problem
seriously, it's going to cost a lot of money.

And I think that's again the dilemma How sericuJ are we about
getting that small minority of the poor, but the minori_ty who has
the most serious problems,the _underclass, out of their situation.It's going to cost a lot of money because there are no easy fixes.
The reason that you all aren't getting a lot of suggestion is because
all the easy fixes have been tried, and they haven't worked.

There are programs for long-term welfare recipient& The hardestgroup to deal with, one would think. There are programs_ which
work for them, called SupTorted Work Program. Again, a very ex-
penSive program. You can get long-term AFDC mothers to work
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and to make the transition to be self-stipporting, but not just by
telling them how to behave during a job interview.

Ms. BANE. There may be some ways to use the welfiire system on
this one that could be-worth experimenting with, though please
don't 'pass a lot of it. I think one of the other things, Professor
Novak, that's comigg out of the conversations going on across the
political spectrum, is a recognition on Eill sides of mutual obliga-
tions of clients and Government in a welfare system, and a willing-
ness to say, "Yes, we reely are reads to have some requirements;"
but there are some things that you must do to get a welfare grant,
not only fill out 75 _pages of forms, which is a major requirement,
but perhaps some more productive things that would take 17 min-
utes. Perhaps some more prOductive things as well.

And I think a loL of the young men that we're talking about do
have rt hook to the welfare system. They're part of their mother's
cases. They're the father of their girl friend's case. Perhaps in some
States they're on their own case. And I think there are ways that
we could use workfare like programs, or schoolfare, which might be
a new idea to say to some of the young men as a part of your obli-
gation in tliis system you have toif you're not back in school, and
we think that's what you should be doing, then you have a respon-
sibility to participate in some kind of a productive work_program.

I think there's some experiments that would be interesting to do
there and see how much of thathow much of that could go on.

Chairman LELAND. _Mr. Dorgan.
Mr. DORGAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate the invite-

tion to join_ you today. I'm sorry I didn't hear the opening state-
ments, but I'm very interested in the subject and glad to hear your
comments.

Two specific legislative propoSals have been debated over the last
several years, and one for a much longer period of time. The one
proposal that is relatives new I believe emanates from the State of
Wisconsin concerning grandparents' responsibility if, in fact, a
child is born out of wedlock to their daughter. And I know it was
controversial in that State.

I'd be interested insour reactions to that plan, if you've heard of
it and whether you think it holds any hope in urging parents to be
a little more responsible in dealing with that problem with their
own children.

Ms. BANE. It is a mmtroversial program, and I gather that there
hasn't been too much going on even in Wisconsin.

In our State, and I think in most States as well, pprents are al-
ready under law, responsible for the support of their minor chil-
dren up through a variety of ages, _an& you have to enforce it
through the family court, and the family court judges come in
trying to enforce that kind of support responsibility- He says, give
me a break I'm supposed to be taking care of child abuse cases.

My enthusiasm, I guess, is less for that kind of law, not because I
don't think parents should be responsible for the support of their
children. I just think it would_ be awfully hard to really use it to
make a difference. I think the kind of sym1:folic statement that par-
ents have that responsibility, _and ought to try to be controlling, is
perhaps important, but, boy, I don't think it's a very easily imple-
mentable law, or one that would have any discernible effect.
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Mr. _NOVAK. Congressman, when you asked_yoar queation they
were changing our microphone and both of us missed the key word.
Which State?

Mr. DORGAN. I think it'S Wisconsin, if I'm not mistaken.
Mr. NovAx. I simply missed the--
Mr. DORGAN. The grandparent liabilit, and the teenage preg-nancy situation.
Mr. GOTTSCHALK. I guess I'm dumbfounded. I don't have an opin-ion on that law.
Mr. DORGAN_That never stws us from making a statement
Mr. NOVAK. The other programI'm trying in my own mind to

discern some approach to this national _probiem of poverty that
might be politically acceptable. I live in a _conservative area in
downstate Illinois. There is not a _great deal of 'empathy for theproblems of the poor, urban or rural poor. There is a belief that
they will always be worthless no matter how much we spend, orwhat we do. And I think that translates now into what's happened
over the last at least 5 or 6 years under thiS adminiatration where
we've done very .fittle. And assume that other forces within the
economy or withui the Government could create the climate that
might improve the environment for people who are not as success-
ful. But it clearly has not worked, and, in fact, hat been a failure
by statistical measures.

One of the other proposals has been the suggestion of a universal
service for those after high school where rich and poor, black and
white, would all be expected to give 1 year of service to the coin=
try. Some could translate it into military service; others in terms of
just serving through Government agencies.

But it strikes me that it may be us 1 as a vehicle for the last
gasp, the last effort, to try to provide literacy skills for those Who
have missed it for a number of years, some work experience, per-
haps Some training. I'm wondering if that is wishful thinking .

t that point do you feel that the student who has been a chron-ic failure in school for years and years could be turned around
even if we move from his normal environment, his or her normal
environment?

Ms. BANE. i personally think national service is a terrific idea.
I'm a Peace Corps veteran. I think everybody should have done it.

I figured out, I think, that it will cost abbut $30 billion a year
other people probably have more accurate estimates than I in order
to kind of feed _and clothe the folk, 3 million of them a year, and, of
courte, most of the people who would be participating m the pro-
gram would not be the people that we are talking about here. Most
of the young people are not, in fact, more disadvantaged, and they
would be the large bulk of the program.

So, FS I gELY I personally think it's a wonderful idea because I
think it conveys a sense of service and commitment, and So on,
that I Would like to_ encourage, but I'm not sure at this point it
would be the best way to spend that kind of money, and that we
might be better ablejo devote that money to literacy programs and
job programs, and so on, for a group who leads it rather than
spreading it across a whole region.

Mr. GorrscHAtz. In this case I do have an opinion veiy much
like Mary Jo's. I'm a strong believer that we owe society something
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that we have moral responsibility, and I think that universal serv-
ice is a way for us to visibly sign onto that The reason it's expen-
sive is because programs are expensive when you're talking about
doingsomething mare than just a little patch work.

I think that for many males who aren't directly taking care of
children, that it is a very expensive strategy to_get at that group.
As far as implementing it, would you require service of a teenager
With IA child? If not then you won't be getting_.to that group. And
once again, we'll find that it's very, very difficult to get to that
group.

But in principle,i would applaud any move in that direction. As
far as it coating $30 billion, the aaswer may be that_your constitu-
ents, or the people from Maine where I come from, aren't going to
sj.end $30 billion in poverty programs, but might very well be Will=
ing to spend $30 billion on the national program. I think big bucks
are big bucks in certain context, and little bucks in other context.

So I have not studied the issue personally. It's just something in
my own personal value system that tells me it's a very, veiy good
idea, one which would certainly sell in Maine. I'm convinced it's c
much more sellable program.

Mr. NOVAK. Now, in the four themes that I began with, I hesitat-
ed to include a fifth, responsibility, but my colleagues persuade me
that there is now much greater consensus about that Almost ev-
erybody is now asi J.ig how can youslso hold people responsible not
only for their actions but for benefits received? Those who re-eive
benefits should, if they can, make some payment back to society
that gave them those _payments. If your aim though with universal
service is to zero_ in on those who have not learned how to read,
and who need help in employable Skill% and so forth,why not just
zero in_on those without binding everybody in the country?

Mr. DORGAN. I wish you could. I hope I've suggested where the
problem is.

Mr. NovAx. But I think that=I don't agree that that's at least
the only analysis availables politically.

For example, my wife's family is from Iowa where we run a
small farm. It's a little bit like southern Illinois. And attitudes
about poverty there are perhaps similar to those in southern Illi-
nois. The county from which my wife comes is one of the poorest in
the State, according to statistics. That embarrasses and infuriates
roost. of the people there. Why? It is true that the income of a
farmer with 200 acres or so could well be under $10,000 a year, the
income. And if he or hia Wife aren't working at a local factou or
something like that, they can't get up to the median for farmers, or
thereabouts, of ahout $20,000 a year.

But they don't think of that income as poorand how can they
when they have a major asset in their farm? They have_perhaps
half a million dollars in assets, at least. So what they are thinking
is poor is a little bit different from what is thought in the urban
environment. Poverty in that environment also means something
less, when the vast majority of people around you are earning a
net income under $10,000, and when homes sell in eie $30,000
rangeand food is abundantyou're in a very different predica=
mént.
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Second, on the targeted programs, if you talk about black youth
unemployed, please remember that, hehind the percentve, you're
talking about 400,000 youngsters. That's not an immense overpow-
ering number. It's 400,000. If you simply gave them all the mini-
mum wage for doing work, it's not that big a ticketabout $2.6 bil-
lion.

So if you wanted a service program in which any youngster who
receives benefits from the Government, through his mother,
through his young girlfriend, through whatever, owes a kind of
service, in flict, you might well pay them that as a way of giving
the benefit. You might come up with something that does both
things at_once instead of only one thing, that does both, give them
the benefit, F. Ecl extract the kind of service which is a teaching in-
strument. That teaches them how to work. And, again, I insist not
just the tclmiques but the attitudes that make you feel that
you're a person of honor, and that you know how to do things your-
self.

There is a second aspect to this. Suppose we look at the young
women for a moment We were on that subject a moment ago. I
agree entirely with my colleagues that society wants to take care of
these young children, but perhaps a woraan under 20this is jupt a
perhaps, a philosopher's thought, not art implementation thought
perhaps if the check that went for the benefit of the infant would
not go to the young mother, if she were under 19, under 20, under
some age, but went instead toin those environments where it's
possible, and many of them are inner city environments, went to a
local church or other agency, fraternal, or other, where the money
would be used to provide two meals a day, the continuation of a
high school degree, and some job training and infant care. In other
words, if the money were given to the social environment in which
several such young women would come thgether, rather to the indi-
vidual. If you give the benefit directly to the individual, she's likely
to set up her own apartment, et cetera, and live in a kind of isola-
tion, with her children also m isolation. If you gave the money
the same moneyin a way that brought many together, in an envi-
ronment in which they could learn the necessary skills, the skills
which I think they _probably desire to learn, you_ might step for:
ward on the value front and simultaneously on the benefit front.

Mr. DORGAN. Thank_ you ve7 much. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman LELAND. Thank you. Lbt me thank each one of you for

your participation here today. You've been very helpful.
I would now like to ask that our second_panel, Mr. David Ell-

wood, Mr. Charles Murray, Mr% Robert Greenstein, and Mr. Robert
Reischauer,_ come forward and be seated at the witness table.

Mr. Ellwood is a professor of public policy at the John F. Kenne-
dy School of Governraent He has served on the National Academy
of Science Com, tittee on the Status of Black Americans, the Task
Force on Poverty and Welfare under New York Governor Mario
Cuomo; the Project on the Welfare of Families, under Arizona Gov.
Bruce Babbitt; and as a review panel member of Manpower Dem-
onstration Research Corp.'s work and welfare demonstration eval-
uation.

Mr. Charles Murray is a social scientist and writer. He is pres-
ently a senior fellow with the Manhattan Institute for Policy Re-
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search. His published writings include "Losing Ground," a thought-
provoking historical examination of American social policy.

Mr. Robert Greenstein is the directv: of the Center on Budget
and Policy Priorities._ Prior to his appointment as Administrator of
the Food and Nutrition Service during the Carter administration,
he was project director for the Community Nutrition Institute. Mr.
Greenstein has published numerous articles addressing American
social policy.

Mr. Robert Reischauer is presently a senior fellow with the
Brookings Institute. His previous positions include senior vice
president of the Urban Institute and Deputy Director of the Con-
gressional Budget Office. His writings on the budget process and
political economy have been extensively_pubfished.

Gentlemen, you may proceed according to the order in which I
have introduced you.

STATEMENT OF DANID T. ELLWOOD, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF
PUBLIC POLICY, JOHN F. KENNEDY SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT,
HARVARD UNIVERSITY
Mr. ELLWOOD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. The acoustics leave

something to be desired here, so I hope people can hear m&
I'd like to tackle straight on_the questions that you've already

talked about extensively today: What Government does and doesn't
o for the poor, who is responsible for poverty, and why people are

poor.
I'd like to focus exclusivel/ now on families with children be-

cause I think they evoke our greatest concern. I think that it's very
useful to think of there being_three groups of poor families with
children. The first group is male-headed families, typically two=
parent families, and I'll use those sort of as synonyms. The second
group 7$ female-headed families, shigle-pax ent fami ie& And the
final group, and the _group frankly that's gotten all the emphasis
today, and I think somewhat to the detriment of social policy, is
what I Would call the isolated or concentrated poor, the ghetto
poor.

I would like to start by emphasizing the point that I'll return to
which is that by any reasonable defmition the people in these very
poor areas are about 10 percent of the poor. They are the most
troubled and they have the most serious problem& But when you
see an article by Leon Dash of the Washington Post, or when you
see Bill Moyer's reportk remember that you're talking about the
worst 10 percent of the poor people, not the other 90_percent. And
if we maka all our social policy based on what we see there and the
fears of what we see there, we're going to have a case of the tail
wagging the dog. And I'll return to thut briefly.

Let me first talk about male-headed families. Half the kids that
are poor in America are in two-parent male-headed homes. And
these are not mainly people that were lawyers that went to Ver-
mont. Why are these people. poor? Why are these families poor?
The answer turns out to be incredili*.y simpla The No. 1 reason is
low pay. The No. 2 reason is jobs. And the No. 3 reason, far down
the line, is disability.
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Now, that sounds like a little bit of gibberish. But let's look at
the facts. In 40 percent of the poor families with children, at least 1
percent is working full year, full time. Now, these families are not
poor because they're lazy or don't have traditional values. They're
not outside the mainstream. They are the mainstream. The point is
that their earnings are insufficient to raise their family above the
poverty line.

Then there's another group of about 40 percent, who when asked
why they didn't work more, report that they aren't able to find
work Are they telling us the truth? I think so. First, most of them
did work some during the year, and second if you look and see
what happens to those people in good times and bad, there's enor-
mous variation indeed. When the unemployment rate drops dra-
matically the number of people in this situation drops dramatical-
ly.

In fact, one can predict completely the overall poverty rate
among two-parent ramilies with just two things; the earnings of
full year, full-time male workers, in other words, wages, and the
unemployment rate. That worked in 1960. It worked in 1970. It
work in 1980; and it works today. The economy is what determines
the situation of the overwhelming majority of two-parent families,
the trickle-down theory in some sense works for this group. When
the economy is growing, when jobs are increasing, when there are
higher wages, these people do better.

Remember that's half of the poor children. Don't get t rapped in
the model that all the poor are somehow completely isolated from
our society. It's a group that's behaving very much as part of the
mainstream. They're left out of the mainstream only in the sense
that. they may not have medical protection; they don't have the
economic position to take care of their children at a level above the
poverty line._

Next thing I'd like to talk about female-headcd families, here the
issue is not nearly so simple. There are two aspects that one needs
to address though, it seems to me.

One is there has be"-a this dramatic increase in the number of
female-headed families, and the question is why. It's very easy to
turn and look and_blaane the social welfare system, and, in particu-
lar, blame the AFDC and things of that sort.

The problem with that explanation ia that there's_been no seri-
ous academic study that's demonstrated any kind of serious link,
but academic studies seem to convince almost anyone except the
people that write the studies themselves. Yet, a simple fact may
help. During the period of the 1970's and 1980's when the number
of children in female-headed families was skyrocketing, the
number of children on AFDC was falling. It's a very hard story to
tell that everyone is getting into a female-headed familiy in order
to get AFDC when the number of people on the program is going
down.

Why, are single mothers poor so often? Part of the reason is the
same uzind of jobs and pay issues as affect two-parent families. Ob-
viously opportunities are more limited for women than even for
men. But part of what's going on also has to do with taking care of
children and household responsibilities.
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Why shouldn't we expeCt these women to work more? Shouldn't
we expect them to support themselves? Well, if the goal is to have
women to be totally self-supporting and to support their families,
then what we're asking of women is that they work all the time,
full year, full time. Even then a lot of women will still be poor, but
far fewer would.

Well, _with wives working so much isn't that a reasonable expec-
tation? Wives do work. Married mothers do work quite often, but
they tend to work part time. They rarely work full year, full time.
Only about 30 percent of all mothers work full year, full time, and
even less than that of women with young children.

So that what you're asking, if you're asking _all female-headed
families to work all the time in order to be self=supporting, is if
they do something which is dramatically different from the main-
stream of America, the mainstream of American women.

Now, that may be desirable, but one also has to ask _whether it's
practical. One also has to wonder about the children. Is that what
we want for our children ? Do we want to insist that all mothers in
this sort of situation work all the time? I am skeptical.

Finally, if we're going to talk about responsibility, we have heard
some talk already about the responsibility of the absent fathers,
Fuld at times I get the sense that people think we've solved that
one now. Congress passed a law and we're all set. We're so far
away from_ th situation where we're holding every father responsi-
ble for their child, it's just frightening.

Less than half _of all absent fathers contribute anything toward
child support, and the new law isn't going to change that very dra-
matically. The big problem is there's a large number of fathers
that we never go after at all. If you're a father of a child and you
never married the mother, the odds that we'll actually go and find
you and then get a court settlement are virtually nil.

We ought to expect something from virtually every absent
parent. I'm not saying we should do this because of the money in-
volved, although there is some money to be had. I'm saying that we
ought to do this because it is right. If we believe in responsibility, it
:Kerns to me that's a marvelous_place to start.

I do think it's reasonable to expect women to do more for them-
selves, but I think part-time work is about as much as is realistic
at this stage, since that's what _most married mothers do, and then
they're going to need additional support. It's simply not possible in
our society to support yourself on part-time work.

Finally, let me talk abo .t the concentrated poor. And I guess the
most troubling thing I've heard here today, and I hear consistently,
is thiS group has become our stereotypical person. We talk about
their values. We talk about them this, them that. Well, regardless
of what you believe about this group, remember that the group
that you see on Bill Moyers, and so forth, is maybe 5, maybe 10
percent of the poor population.

Now, it may be the worst 5 or 10 percent. There's no question of
what's going on there is very, very troubling. But don't let again
the tail wag the dog. Don't impose workfare, for example, because
of what we see in the ghettos. Workfare may or may not be a good
thing, but what we see in the ghetto is certainly not the basis on
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which that judgment xight to be made when the overwhelming
majority of people just aren't there.

But what about these concentrations of poor people? We hear
about a group of people that has stopped believing in the main-
stream, stopped having a sense that they should work. Stopped be-
lieving that it's even possible to leave the sort of underground envi-
ronment that they're in and move into the mainstream.

Now, we hearpeople like Charles Murray on my left here saying
that a large part of the reason for this is that we penalize- the vir-
tuous and rewarded the dysfunctional. And no doubt, that has hap-
pened to some degree.

Yet I think the real blame lies elsewhere.
We have a social system that concentrates these people, and iso-

laths them, so that all they see around them is other people that
look just like them, none of whom have done very well in our socie-
ty, none of them are likely to. We have an educational system that
catft even teach people to read, that can't even impart discipline.

We have an economic system that seems to offer up so little op-
portunity to people that one can say with a straight face it's much
better for a lot of these people to go on welfare and be poor their
whole lives rather than get into the mainstream and get some sort
of a job, or whatever.

This is not a simple problem. This is a problem of concentration,
of isolation, of deprivation, of alienation, of discrimination, and
what's left is desperation. And it seems to me thatthe best
chance we have is to somehow ofier a hope, offer a route out, give
people a chance.

Now, there is no question in my mind that the welfare system,
the whole social welfare system, hasn't done that It'S railed to
offer people a real chance. But I'm not convinced that welfare is
the reason that people see no hope. This problem existed in the
1960s before much of the welfare expansion. I don't think the
problem is that the ghetto poor have been coddledthat they
haven't been kicked_ in the pants enough. I think they've been
kicked in the pantS for their whole life. If the system is to offer a
serious route out we must do a lot The answer involves jobs, it
may involve work-fare, it involves education. It involves a much
more serious and comprehensive kind of approach than any other
sort of make-shift little rinky-dink program that a lot of us like to
advocate or talk about.

So my conclusion is this. When you disaggregate the poor you do
see these three groups, and the key groups have very different
problems. With male-headed families it's the traditional old jobs
and pay Now, that sounds liberal, but it's also conservative be-
cause trickle-down works for them. With female-headed families
jobs are a_part of the story; but also is the problem of the children,
and what W e care about the children.

And for the concentrathd poor, it's much more difficult and much
more complicated than any one_story, any one answer.

We have to find a way to offer hope. Some peoplewhen we do
fmd a way, oftentimes people respond, but the fact of the matter is
right now what you see is desperation and alienation.

Thank you very much.
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[Material submitted by Mr. Ellwood appears at the conclusion of
the heerring, see p. 85.]

Chairman LELAwn. Thank you. Mr. Murray.

STATEMENT OF CHARLES MURRAY, SENIOR FELLOW,
MANHATTAN INSTITUTE FOR POLICY RESEARCH

Mr. MURRAY. When the committee invited me to testify I had to
tell them that because of the variety of commitments I simply
would not be able to prepare my statement, and they nonetheless
very kindly told me that I could come along and respond to ques-
tions if they were available. So I will stick to that.

However, let me just throw into the pot, but as I have listened
since I arrived this morning, it is not clear to me what the nature
of this inquiry is, and I associate myself with a lot of what some of
the other speakers have said, including David Ellwood a minute
ago, about the variegated nature of the problem, and to some
extent, clarifying what it is that we are asking, is going to be very
important in deciding which statistics make sense, and what way,
and what programs might work and might not._

Chairman LELAND. Thank you. Mr. Greenstein.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT GREENSTEIN, DIRECTOR, CENTER ON
BUDGET AND POLICY PRIORITIES

Mr. GREENSTEIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I'd like to simply cover three general areas. One, some issues re-

lating to the impact of the larger economy in trying to distinguish
the realities from some myths in the poverty area. Second, a few
brief comments on what are some of the underlying factors on the
increase of hunger that may be related to the larger issues before
us today. And, third, a couple of comments on future policy direc-
tion.

As Peter Gottschalk stated during the first panel, I think the evi-
dence is veu strong and largely uncontrovertible that the single
largest factor behind the increase in poverty in recent years has
been the economy.

Some of the best work on this has been done by Mr. Ellwood in
tracking, for example, the median-family income and poverty rates.
He has shown that for nonelderly poverty rates there is almost a
perfect match with trends in median-family income, and pointed
out that since the median family is not on welfare or in the public
assistance programs, it is hard to blame the welfare system for
what is happening to the median family.

In addition to that, Peter GottSchalk and his colleague, Sheldon
Danziger, have done some very interesting work in this area that
really should give us some pause that shows that going back to
1973; when you divide all family children into five groups by
income, five quintiles, the poorest, and next to the poorest, and so
forth, that for the bottom fifth if there is a dTop in average dispos-
able incomefor the family of fourof 34 percent after adjusting
for inflation. Even after you adjust the family size, there is a drop
of 25 percent.

They also show large drops, not as large but still quite signifi-
cant, for the next to the bottom fifth and the middle fifth, families
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with children which again tell us that there are larger economic
trends going on here that go way beyond the poverty population in
general, and even further beyond that 10 percent of concentrated
poor that we've heard ahout today.

One of the most important themes, and_ you've heard some about
it today, is what's been going on with the working poor. Lbt me
mention a few census statistics.

First, the number ofprime working age individuals who work
that are still poor has increased about 60 percent since 1978, and
now exceeds 7 million people. These are people who work on the
average of 30 weeks a year and don't escape poverty.

Second, the number of people who work full time, year round
and are still poor now exceeds 2 million, and that group also has
grown by about 60 percent since about 1978.

There are now 2.5 million children in families in which the
worker was employed full time, year zound _but the family re-
mained poor. And echoing a point that David Ellwood made a few
minutes ago, when you look at who these full time, year round
poor families are, contrary to what we might assume before we
look at the de.% it turns out that 80 percent of those _families have
two parentlt in more than two-thirds of those families there is a
full time, year round male worker; and 80 percent of those families
are white.

Again, we're talking about issues with the working poor that go
well beyond the typical lawyers type view of the inner city family.

When we look at what's been going on there we see a number of
things. First, a larger proportion a the new jobs created in the
economy now are low-wage jobs than was true in the 1960's or
probably even in the early 1970's.

Second, and again some of the best work here has been done by
Peter Gottschalk, there is agrowing trend that goes back 15 years

ior so toward greater wage nequality. The people with the lowest
paid jobs, don't do as well over time as those receiving average
wages.

And third, the minimum wage has fallen 25 percent in relation
to inflation or the poverty line since January 1981, the last time it
was adjusted.

For a person working full time, year round at the minimum
wage, in a family of four, that _family is now $4,000 below the pov-
erty line. A family of three is $1,500 below the poverty line, and a
family of two is belnw the poverty line as well. You can go -back 5,
6, 7, 8 years and fmd that many _people, especially smaller families
working full time, year round rt the minimum wage, were above
the poverty line.

These are broader economic factors. They are not related in any
rn43r way to the directions we have or have not taken in the wel-
fare system.

The other _point I would make is that we have a long7range trend
here. We appear to have an increasing trend toward low-wage jobs
being created. Moreover, there appears to be a continuing trend to-
wards wage inequality. The minimum wage is continuing to fall
further behind the poverty line.

Some of us believe that this is an important issue not only for
economics but for the values that we have been talking about.
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For those of us wha are_ from, let's say, a white middle-class back-
round and you're offered a job in your early 20's, perhaps not too

far above the minimum wage, you know that's the beginning of a
career ladder, and you're going to move up.

For people whose background does not allow them to have that
same kind of vision of a career ladder, there is a growing prospect
of a number of years of work at low wages below the poverty line.
Often if _you leave _public assistance _you lose your health care.
Child care may not be available, particularly for families with
larger numbers of children. You can be worse off working than
leaving public assistance.

I think the number of us looking at these alarming figures are
increasingly coming to believe that improvingthe conditions of the
work force is a precondition for dealing with some of the other
problems, including some of the underclass problems. We are not
going to encourage people th make greathr efforth unless the work-
ing poor look more like the heros, but increasingly our economic
and political policy have made them, to oversimplify a bit, the
chumps rather than the heros.

That's the direction we've been going. The working poor have
been the single group most disadvantaged by the budget cuts of
recent years.

Having said that, let me make a few comments about the budget
cuts. Again, the work of Gottschalk and Danziger show that while
the economy is the single largest factor to the increase in poverty
in recent years, the_second largest factor has been changes in as-
sistance _programs. The budget cuth made at Federal and State
levels play a much larger factor in the big increase in poverty in
the last 5 years than the demographic changes.

The Ways and Means Committee staff has compiled some statis-
tics that are published by the Ways and Means Committee in what
is commonly known as the Green Book which many of us use as
the Bible for poverty.

I j ist want to mention one or two of these statistics. In 1979- Fed-
eral cash }- --efit programs were lifting out of poverty nearly 5 mil-
lion people z.dad families with children, or 22 poTcent of the number
of_people in those families who would otherwise have baen poor.

Today only 14.5 percent of the people in families with children
are removed from poverty by those program& It can be argued that
this is not the way to look at it because this approach doesn't in-
clude the value of noncash benefits. So it is important to consider a
second set of figures from the Green Book which analyzes a broad-
er measure of poverty counting food and housing, and using after
tax income.

Here the figures are _even more startling. In 1979, 37 percent of
those individuals and families with childen who would otherwise
have been poor were removed from poverty by these programs.
Over one-third were removad from poverty.

iIn 1984 only 18 percent of these ndividuals and families were re-
moved frem_poverty. We removed half as many of families with
children from poverty through programs as we did in the late
1970's.

_ We see growing trends in inequality. We see this in the poverty
figures as well as in the Census income distribution figures. Census
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income diStribution figures show the widest gap since 1947 between
rich and poor. Even small changes in inequality can have large im-
pacts on the poverty figures.

A few quick points on the hunger issue. How can it be that al-
though we're spending $19 or $20 billion a year on food assistance
programs, hunger seems to be increasing in this country. The key
program, of course, is the Food Stamp Program. Food stamp bene-
fits are tied to the Thrifty Food Plan, which is an artificially set
plan just as the poverty line itself is somewhat artificial.

The Agriculture Department data shows that only one-tenth of
families spending for food at the cost of that plan get the recom-
mended daily allowances for basic nutrientS. Does that mean that
90 percent of food stamp families are malnourished or undernour-
ished? No, it does not.

The last homehold food consumption data frem the late 1970's
showed that, at that _point, half of all food stamp families supple-
mented the-Food Stamp_Thrifty Food Plan with enough additional
food expenditures out of their own pockets that they were able to
get the recommended daily allowances.

I would suggest that the primary development since the late
1970's has been the significant decrease, in the ability of many of
these families to supplement those food stamp benefits through
other expenditures of their own for several reasons.

Unemployment has been above 7 percent for 6 straight years, the
longest period of that since the 1930's.

Second, and most importantly, the poorest group of the unem-
ployedthe long-term unemployedincreased in number by 56
percent from 1980 through 1985; While there was an increase in
the long-term unemployment, however, there was a tremendous
shrinkage in unemployment insurance coverage, so assistance for
the long-term unemplwed has basically_disappeared.

Last year only one-third of the unemployed received unemploy-
ment insurance in the average month, an all time record low for
the Unemployment Insurance_Program.

Finally, in mentioning David Ellwci6d's point of the people who
want to work but can't find full-time work, the Census data show
that the number of persons who work part time for economic rea-
sons, in other words they want to work_full time but can't fmd full-
time jobs, increased 23 percent from 1980 to 1985.

As I mentioned, wages have eroded in purchasing power, and, of
course, welfare benefits have fallen 35 percent after adjustment for
inflation-25 percent if you add in food stampssince 1970.

In other words, more long-term unemployment, less income
through wages, less income through cash welfare, and finally and
particularly important, increasing expenses for poor people particu-
larly in the area of housing have contributed to the recent increase
in poverty.

TWo quick Imusing_figures that I think are very significant. FirSt,
the latest Ceasus data shows that 50 percent of all low income
renter househol4 those with incomes below $7,000 a year, now
pay at least 60 percent of their income to rent and utilities. You
don't have much money left for other basic expenses if you're
paying 60 percent for rent and utilities.
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Second, that fiure has increased dramatically in recent years. In
1975, the data show that there were fewer than 4 million low-
income households paying more than half their income for rent
and utilities. By 1983, there were more than 6 million householdS
With low incomes paying more than half their income for rent and
utilities.

Where do we go from here on this issue? Let me just quickly
mention a number of things, none of which will make a dramatic
impact but each can make a modest impact. Most of them have
been mentioned before today. Tax reform, of course: I think we
n eed to go further in the future and adjust the earnedincome tux
credit by family size to be of more benefit to large ramilies. This is
something Bob Reischauer has been working on particularly. Wel-
fare assistance is adjusted by family size but the earned income tax
credit is not.

Again, we have to look at the connection between programs and
values. If you_ want to emphasize the value _of work, then we have
to do more for the larger ramifies with the earned income tax
credit to adjust it by family size_

Second, I would like to see States follow the Federal lead and
have States remove people below the poverty line from the State
income tax aide, just as we're doing at the Federal level.

The child support area I think is important as well. ReRresenta-
tive Dorgan asked about the Wisconsin grandparent experiment
would agree that the project will not have that large of an impact,
but a lot of us are much more interested in the rest of the Wiscon-
sin program that Michael Novak mentioned. In brief, the_program
sets a standard of percentage of income that applies as the award
to all absent parents unless the court makes the fmding otherwise;
17 percent of earnings there for one child or 20 percent for two are
automatically withheld from wages. Unlike the 1984 act which
Congress passed, this would be automatic and would not require a
prior determination of delinquen.

Third, a child support insurance level. The State fills in the gap
up to that level if the amount of child support withheld from the
absent parents wages does not reach that leveL Some of the data
from the Institute for Research on Poverty suggest that if this ap-
proach works, it could have a significant antipoverty effect and
alto boost work incentives. Currently, when you gain a dollar fronr
working, you lose a dollar in welfare. But if you get an additional
dollar from work, you don't lose a dollar in child support pay-
ments

In the work and welfare area, Peter Gottschalk mentioned an
importent idea of a 2-year system of concentrating_ on the long-
term recipients and not sprawling our limited resources thin with
cheap programs over everybody. I'm worried now that in the Food
Stamp Program we may end up going in the wrong direction in
this area.

And also in the work and welfare area, we need to change the
procedures we now have whereby we have a 100-perceIA marginal
tax rate. We have a 27-percent top tax rate in tax reform bill, but
after your fourth month on the job in welfare you lose a full dollar
in assistance for every additional dollar you earn.
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Health care must be made more available to the working poor
who are not on welfare. Medicaid provisions, included in both
Houses' reconciliation bills this year, are a significant step in that
direction. Much greater experimentation with unemployment pro-
grams for young males, as has been mentioned, and work and
school programs for high school students are particularly impor-
tant Stopping discriminating against two-parent families in. wel-
fare by covering them, as well as single-parent families, which the
Ways and Means reconciliation bill, addresses, is important. And
investing more in those preventive programs for children that
work and that can have important long-range effects such as WIC,
Head Start, and compensatory education, should be a priority.

Having said that, I will say that even if you did all of these
things, a large part of the problem would still be with us. It's not
going to suddenly go away. But I think each of these steps can
have some modest but significant impact in moving us in the right
direction.

[Material submitted by Mr. Greenstein appears at the conclusion
of the hearing, see p. 107.]

Chairman LELAND. Thank you very much. Mr. Reischauer.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT REISCHAUER, SENIOR FELLOW, THE
BROOKINGS INSTITUTION

Mr. REISMATJER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have a few general
observations about policy directions for the future, and will try not
to bludgeon you with any more statistics. I think you've had a suf=
ficient dose for the morning.

Over the course of the past few_years a broad consensus Ma de-
veloped around the proposition that our existing welfare programs
aren't doing their job very well. Some people have focused on the
fact that welfare doesn't provide even a minimally adequate level
of support for a family in need in some regions of the country.
Other observers have focused on the fact that Twx existing_pro-
grams don't do much to provide a path out of dependency. They
don't encourage independence, self-sufficiency, and even can facili-
tate perverse types of behavior.

The fact that conservatives and liberals have started a dialog
about the shortcomings of our existing welfare programs has cre-
ated a receptive climate for new approaches, experimentation, and
reform. This climate presents us with an opportunity. But it also
presenta a risk for when it comes to policy change we are a nation
that is attracted to the quick fix or the silver bullet. We have little
tolerance for slow plodding change, even in areas of policy which
are_as admittedly complex as welfare.

. .The current welfare dialog is focusing on work-welfare untie-
tives, notions of increased recipient obligation, programs that
strengthen child support payments, and the increased devolution of
responsibility to State and local governments. Blach of these thrusts
deserves encouragement and further support; however, we should
not promise miracles. Specifically, we should moderate our expecta-
tions for reform and should make sure the public doesn't develop
unrealistic expectations.
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This is true on a number of dimensions. First, we should make it
clear that, in the short-run, work initiatives, increased recipient ob--
ligations, strengthened child support, or devolution, are likely to
have only very small impact, on the size of the welfare caseload
and on the well-being of recipients. In fact, some of these initiatives
could have detrimental impacts on the recipientS.

Jobs may not be available in many location& Welfare recipients
may not have the skills to fill them. Family obl*ations, transporta-
tion problems or day care problems may limit the ability of welfare
recipients to take advantage of work initiative&

Second, we should make it clear that these initiatives are not
likely to save a great deal of money, at least in the short-run. Done
well, counseling, job search assistance, training, education, support-
ed work, all the things people are talking about, cost money. Some-
times large amounts of money, as California _and Massachusetts,
which are into thiS in a serious way, have found out.

Similarly, while we can do a better job getting absent fathers to
support their children, many of the fathars of welfare children who
are not now paying any form of child support have very little in
the way of income to share.

Third, we should be aware that all of the new initiatives that
we're talking about could have some undesired short-run repercus-
sion& For example, a strengthened program of child support such
as Wisconsin is experimenting with, could have the effect of reduc-
ing the work effort of some absent fathers; it could encourage some
of these men to pursue careers in the underground economy; it
could lead to an increased incidence of abuse of ex-wives or chil-
dren; it could force unwilling pregnant women to have abortions; it
could push some of the noncustodial father's new families below
the poverty level.

Similarly,work welfare programs will take some mothers out of
the house and will lead to an increase in latchkey children in some
of the most dangerous neighborhoods in our country. Some un-
pleasant situations might arise as a result of this.

Also, when one speakS of devolution of responsibility to the
States, one has to be aware that this may result in some cases in
greater inequities and some hardships, as well as some positive in-
novations.

The fact that, in the short run, these initiatives won't cause case-
loads to shrivel, won't lead to massive budget savhigs, and could
produce some negative consequences shouldn't keep us from pursu-
ing these ideas. Compared to other alternatives, they hold out the
mOst1 promise for the long run. But even in the long run we
shouldn't expect that the welfare system will bS able to salvage the
'wreckage that our other institutions have generate& As long as we
tolerate high rates of unemployment, full-time jobs that do not pay
enough to support a family beyond the poverty level, an education
system that fails the mWority of our inner city and rural children,
and patterns of residential segregation that _isolated our most dis-
advantagad citizens,we can't expect any welfare system, no matter
how informed and enlightened, to be very successful.

Thank you.
Chairman LELAND. Thank you very much.
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Mr. Ellwood, Mr. Murray's writings theorize that public assist-
ance programs support behavior that keeps these low-income
people in a state of poverty. How would you respond to this?

Mr. Ennwoon. I guess I have two responses. First, it's a rather
dramatic oversimplification. Mr. Murray claims the whole system
of what we've been saying about the poor, what we've been_ doing
for the_poor has sent a message that somehow or other bad behav-
ior is rewarded, and good behavior is.not

My basic response to that is twofold. There is a narrow construe-
tion_ of the argument, which is that some how or other our cirrent
welfare system has caused a great deal of the problem And again,
I think if you look out and you notice the fact that I already men-
tioned that the number of people on welfare has fallen while the
problem hat; increased, and when you look and see the fact that the
group that we all talk about as being one of the worst groupsthe
young black male are eligible for no assistance whatSoever, then
you become skeptical.

I thhik that his argument lends itself to dangerous oversimplifi-
cation. What is going on in the ghettos.I've talked about a little
bit beforeis a combination of factors: institutions that have
broken down, opportunities that aren't there, educational institu-
tions that are not teaching and to some degree, a welfare system
that doesn't seem to care and pushes the wrong direction.

But it's important to reirlmber much of Mr. Murray's argument
when he talks, much of what we've seen is focused on this small
group of people. Let's not forget the male-headed faznily, half of the
poor. It's very clear they're right inside the mainstream, and in the
single-parent family there t6othere's a fair amount of evidence
that jobs and pay are a factor, as_ well as the question of what we
wanthow we want to raise our children.

Chairman LELAND. Mr. Murray, would you care to respond?
Mr. MuRRAY. Well, I guess over the last 20 minutes I'veafter a

certain point all you can do really is sputter.
Chairman LEL/MD. Then sputter.
Mr. MURRAY. And I don't want to get hito a shooting match with

numbers in this venue. This is not the right place to do it.
In one sense the good news is that the bad news is wrong, and I

associate myself with some of the remarks such as that I have re-
cently been doing some work with the panel study of income dy-
namics which is the longitudinal data base that has been used for
so many of the numbers that have been provided today. And with
all the work I did with it, one of the simplest statistics was one
that Lsaid to myself had to be a wrong number. In fact, I called up
Greg Duncan, and others hivolved hi the the panel study, because I
was shocked by it The number is this. That in 1970, among black
males with just a high school education, they did have a high
school education, but no college, so this is very basic stuff With a
very disadvantaged group, the poverty rate is 5 percent. More pre-
cisely 43 percent hi the panel study of income dynamics, for all
those ages 20 to 64 for heading households then.

That is an hicredibly !ow number. And in that sense, we are
looking at a situation in which there's lots of good news.

4 6
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Similarly, I think one of the most telling accusations which is
made about the current system is the one that says look, people
can work full time and still_ be poor.

So one of the things I did with these data was to pull out all the
cases of people who in 1970 _had worked more than 1,500 hours that
year. I think it was 1,500. In other words, worked an awful lot of
that year and were still beneath the poverty line. And I said, Well,
what happened to them subsequently?

What happened to them was those people who are poor and have
worked that much, about two-thirds to three-fourths of them not
only got out of poverty immediately the next year or so, but moved
right up to middle class. And what we are observing was an age
phenomenon. In most eases where they wereyoung and they were
getting started and they just moved up very quicIdy, and that's
very positive and very good.

And when I took those who remained poor in 1980, it turned out
that the numbers didn't quite matea up with the imEwa The image
of someone who is working full time ani still beneath the poverty
line is somebody who was crouched in misery, probably in some
urban ghetto, and is working like crazy but just can't make enough
to pull life together.

Well, in fact, of the ones who remained poor at that timethere
were three who were diaabled. Disability is a problem in that
regard. The other fcur lived in small towns, rural areas. One of
them had an income of $16,000, but he was beneath the poverty
line because there_ were a lot of Mds. That situation puts you be-
neath the poverty line.

Another was _a single man with no children in a rural area
making $7,000. Now, if you ask me, can a single person making
$7,000 in South Bronx make a decent life for himself, thS anawer
no. If the question is whether a person making $7,000 can make a
reasonable life for himself in a rural area of thia country, the
answer is yes. And I say that as an old inhabitant of Iowa

However, and I apologize for this being a somewhat more lengthy
response than I initially hitended, having said that, there remains
a very large number of people in thia country who are not partici-
pating in this society and who have cut_ themselves off from 'Partici-
pation for the rest of their lives. And that is what is referred to as
this relatively small number. Well, the number, however you fur-
ther defme it, is enough that as a nation we can't just ignore it.

And having said that then, I h xve to reveal myself as the authen-
tic radical that I am, bacause I do not think that there is any
change in the welfare system that is going to fix it I do think there
ia a change in social poliu that will fix it, but it has to cover sever-
al different areas at one time.

You do have to have the changes in education, and they don't re-
quire expensive new_ curricula. They don't require exotic new
teaching technif? :13. What we have to do is do what we've known
how to do for lkienia which is teach those youngsters who are
read to learn. That's a good first step.

at we have to do in poor communities is make_peoe safe be=
cause one of the most basic questions of forming communities is
safety, and we have failed in that purpose.
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We have to in our welfare system in a variety of ways say, look,
you are a person who is responsible for your own fate. You are not
a lump. We are not going to count the dollars coming in and say
$12,000 is better than $11,000 even if the $12,000 is a combination
of welfare and work, and $11,000 is only from work But it has to
be a change in our whole attitude about individual's responsibility.
And now I am starting to go on far too long, and I will stop by just
pointing out that there are no easy fixes, as they've all said, but I
do think social policy is much more to blame, as they've acknowl-
edged.

Chairman LELAND. Yes, Mr. Greenstein.
Mr. GREENSTEIN-. A couple of points. In one of the points that's

been made, and Charles Murray just alluded to it, the word disag-
gregation has been used. There is an important difference between
the people who are poor for a shorter period and then escape pover-
tywhether they work their way out or they get married or what-
everand those who stay poor for a longer peri6c1. It does not
make sense to say the current programs are damaging to every-
body and ought to be abolished when you have such a large
number of people who precisely need this assistance to get over
this short period and who then work their way out of poverty. I
-think a helpful way to look at the current programs is that they do
a good jobalthough there could certainly be a better job donein
increasing income and improving proper nutrition, and helping
people who are poor for a short time get over that difficult period.
But for those people who me poor for a long period of time, the
programs alleviate the CligtrciiiS and hardship, but don't provide a
ladder out of poverty.

So what we need to look for are additional things we can do to
provide a ladder out, but not instead of providing the basic assist-
ance that's needed. I think a point that most of us would agree on
is that it is much harder to figure out programs which will have a
dramatic impact in providing a ladder out rather than providing
support over a difficult period.

Some of the things that have had better results, Supported Work
Program that was mentioned, an: more expensive There are some
experiments which yield some hopeful signs I think there's one ex-
periment going on in New York now that links the idea of guaran-
teeing a part-time minimum-wage job during the school year, and a
full-time roinimum wage job during the summer for high school
students who stay in school.

Those kinds of experiments may be some of the avenues to
pursue, and some of us would also hope that in order to address the
deteriorating situation of the working poor, we will encourage
more people to make the necessary efforts that will help them get
out of_poverty.

There's one additional point that I wanted to make on ihis line.
When we hear the discussion of the so-called corrosive effects of
the existing system, one of the principalif not the principal
points that is made is that we have a larger welfare system than
we did 20 or 30 years ago when we had more illegitimacy, and that
there is some kind of direct relationship here.

To be fair, Charles Murray does not say this in his book. Others
have said this.
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As was discussed in the first panel the facts are much more com-
plicated than that In fact, when you look at illegitimate birth
rates for young black women, they are lower now than they were
back around 1960._ Moreover, the period when these rates declined
the most was in the 1960's, precisely the period when welfare was
expanded most.

Now, let me-be c1sar. I am not saying_that welfare was responsi-
ble for that What I'm saying is there is not any kind of-good evi-
deuce; whether you look at David Eilw6ckl and Mary Jo Bane's
Study of welfare and family structure, or you simply look at illegit-
imate birth rates over time, you find that there has been a greater
incretufze in illegitimate birth rates among white middle class
women than among young black women over thiCperiod. Because
the married birth rateS have gone down so much among blacks, the
proportion of all those born out of wedlock has gone up.

If welfare were causing_illeetimacy, we would expect not just the
proportion to go up; we would expect that for every 1,000 unmar-
Hed young black women, the number having Children out of wed-
lock would rise as welfare increased. The opposite has occurred, infact

Chairman LELAND. Mr. Reischauer.
Mr. REISCHAUER. Enough has been said.
Chairman LELAND. Mr. Murray, you were rather animated when

Mr. Greenstein_Avas talking about the birth rate among unmarried
black women. Would you like to comment on_ that?

Mr. MURRAY. Well, you see, it makes a big difference to a com-
munity as to whether there are fathers in it So the problem that is
presented by illegitimacy, especially in black communitieS, has
very little to do with Phyllis Schafly, or the moral majority, or any
other statements of _Imw people ought to be deluding.

It also hag very little to do with the number of women who are
having children because you have birth rates driven by all sorts of
facWrs. The start and extremely important fact is that in poor
black communities roughly 70 to 80 percent of all babies born are
being born to single women. And it is not the total _number of
babies that's the problem. It's that when babies are being born
thaes the situation they're being born into, and there is--=-as Sena-
tor Moynihan could attest to more eloquently than Ihistorically
these communities break down. You've got to have fathers.

So we have to quit talking about these kinds of numbers as if
there's no problem out there, or if the problem is somehow not SeH-
out, and I guess that is a response I've had all morning to the num-
bers that I've heard thrown around. The problem is intensely Seri-
ous in certain communities.

Chairman LEIAND. Before I call on Mr. Ellwood to make hia corn=
ments, let me just ask one question. I azn the product of a poor
black community, and also a child from a household where there
was no father present. My mother raised two boys by herself. I
made the statement at a retreat 2 weeks ago. It was a retreat of
national black leaders in politics and business. People there were
mostly concerned about some statements that had been made, espe-
cially with regard to the Moyers' report about the breakdown of
the black family and the black community, because cf the absence
of black males heading families.
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I talked about my own evolution. When my ffither left ourfamily, I was 3 years old. My mother was left to fend for herself
and two sons. She decided, with the encouragement of my grand-motherher motherto go back to school. She started all overagain. She had dropped out of Howard University to marry myfather, and lost all of her Lollege credit& She reenrolled at TexaS
Southern University in Houston. She worked for $30 to $40 a weekat Marshall Drug Store et Lyon's Avenue in the fifth quarter. Atthe time this was the poorest black community in Houston. Shewas _able to rear her two boys by herself, pretty much, except forthe fact that we hved in our grandmother's house Both of her chil-dren, my brother and myself, became pharmacists. I went on tobecome a Member of the U.S. Congress. I don't know what kind ofstatement that rnakbe I can cite for you the example of one womanwho works in my district office who lived and who grew up under

somewhat very similar circumstances.
Her father, I think, died at a very, very early age. Her mother

reared two children by herself She is now, by the way, an elemen-
tary school principal in Houston. ; personally, know of severalother examplesthese are not just Isolated cases. AS a matter of
fact, my mother tended to astociate herself with people in relative-ly the same situation.

How does that relate to what you're talking about? I mean, itseems that we're not necessarily in bad shape. I think to someextent other than the fact I'm a politician, I have led a rather
wholesome life, and my community hopefully it; a little better offfor the fact that my mother had the fortitude to serve as an exam=ple to my brother and me, and hopefully for other young black
children who might not have had a father or a mother.

Mr. MURRAY. I guess it relates in a couple of ways. One is that Idon't know how oldyou are Congressman.
Chairman LEiA.Nm I am 41. I'll be 42 thib y ear.
Mr. MURRAy. So when you are growing up, and I don't know ex-

actly where you grew up, but in the population at large if you wereliving in an all black community growing up
Chairman LELANn. Let me Say this too, I've never sat in a class-

room in my life with a white student.
Mr. MurreAr. OK. If you were in a black community in the 1950's

and 1940'S when you were growing up, coming of age, and youdidn't have a father, but roughly in those years ago 80 percent ofblack youngsters who were being born did have ffithere and there
was in that community a whole lot of different kinds of people.And so one part of the answer is that there is a real problem_ of
proportions here. So that when we are talking aboutwell,the fg
ures for Harlem suggest about 20 percent of the youngsters beingborn in Harlem have fathers in the house when they're being born,is a radically different situation from the one you grew up with.And the second part of the answer, of course, is that there isnothing that intrinsically says that a woman cannot raise children
by herself But I think it has been disastrous for us to take that
true statement and say, well, this is juSt an alternative lifestyle tohave a child without a father. That in the aggregate just doesn'twork out that way.
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You know. Fern& Fawcett wants to have a baby without a hus-
band, wellShe has the money. She has a lot of things she can do to
take care of that child. When you're talking about an 18- _19-year-
old girl with no education, no money, no father for*the child, you're
talking about a very different situation. It's not the kind of situa-
tion that we can tolerate large numbers in the community engag-
ingin it.

HOwever, having said that, one quick addendum. We are not
looking at fundamental interracial phenomena. It is striking to me
that something that has gotten as much press as illegitimate births
should have had so 1;.',Lit. done on the most obvious of all questions,
what is the relationship of illegitimate births to socioeconomic
status. And the only work I've been able to do on it, rummaging
around in the Library of Congress, is to come up with the StatQ of
Ohio which does publish natality data by rao,.., by single- or two-
parent family, and by town. And you can link that up with 1980
data on the percent beneath the poverty line, and with the propor-
tion of people with a high school education. In other words, with
one measure of economics, and one measure of education, and,
guess what? Poor white folks have illegitimacy ratioS right now
that are juSt about as high as the ones that got Senator Moynihan
so excited in the early 1960's that he wrote hiS report on the black
family.

The rich white families and the illegitimacy ratios is just about
the ilame et they were in 1940. Poor black families have extraordi-
narily high illegitimacy ratios. Middle class black families have
pretty low illegitimacy ratios._ It's about time that we quit referring
to this as being a pervasive thing that happens at all levels of soci-
eV and everybody is doing it, and that we quit talking about it as
ratio. It is a socioeconomically grounded phenomenon, and has
enormous implications.

Chairman LELAND. Mr. Ellwood.
Mr. ELLWOOD. There are two or three things I guess I would like

to emphasize. First, this is not just a black phenomenon, it's true,
but it's very much more serious than the black community, even
controlling Federal income, or anything else. It's very, very differ-
ent.

There is no such thing as a white ghetto. It doesn't exist The
onlY possible examples are in Appalachia, but a portion of poor
whites live in concentrated poor white communities. They are inte-
grated into the rest of the society, where blacks are iSolated.

And I don't particularly want to comment on the specific work of
Mr. Murray that I've seen, but in general the widespread view, I
think, among those that studied the illegitimacy, and so forth, is
that there's a major racial component Obviously why that is and
how to underStancl it I think is a very_difficult thing.

The second thing I'd like to say is I agree entirely that anybody
that minimizes the notion of illegitimacy, or the fact that people
arethat children are being born to never married mothers in
large numbers, is doing the world a disservice. I completely agree
with that.

But I also believe the people are doing the world a disservice who
want to point to the very simple reasons for that, and very simple
answers to that. And the notion that somehow or other it's the wel-
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fare system that s_ the cause of all this evil is not supported in gen-eral by the facte thatwhen people look at itBut that is not the same as saying_it's not a serious problem thatwe don't need to do Oomething, that we need to work éxtraordinari-ly_hard on. There is little disagreement on the view that the wel-fare system certainly has done almost nothing to help combat theunderlying problems. The hard part is figuring out what to do tohelp.
Still, I'd like to _reiterate for the laet tinae, it is not the wholepoverty problem. People tend not to want to help people like thatbecause they look so different, and seem so foreign. But the fact ofthe matter is there are an awful lot of poor people. And it's true.Mr. Murray is absolutely correct. An awful lot of the two-parentfamilies are short-term poor families and we do nothing for themduring theperiod of stress and hardship, and many of them are notjust 1 year._ Many of them are several years. But the fact of thematter la if you're in a stable two-parent home you rarely spendyour entire lifetime poor. That's true. But you still are poor a lot,and _a lot of the poor children living in our country are thosepeople. And to say that because they are not poor their whole lives,therefore, the/ aren't worthy of our attention or consideration,misses two facts.

First of all, people really are suffering Second, to Oome degree,the deprivation, instability, and_problems of two parent familiesmay be a contributing factor to the formation of single parent fam-ilies which have much more difficult problems. And so ignoringthose people's problems I think is short-sighted, as well as meanspirited.
Chairman LELAND. Let me not monopolize the discueSion. I'll goto my colleague, Mrs. Roukema.-
Mrs. RouicEmA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I'm not quite surewhere _we are in this discussion. I'm with Mr. Murray on that sub-ject By the way, I do Appreciate all the panels for being here, andyou've been patient with your time.
I'm going to try not to get further enmeshed in the Statiaticalgame that'S going on here. For those of you that were hera duringmy opening statement, I made a categormat statement that it if; notour concern, or certainly not mine, to debate the accuracy of thedata, or the methodology uSed.
My concern is about the socioeconomic trendO and demographicchanges. I take it as given that_we have an enormous problem onour hands. And I take it as a given that we've been Spending enor-mous amounts of money on the_problem. And I take it as a giventhat we in this; room and the American people in their own minds,differentiate the problem And Americans are very generous inwanting to help the go-called truly needy, the dioabled, the elderly,the people who cannot fend for themselves because of mental orphysical disabilitiea. That's their disaggregation.The reason for the title for thit hearing, the reason that theDemocrats have a caucus committee on the subject, and the reasonthe _President has announced a commission study on welfarereform is because We know that there's something wrong_ And Mr.Murray is the only one, even though I diOagree with him in_ somepart, who has addrested what's wrong. The rest of you gentlemen
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are sitting here today trying to say that there isn't anything
wrong, that it's just a matter of looking at the statiatics.
_ Well, I'm telling you,_it's not. There's something wrong. Mr.
Greenatein, I hope you would correct me if I'm wrong, but if I
heard you correctly, I think you were suggesting that all we need la
more money spent on the same Idnds of programs.

Mr. GREENsTsm. Absolutely not.
Mra RouxEmA. Please correct me, and differentiate _yourself

from your statement, and what is currently going on. Then I want
to have Mr. Murray immediately jump in and tell me, Mr. Murray,
what do you think about workfare _prpgrams, the work incentive
programa, that are now being experimented with at State and local
levels in the context of your book, "Losing Ground."

Go ahead, Mr. Greenstein.
Mr. GREENSTEIN- Let me first say that I don't think what I'm

saying, for David Ellwood or Bob Reischauer in the slightest it that
there isn't a serious problem, It may not be useful to get into an
endless debate an statistics. Nor would it be useful to get into
debate as to who can beat their breast the moat over how serious
the problem is. But I do not think there is anyone on this panel
who disagrees with what you have said, or digalrees with Charles
Murray's points on the seriousness of the problem.

-Let me make one particular point here. In commenting on the
issue of illegitimacy as I did earlier, in some ways it would be pref-
erable if illegitimacy was due to the welfare system . We 'would
know how to address it. We would change the welfare system and
solve the problem.

What we're trying to say is, and I think particularly the work of
David Ellwood ahows this, that these very serious problems are not
primarily due to the welfare system. They are due to such intricate
and deep underlying changes, not all_ of which any of us under-
stand, that it makes it extremely difficult to figure out policy
changes that will have a dramatic impact rather than a modest
impact

I think what Bob Reischauer was trying to say was that we can
talk about a number of things we should do, but let's not make the
mistake that was made in the war on poverty in the mid-1960'a and
gay we're going to do a few of these thing; and the problem is
going to go away. It's much more serious than that A number of
lig Are trying to suggest that another mistake that was made in the
1960's when people said if we help people help themselves by creat-
ing economic opportunity agencies, and model citieS, and job train-
ing, the poverty will gradually disappear, completely ignoring the
critical role of the economy. That was too much ignored then and
sometimes in the discussions I think that's_ too much ignored now.

One additional point that I think a number of us are making is
that not only do you have to diatinguish long-term and short-term
welfare dekendency, you should distinguish long-term and Short-
term povertypeople who are poor on a short-term basis and
peo le who are pOor c a a long-term basis.

en you look at all people who tire poor in any year or over
any 10-year period, and you divide them into long- ancl ahortzterm
poor, what you fmd is that the proportion of white people in a
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given year who are long-term poor is much less than the propor-
tion of black people who are long-term poor.

And that, indeed, is a very significant racial difference aboutwhich we should be concerned.
Now, in terms of what we should do about thiS, I think because

my opening statement ran on longer than I intended, I gave a very
cursory sort of mention of a number of area& But I think if youlook at these areas, what will strike you is that they do not primar-
ily suggest that we take the existing benefit programs and spend a
lot more money on a lot more benefit&

In fact, what I have suggested is _primarily a nonwelfare benefit
approach in terms of what we should do.

The issue of reducing taxes for poor people and adjusting the
earned income tax credit by family size, one in which people Suchas those at the Heritage Foundation strongly agree, is not a tradi-
tional more--benefit approach.

I am enthusiasticpotentially enthusiastic waiting to see theactual results in real life of the Wisconsin Child Support Experi-
ment Program which is much tougher on child support than the
1984 law that the Congress passed.

Mrs. ROUKEMA. Which, by the way, New Jersey is also institut-ing,
Mr. GREENSTEIN. I wculd hope that a number of States institute

different variations, not all exactly the Same aS the Wisconsin
model, so that wQcan find out which approaches_work and begin tomove at the Federal level in those direction& If a successful ap-
proach is that significant, we probably should have a role for the
Federal Government in this area, but it'S premature until we get
the results from State& States are serving a useful purpose AS a
laboratory on the child support and other areas.In the work and welfare area, my concern is, as others have
stated, that the important question is not, as has often been posed,
the way these programs have been run or the number ofjob place-
ments. A_ lot of those short=term poor will get jobs on their own
anyway. It's become a way for managers to justify budget§ withoutreally changing the underlying situation. We need to know a lot
more about what strategies might be effective there and then movein_that direction.

I do think in the area of health care the direction the Congress
has been moving Since 1984 is the right one; that is, to start break-
ing the links between welfare and health care. ThiS is not a prowel-fare speech I am making here. We must change the situation
where the main avenue to getting health care is going on welfare.
But if a woman with young children gets a low-wage job, she losesthat health care.

What is in the reconciliation bills, as you know, has been cospon=
sored by everyone_from Henry Waxman to Strom Thurmond. Thatia an area where I am glad to see there is bipartisan support. The
whole emphasis I have been_placing on making it more economical-
ky attractive to workas I think Mary Jo Bane said earlier, I could
sum up some of what I am saying in her statement"Do you makeWelfare more unattractive or make _work more attractive, make
conditions better for people who work?"
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I think W6 have to do a lot rrnre to make conditions better_for
people who work through health care and things of that sort. The
one place where I specifically refer to the need for increased invest-
ment, and these tend to be relatively small _programs,are in thoSe
childrens' preventive programs that have proved particularly at-
tractive and effective. I would note that the Senate as well as the
House have assumed in this year's budget resolution even before
the conference increases in programs like Head Start and WIC and
compensatory education.

I do think in the more traditional area that there are a couple of
issuea we have to look at. I do think it is still a very serious prob-
lem that welrare benefith vary as much as they do among States
and are as low as they are in the South and some other States. I do
think it is a serious _problem that welfare benefits have fallen 35
percent in real terms since 1970. These are largely as a result of
State policies,not Federal.

But as David Ellwood and others have said, we have conducted
an experiment Where some States have had low welfare payments
and some have had high, and in every place, payments have
dropped and we have not had any social benefit from it in terms of
changing vahles. I do think that the States need to do better there.
There may be some Federal policy interventions, but the basic mes-
sage here is nonwelfare approaches to supement what we are
doing now, to try to provide ladders out of poverty, and enhance
thesituation of the working poor to make work more attractive.

Mrs. RotncsmA. Thank you.
Mr. Murray, in your answer would you also address yourself to

the question of the high unemployment rate among young black
males and whether you view this tia a lailure of education, a failure
of programs or a problem of unemployability?

Mr. MURRAY. First, on the workfare programs speaking as an
evaluator which I was for many years on such programs, I will
make a prediction which iS that these programs will show modest
initial success becaus of what social scientist call the Hawthorn
effect, which i that once you Start something it thnds to produce
short-term positive results and then a couple of things will happen.

One, iS that there Will continue to be more and more exceptions
ta the workfare requirements. So, it starts out with being women
with children under 6 do not have to work and men who have cer-
tain kinds of disabilities do not have to. Those will _get relaxed and
made more complicated. The people who are administering the pro-
gram will find it exceedingly difficult both to screen accurately by
theSe criteria and they will find it difficult to come up with the
jobs and supervise them so that they are real jabs.

And we will end up with a replay of the kinds of problems we
faced in CETA where people are socialized into_precisely the wrong
message. They hear you go to the place and the whole scam is to
figure out how to get your benefit without doing any work.

Now, what I am most afraid of is that they are going to be stig-
matized from both sides. They are _going to be raking leaves in the
court house lawn and the middle class folks will drive by in their
cars and say, at last, we have gotten some of these welfare loafers
to work. And the people from the neighborhood are going to drive
by and they are going to say that guy is so dumb he cannot even
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get out of the workfare requirement. So, there is no optimism ohmy part.
Micker Kaus in the New Republic stated quite precisely whatyou have to do to =Eke a workfare program work and that is to befar more Draconian than_ anybody is willing to proposa Mickey

Kaus in effect said, we have no welfare for you, but we_db have ajob; It pays less than Minimum wage. If you want to show up and
work at that job then you get paid for it, and if you do not want toshow up and work at that job then you do not get anything Now;
that would work probably if you could actually implement it, btit Ido not think that is in the cards.

Now,let me suggest a very different view of the unemplOynient
problem among young black males or among young males period;
and it goes like this. Once upon a time in the dim, dark peat 1963
and previous to that there was a clear bright line between worldng
and not working If you had a job you got nothing And if you Weit
on welfare and you got a job your welfare CIE:appeared altogether
immecliately, 100 percent cut.

Th,4 notion was to have a job put you in a fundamentallY differ-
ent social class than not having a job and to be chronically unem-ployed was to be a different kind of person than people who are
employed. If you iire temporarily unemployed you get_unemploy-
ment insurance, but that is because of the vicissitudes of the econo-
my and everybody understands that cEstinction.

I suggest to you that in order for a young black Man With low
education to take pride in working 8 hours a day at a lousy job for
fairly low wage, he is not going to do it because you provide himwith no career ladder. For poorly educated people with no experi-
ence there has never been in the history of the world a cakeekladden That is not the Wayyou get into the work force and that isnot the way you get security; They are not going to provide that.

YoT.i are not going to raise the wages enough to make him proud
of .;iritat he is doing The way he is going to take satisfaction mis
life, working at_a_job which is no fun for money that is not a whole
lot is because of the satisfaction that comes from saying to hiniseff,
if it were not-for me my wife and children would be suffering I am
caking ;:are. They need me. And when you take away that, when
you say to people they can get along without you and the very sub-stantive way we say that.

When you take the work situation and you erase that clear
bright line and you have food stamps for people who have incomes
that are too low and you have these other benefits and it it; all jmit
one continuum &Om people whose entire income comes_from wel-
fare, the people whose entire income comes from work. There is noreal differenca haVe destroyed one of the fundamentalI do
not want to use the word incentives because that souridi too cold.

You have degfroyea One of the fundamental reasons why working
is an important component in the pursuit of happiness, if I may
use that phrase. SO,if you want to talk about unemployment prob.
leins among young black males i do not think the strategies we are
talking about of the three Members of the panel ale going to make
ti bit of difference.

I think that we have Seen in Boston with 3.5 percent unemploy-
ment now for the last couple of years, how little is taken off the
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top of an unacceptable high black youth unemployment rate And
Vve simply have to start rethinking from scratch precisely what it
is that social policy ought to do in terms of making rules for pea-
ples lives.

Mrs. ROUKEMA. Thank you.
Chairman LELAND. If the gentlemen will suspend for just a

minute. I am going to have to leave. I want to apologize to the pan-
elist:4 for my departure. However, I will turn the gavel over to Con-
gressman Panetta, someone who has vast experience in this area.

Before I leave I would like ta _recognize the presence of the youth
group from St. PAW'S Luthern Church in Monroe, NY. They are ac-
companied by Reverend Panetta. We would like to thank you for
coming to our hearing.

MrsRouxEmit. I believe Mr. Murray has completed his answer.
Mr. Reischauer.
Mr. REISCHAUER. I would like to take issues with Charles' gloomy

prediction of what will happen with respect to the workfare initia-
tives. As I suggested in my opening statement, the benefits that
can come from the work initiatives that are being experimented
with in California in Massachusetts and in a number of other
States are modest overall.

But, they are not going to whither away after the Spot light of
inational media attention is_turned off._ It s _true that efforts like

this have failed in the past. They have failed for three reasons. The
first reason is that we have never devoted sufficient resources to
them.

Second, the attitudes of the administrators have been generally
negative in the past. These attitudes were that theSe welfare
women are not in a position to work and should not be required to
work.

And third, they failed becauseit is very difficult to get a woman
with a young child and a 9th or 10th grade education into the labor
force especially when she has had very little in the way of previous
work experience.

Now, the first two of those three reason for past failures have
disappeared. We are beginning a national debate about devoting
significant resources to these program&

More importantly, the_general attitude, that of the public_ and of
administrators, about these programs has shifted. It has shifted in
the direction of recognizing that we should require some obligation
on the part of the recipients, and that there is some hope that
women with these characteristics can fmd and hold jobs. I think
that those two changes will mean that we will see modest effects of
these_prograrns over a sustained period of time.

Mrs. ROUKEMA. I would like to yield now to my colleague from
Missouri, Mr. Emerson.

Mr. EMERSON. Thank you very much for yiekling.
I Would like to follow up on something here. The Nutrition Sub-

committee of the House Agriculture Committee, which iS chaired
by Chairman Panetta and on which I am the ranking member,
were looking into the workfare issue several years ago. We went to
San Diego and had a wonderful experience there.

We met with the board of supervisors, the mayor and ciV council
and the administrators of the Workfare Program, and the people
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who were the beneficiaries of it. The total political spectrum wasinvolved in a very positive way. Everyone from avowed libertarians
to avowed socialist and a lot of Republicans and Democrats and
conServatives and liberals were involved.

This was recommended to uS by our three colleagues from SanDiego, who also covered the political spectrum. Duncan Hunter
sort _of a_conservative ReTublican, Jim Bates a liberal Democrat,and Bill Lowry is in the middle. They all had nothing_but positive
things to_say about workfare. ASà matter of fact, I think they haveall teStified on several occasions before our subcommittee. We
could not find anything wrong with workfare in San Diego.We atked can somebody say something bad about it? Everyone
was so positive. The people-who were on the program were saying,this is really helping me. You know, I am learning a skill. If they
were not actually assigned to some public Service job they were ina job search club. We interviewed them. We talked with them.They would say, this is really terrific. You know, it gets me out
of my apartment I come down here and they require me to make acertain number of phone calls-to try to find &job. Everything wasvery, very positive about it We know that the example in Massa-
chusetts is having some good beneficial reSulta.

There was a pilot program in Springfield, MO, that I _heard was
working pretty well, but it-became involved in the local debate of
those who believe in the efficacy of workfareand those who do not.ThoSe who do not won out and consequently that pilot programwas discontinued.

I do not thaink that other than for San Diego and MeaSachusetts
we have a great deal on the table in terms of how workfare worksand how it does not work. From what I have seen of it, I think it is
a step, a positive step going in theright direction.

Now, I hear here both positive and negative comments aboutworkfare. I wonder if there would be any reaction in terms of whatI have Said. Do we really know enoughabout it?
I might say we _have considered thiS in the Nutrition Subcommit-tee last year in the farm bill legislation. in which the Food Stamp

Program was reauthorize& Chairman Panetta and I have an ern-
ployment training sccefon of the bill that has purposely a lot offlexibility in it We did not want to be heavy handed and tell every-
body how it ought to work, but we have said to th.4 States you haveto come up with an employment and training _program. I thinkthey have got to have that They have got to get some data in on
how they would propose to run it in another couple of months.

We purposely_left to the States a great deal of flexibility in de-
Signing their Employment Training Program recognizing that whatmight work in San Diego or_Massachusetts might not work in Cape
Girardeau, MO, or Ridgewood, NJ. That is why we wanted to havethe flexibility there.

Would any of you care to comment on that. Can we really apply
national standards or is flexibility a good thing, or is the whole
idea of workfare employment and training, is right or iS it wrong?

Mr. REISCHAUER. I will try to answer that in several ways. First,
I think we should make it clear that the term workfare means 50
different things in the 50 different States. It means assisting wel-fare recipients find jobs, job counseling, training, and Supportive
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work as well as_being required to work in-a public service job in
return for receiving one's welfare benefits. So, we etre talking about
a wide range of activities.

The evidence _that the MDRC Corp has amassed in the course of
evaluating roughly a dozen of these programs is that they modestly
improve the chances _of getting a job particularly for women who
have very little in the way of _previous experience in the labor
force. With respect to men on the AFDC-U, these programs have
had virtually no impact.

These programs have operated in States as varied as ArkanSas,
Maryland, California, and Massachusetts. So, we have some sense
that What we are seeing is not a function of a vibrant economy in
one particular _State. If one only looked at San Diego or at the ET
exprience in Massachusetts, one would have to be suspiciou§ that
what we were seeing was the result of an overheated economy; that
women who had no work experience were being drawn into the
labor force by the high level of economic activity. But there are
modeat _impacts in places like Arkansas and Baltimore where the
economy has been less vibrant. So, I think we can be modestly opti-
mistic about these programs.

The fmal point that you made, I think, it a terribly important
one. It was that what has characterized these programs to date is
diversity. Each State has designed a program that matches the
problem§ that it faces with its parti cular clientele to the environ-
ment that has been created by its local job market and economic
situation.

I think that it is_essential in the future to permit a lot of flexibil-
ity by the State§. _This does not mean that-these programs should
be a State-only responsibility. The Federal Government should pro-
vide some of the resources because the MDRC evidence shows that
the major fmancial beneficiary of the savings that reaults from
these programs is the Federal Government.

Also, the findings suggest a go-slow approach with reSpect to
work requirement for the Faod Stamp Program. This_ conclusion
arbie§ because the most successful groups are the AFDC mothers
with little work experience. The folks who are deemed eligible for
work programs under food-stamps do not have the same character-
istics as AFDC mothers. They look more like the AFDC-U recipi-
ent§ for whom these work initiatives were not a success:a_ inter-
vention_

Mr. ELLWOOD. There are things going on all over the country. I
recently stoppA in on a session of I think it is called Project
Chance in Illinois. And I actually-sat in on sort of an initial session
for people that are on not AFDC, but the general assistance pro-
gram which tend§ to include a group of people even_ worse off than
the kind of people that Mr. Murray momentarily was talking
about, those not bearing family responsibility.

This was a mandatory program. People had to come in and they
had this first group meeting. When people came in they were surly,
they were annoyed. It was clear that they regarded this as an im-
position on their time. And there was_someone who got up in the
front and they were very, very good. They were very dynamic and
exciting.
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Every_ time somebody asked a question the person would youknow, what_have you done before. They would mention semt.: ..b orsomething. You know, we got something in just last week ju.- likethat, maybe you could lOcik at that. And someone else wo7.1.14 say
something élSO and, again, they would say, well, what abo,t that.We could try. that.

By the end these people were so excited they all came lip to her
afterward. They wanted to hear about these jobs. They werecharged up, they were excited and they were _enthusiagtic. And
part of what was offered here waa Something of a change, a hopethat something could make a difference.

Now, let me correct one other hotibii. In Massachusetts the un-employment tate airiohg blacks right now is 5 percent It is hdt the
case that the economy has not benefited these_people. It has_ madea huge difference. What numbers are available for teenage blacks
are extraOrdinarily low; but I do not believe the numbers.

So, one issue IS that recipients actually do respond well; What is
exciting about this whole thing is that recipienta ypically haVe notresponded to it as a way Of behig beaten up. When they have really
been given a Chance, they have been excited about it

The second thing that I think _iS important about Ns, Jrkfare isthat it pUta pressure on administrators to do something more than
just deliver a check; to actuallyprovide jobs. They are required to
do something_to help people take the steps and make the moves. I
think that too is very impOrtaxit. That may be the most important
component.

MDRE found in their experiinehta that_recipients responded welland that the_preSSure an the people was important
The third reason_ I think it is kirid of interesting is that I asked

the head of thiS Illinois office what he thought about the mandatt
ry nature of it and so forth, He said that these people have beenjerked around so often by the welfare system they do not believe
you are going to do anything for yhu. And the_mandatory thinggets them in the debt. It gives us a chance to look at them in the
eye and actually offer them something.

So; I think those are all reasons to be excited and encouraged
about this sort of program; But the only note of caution I Would
add is this. We- still have to deal with the children. We still have todeal With the fact that most welfare mothers have ioung Children.
We still have to deal With the fact that there are other responsibil-
itieS.

I argue it is not realistic to epect_in the next three decades that
all Welfare Mothers are going to work all the time. We heed ah=
other option. We need a way Whereby women can work part time
but be seen aS providing serious and responsible economic supv-i.etfor their family; I think there are Ways th do that. I think some
expanded child Support plans like Wisconsin offer that.

I think until we do that we are Still going to have, 5 years downthe line ho Matter how fast we go on workfare, we are alWays
going to find a large number of patiple that will be relying on the
welfaremateM because simply it is both unreasonable arid unlikely
that everyone is going to work all the time.

Mr. GREENSTEIN. I think Bob Reischauer has really stated well
the best evidence in the area. Because of your interest in the Food
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Stamp Program in particular in this area let me just add a few re-
marks here.

Thia is really,' think, kind of the caveat As we in the first panel
have been saying-, the best results have been for the people with
the greateat barriers, unemployment and the long-term welfare re-
cipient in _AFDC. We really do not have very much evidence from
the Feed Stamp Program.

For the people who were short-term AFDC recipient§ the reSulte
were lea§ iinesaive because when you had a control group, you
found that almoat as many people were not in the program, went
out and got off the welfare roles on their own as those who went
through the program. You had a much more significant effect on
the long=term welfare recipients. They did not go get jobs on their
own. But for some modest percentage a them, this program helped
them break that barrier which is important.

At our center we are doing a large project now to try to come up
with some strategies to help States think through various options
in structuring their Fond Stamp Employment and Training Pro-
grams. We do not fully have the expertise to do that by ourselveS.

We have contracted with the Manpower Demonstration Research
Corp., the leading experts on this, as well as with some other
people in related key areas to wrIte papers coming up with strate-
gies in this area.

I, frankly, waS httle discouraged or a little disappointed when
the MDRC papers came in. They said that of the people who make
up the food stamp work registrant case load, about one-half of
them are only on the program for 3 months or so at a time. They
go off fairly quickly on their own an_yway.

What the papers are saying is, for people like that, these pro-
ems do not have very much impact. So the question might then

e, How can we concentrate the resources in the Food Stamp Pro-
gram on the people who are longer term poor.

As you designed the bill and in _conference worked to alter the
performance standard in accordance with the categories of house-
holds expected and the type of service provided to them, my fear as
we get into this-project is of an almost unreflective assumption on
the part of the Department: That more is better, cover 50 percent
of all job-able recipients. On the part of the States, it is easier in
some ways to mount a veiy shallow Job Search Program where re-
cipients come in to the food stamp office twice, say they saw thead
four employera, the administrator checks it off and they_ are out
the door and States show that they are meeting the performance
standard quota of 50 percent.

In_ some ways I am a little worried that we are goin2_ to _get thit
confluence of the Department pushing for percentages and the
States finding that that is what they have done in _the _peat and
that itis an easy way to meet the quota. In such a case, the results
may be marginal at best.

I &Ilea§ I would urge, in addition to general oversight, a couple of
things. One is that FNS still has one of the larger Federal research
budget§ around. Somehow, it has escaped the budget ax to a great-
er_degree than other portions of the FNS budget have.

It would be wieful, I think, to urge FNS to put a little bit of that
budget into some good evaluations in individual State§ to try to
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find out what you are really getting in the Food 'Stamp Program,
evaluations with random assignment and control _groups so wereally know what is happening. And based on what you learn, it
may be necessary at some point to make Some midcourse correc-tions because I do not think your intention or that Mr. Panetta's
intention was simply to be able_to say, "Here it what we are doing
in the Food Stamp Program." You wanted to make a difference in
theSei*ople's lives as well as in program costs .

it is going to be harder to have an impact on food stamps than
on AFDC because many food stamp recipients do bett6r in findingjobs on their own, and get off the _program faster on their own. It is
harder to design a program that really has_a significant impact onthese people and it is going to take a lot of work and a number of
years and some changes. And in the end, you know, we may not beable to realize the hopes that we all have for that program for that
reason.

Mr. EMERSON. Thank. you. I think_you have made a very con-
structive suggestion and I dare say that we are_prepared to exer=
cise our oversight function in this area once the States start to act

Another thing in the select committee is that_ staff work is un-
derway in cooperation with the -GAO on an ideit that we have
kicked around from time to_time. We need to have kind of one stop
place where people who need public assistance can go. You know,there are all sorts of programs to help people. Some are AFDC,food stamps, shelter assistance, heating assittance, and transporta-
tion assistance, HoWever, you have to go some place different all
the time for all of this assistance.

We need to take a look, and I think we finally are beginning totake a look, at the possibility of bringing all programa deaigned tohelp people under one roof so that we can really effectively help
them in whatever their area of need may-be. Now, that may bO too
big an undertaking, and I know these different programs have dif-ferent clientele and different patrons. But, I think it it a problem
that needs to be explored and it is an_area that needs to be ex-
plored. Thit committee is beginning to do that.

Mr. Murray, you. did not respond to my_question. Maybe you didnot care to, but I did not mean to cut you off
Mr. MURRAY. No, _you did not. I had pretty much said my piece

before and I _,-uess that I will be on the line 2 years from now. Ifthey have been a_marvelous success, you can call me back and tell
me I was wrong. But I am predicting no effect

Mr. EMERSON. Thank you. Thank you, Mrs. Roukema, for yield-ing.
Mr. PANE-rm. Mr. Levin-
Mr. LEVIN. Thank You. Just_a brief question to Mr. Murray. You

mentioned during your discussion about pregnancy out of wedlock.
You said something like for many it is just an alternative lifestyleor many view it as an alternative lifestyle. We are really talkingabout this in terms of those who create social policy, do they think
of pregnancy out of wedlock just as another alternative lifestyle?

Mr. MURRAY. That ia one of the things that has changed in thelast few years. During the 1970's among the academicians and
among many leading lobbying groups, this was the party line. The
notion that you could even use the word illegitimate to describe
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children horii in this situation was taboo, because to say that they
were illegitimate somehow implies that it is worse te be born with
just a mother and no father than it is to be born to a two parent
family.

Arid the Carter administration tried to cony ene a conferenCe on
the family in the late 1970's. I understand they had a great deal of
difficulty because in doing so they were attacked very vehemently
by people who said you are holding up the two-parent family; The

ew York Timesthe Carter administration was in danger of
sE67ink the him-I:went faMily was a standard family that. was some-
how better than other families and they came under attack for
that. The New York Time:I--

Mr; LEVIZC But_ those are not synonymousi though
Mr. MURRAY. Excuse me?
Mr; LEVIN. A one-parent family and illegitimacy
Mr. MURRAY. Are two different things;
Mr; LEVIN. But why do 3rou bring them up together?
Mr. MURRAY. I am making the point; sir, that the notion of ille-

gitimate children, which_ I said in the past was considered an alter-
native lifestyle, was; in fact; considered that by a consensus of the
intellectual and policymaking eliUs during the 1960's and 1970's.

Mr, LEVIN; Well; let me just break in. I would appreciate if you
would==4 know you are very busy. But I would appm late some day
when you have time to send me a paper, a document showing the
I reinember _your exact wordspolicymakers and social policy
elites_ during the 1960's and_ 1970's that considered childbirth out of
marriage as an alternative lifestyle

Mr; MuratY, It would be very easy to do, sir._ And the first thing
I Would have in that paper would be a Xerox copy of a New York.
Times ethzorial of only .a year or ttivo ago in which they were exco-
riating the public school system for having a textbook in which the
public school systems would somehow imply that the two-parent
family was a better family;

Mr. LEVIN. But you are mixing. There is not time and we will
carry this on another time; Again; you are mixing the issue of
childbirth ontside of marriage_with the single-parent family.

Mr. MURRAY.-Then 1 wilt broaden the statement to say that the
single parent family is also considered an alternative lifestyle;
Would_that satisfy you?

Mr. LEVIN. First of all, they are two very different things;
Mr. MURRAY. They are two very different things. And I do net

Mean to lump the two _phenomenon, except in the sense that we
have considered in the par.it, that whether you have one parent or
two parenta was not better or worse, and that was a prevailing atti-
tude and it included single parents_and two_parents as wellI am
scirtj., single_parents and illegitimate births as well. I arn saying
that it is time that we stopped thinking_ that Way. And to the
eXterit that we have stopped thinking that way, we are making
progress.

Mr. LtVng. Do you know what percentage of single-parent fami-
lies are _the result of birth out of wedlock?

Mr. MURRAY. No; I do not have that number,
Mr. LEVIN. It would be a minority, would not it?
Mr. MURRAY. I am sure it would be.
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Mr. LEvig. Therefore, you equate it here and
Mr._MUMLAY. No; let me be precise. AS a Person who has himself

been divorced with children, I consider a two-parent faitay Superi-
or to a single-parent family. And even though these i;hings happenand there are reasons whY they happen; the notion of a tWo=parentfamily being better than a one-parent fairiily, hciiirever that oneparent occurred, seems to me to be valid and appropriate and ricitto be encourage&

ar Lsvm. Well, Iwolild appreciate your sending me, if you
would, the evidence for your statement The recOrd *as going to beleft open, that social policymakers in the 1960's and 1910's consid=ered birth out of wedlock to be an alternative lifeStyle. I Would liketo see the evidencenot the single-parent family; but the single=
parent family which resulted from birth out of Wedleck. Because Ithink you do a lot of lumping and you just twice lumped together
conditions that are quite different and issues that are tittite differ-ent.

Just like-, if I might Say so, and I will finish, I think your Vie* of
the impact of work on the family misses a lot. To the blue-collar
worker, the job in the factory maybe did not have a career ladder
in the traditional sense, but it had a securitY and also it did have
some built-in possibilities for promotion. In much of America, foryouthi that option has almost been eliminate& the blue-collar joli Ithink you dismissed_ it much like,--anyway, we will tarry on thediscussion some other time. But I would appiecidte if you couldsend me any evidence you have on the point we discussed.

Mr. PANETrA. Mr; Gilman._
Mr. GILMAN. Thank you, Mi. Chairman; regret that I woe ih

and °v.+. of the hearing today; but I am pleased to hear the differingviews J: jur expetta.
I Vb4,,,,id like to ask our panelists, if thit haS not been askedbefore; in the recent State of the Union Address the Presidentmade this last year he ordered a major study on Fddetal welfare

and family policies to be completed. And betause the Attorney
General is chairing that, domestic policy council reVieW of WelCare,
given the history on welfare reform and the fact that we .are now
operating under some very stringent budgetkiry oonStrain; -, Whatadvice would you as panelists give to the Attorney Generr. 9 13 heprepares thiS study? What recommendations do you have ro
committee with regard to reform?

YoLi have touched on it along with some of your presvII-atice.
Could you just summarize what you would recommend at this intfor any welfare reform?

Mr. ELLWOOD. All right Well, a good herd queStion, but a
good question. The first thing I think I would want to do is td
the stereotyping of the poor that we tend to get into. And thal.
means the Segregation story that we have ail heard about.

TOO often the poor now have become a black face in the ghett,
an illegitimate mother with no interest in raising her caild corretily or at least no capacity for doing so. It it teeny a very small pan.,
of what we see._It is a very serious and in many ways disastrolA
Froblem, but it is not the entire poverty population.

So the first itsue is to try to avoid the stereotyping; try und un-
derstand and spend some time;
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The second thing to do is to think seriously about all the-forces
that influence people and their poverty and their situation. It is so
easy, as Bob Reischauer mentioned, to fall into the trap of lookirg
for the silver bullet, and to some degree the silver bullet could be
shooting _you in the back as well. The notion of a silver bullet
which is the cause or which is the solution.

TO some degree we hearit used to be that the silver bullet was
jobs, or previous to that it was the nE%ative income tax. Now, the
current silver bullet is to_ do nothing, a good swift kick. I think the
reality is that when you look and see and understand the different
faces of the poor and their many different situations, there is a real
tendency to recognize the diversity of the human condition and
that in fact different people are going to require different Mnds of
approaches. So that what is right in the ghetto is not going to-nec-
essarily be right in_ other places. What is right for two-parent fami-
lies is not going to be right for others.

I guess the final thing that I would emphasize is for them to seri-
ously explore what it is might really, genuinely, make a difference
in terms of helping people move into the mainstream. Now, the
problem with that is, it is such an easy thing to say and such a
hard thing to do.

But if one seriously explores that, one finds first that there are
ways to do it And second, that it is very, very, very hard. And
simply using some simple, again, these magic bullet kinds of ideas,
is not going to do it.

One needs to be realistic, one needs to have realistic expecta-
tions. Or once again, we will have welfr.re reform and 5 years down
the line or 10 years down the line, a new Charles Murray will
write a book and say look, it has done nothing. And we will say
aha, clearly the poor do not want to work; clearly the poor are not
interested in doing something. When, in fact, the truth is we have
not recognized the difficulty and the diversity of the situation.

Mr. GILMAN. Thank you. Mr. Murray.
Mr. MURRAY. I have for the last 2 years been asked what my se-

rious recommendations are and I have not yet come up with a sat-
isfactory answer to myself, even, in terms of incremental changes.

So whereas I applaud what the administration is trying to do,
and I wish them well, let me say that it is my feeling first that
unless we are prepared to do fundamental rethinkingnot cut
AFDC 10 percent and jiggle with the Workfare r'rofframthat
unless we are willing to do fundamental rethinking about social
policies that span several areas, we should get used to the nofion of
living with an underclass of approxim..,tely its present size for the
foreseeable future.

I see in the current enthusiasm for workfare Larl other pro-
grams, deja vu. I see the atmosphere of t.,..ft 1960's Et.:.tei the war on
poverty reneating_itself And I :..1r 10 years cl,Avn the road,
you will not need a new Chari, Min:, ay to write another book
saying it hat failed; I will writt- anothe, And at that point,
without being at all facetious, w re g 5 0 come up against a
very tough problem that we just ilk. ..)ot wanr 1.13 face.

It is real easy for us to make ou.- elves f good by trying hard
because to tell you the truth, eve:77Sody Q1: tt panel si tting in
front of me knows the deficit is noi, 0fiven by fl,t, &mount c ," money

fa:
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we are spending on poor people And we can increase the amounts
of money we are spending, we can say to ourselves we are tryinf
real hard. And I think that iB what we are going to do in the next
couple of years. And then when it does not work out we can say,
well, it is really complicated and we will have to try something
else.

And what we do not want to think about is the possibility that a
lot of these things, in order to be changed: First, do not involve
painless solutionssou do not achieve good at no cost whatsoever
in terms of pain, real human pain; and second, if it is.going to be
done a lot of the most effective kinds of help cannot intrinsically
be done by the Federal Government. They have to be done by com-
munities, they have to be done by people at the lowest possible
level.

And_ that means taking on responsibilities that far transcend
signing our 1040 forms and checks for various _charitable organiza-
tions. All of that is of no help at all in terms of present recommen-
dations, But I think I would / misleading you if I thought that
any of those recommendations would be of rnucl,. use.

Mr. PANETIA. You have obviously done a lot of thinking in terms
of how poor the programs are that exist today. Do you mean to tell
me that you have not looked at fundamental changes and what we
should do?

Mi. MURRAY. The fundamental change would really involve
going back to redrawing that clear, bright line that I talked about
between the state of working and the state of not working. And
this is for reasons that have not just to do with simple economics
and inoving.x number of people above the poverty line, but have to
do with trying to restore the natural status whibh should, in fact,
go with being employed as oppesed to not being employed, and the
kinds of rewards that brings to people and brings to families and
brings to communifies. That is a very drastic change.

And mind you, I feel es?ecially queasy about recommending that
kind of change when at the same time we made that we would be
continuing to have huge sums of money, far greater than anything
we spend on the poor, being passed around among different middle
class constituencim.

ao as long as we are not willing to face up to those transfer pay-
ments that_ are multi-tens f billions of dollars or hundreds of bil-
lions of dollars, let us make a drastic revision in policy toward poor
people for their own good, speaks to me of incomplete_thinking.

Mr. PANEPTA. Well, I really do not follow you. What you are
saying is we ought to get ridef Social Security and retirement pay-
ments for militaiy and civil service retirees and deal with that
problem before we deal with this problem. Ultimately what you
wind up doingis throwing stones at eveuthing and not coming up
with a solution. We are here in Congress trying to find what the
answers are. It is not enough simply to say these programs do not
work.

Mr. MURRAY. Sir,y011 are asking not only a most legitimate ques-
tion, it is the legitimate question for you to ask. And I am saying to
you that my honest answer io, that whereas I can draw for you a
restructured social system that I think would work, it has absolute-
ly no relevance to the question that you have to face.

46:6
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If I were to say the thing, the litmus test, that you ought to
a ply to the changes you do make in the_programs, it would be
t As you make a_change in the program say-to yourself; how
would thiS affett an I& or 20.year-old in terrns of their perception
of cause and effect; To what extent will this change the way they
see the world so that they think that if they behave in such and
such a way they are going to get a reward and if they hehave in
another way, they will probably suffer some kinds of unfortunate
consequences.

A great deal of what we have done has masked that cause/effect
relationshiR A great deal of what we have done has said to young-
ster% it is not your fault that you are in the position you are in,
and it is not your fault if you cannot get out of it because the world
is just driving things too strongly and you do not have control over
your own life. There are minor changes that cant be made that will
make that kind of obscuring personal responsibility less obscuring.
I simply do not_have much confidence that small changes are going
to make any différenc%

Mr; RArrgrrA; MrGreenstein or Mr. Reischauer.
Mr. REISCHAUER. Well, if I were asked to provide advice to the

Meese Commission I would suggest four thhigs. The firet thing I
would say is that if we are not willing to devote a greater percent-
age of our national resources to these problems, it is very unlikely
that we area going to get much in the way of a significant improve-
ment Give i the amount of money we spend right now, we prob-
ably have a system that is not that bad.

Sewn& I would advise them to avoid the temptation to devolve
fiscal responsibili for these programs _to lower lever-3 of govern-
ment; to the States or to the localities; We have had some experi-
ence with that approach and it has not been happy. Liberals focus
on that history;_ But I Think their focus is incorrect because the will
and the attitude in this Nation about welfare programs is much
more even now than it was 20, 30, 40years ago.

However; State budgets and Sta ;,?. economies are subject to a lot
more volativity than are the national economy and the national
budget; And_States _have much less freedom to deficit finance.

AS David Ellwood and Peter Gottsohalk have pointed out, a lot of
our poverty is associated with temporary variations in the strength
of the economy. This suggests that we should be able to dip into
our pocket and provide some extra money when the unemployment
rate goes up.

We do not want the system to fluctuate as it would in Texas at
this very moment where the State faces a $3 billion budget deficit
and rising unemployment. We want most of the money to come
from the Federal Government That does not_preclude the possibili-
ty that a lot of decisiomnaking and program design could be de-
volved to the State level. It does say something about the source of
the funds to finance welfare programs;

Tbird, I would urge the Commission to emphasize policies that
made jobs more attractive than welfar% This means increasing_ the
number of jobs and lowering the unemployment rate; It means
trying tio do something ahout the remuneration from jobs.
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We have a capitalist economy, in which wages do not vary by
family size. We should not change this. We would give up a lot in
the way of efficiency if we tried.

But we do have the earned income tax credit, and other devices
which can be used to assure that an individual working full time,
full year, does not take home an after tax income that is below the
poverty level. We should move in that direction.

I do not think that the line between work and _nonwork can be
drawn in a modern society as neatly as Charles Murray has done.
There should be rewards rom work and they should be very clear.
But there is _really a continuum between work and nowwork and it
always Will be there. Many of the individuals at the bottom who
are raising young children can work only part _time and at relative-
ly low-ww.e job. And therefore,th0 will need to have their earn-
ings supplemented by child support payments and also by public
programs of one kind or another.

Fourth, I would urge the Meese Commission not to look for radi-
cal change. What we really should do is take incremental stepS to
modify the programs that we have now. As I suggested before,
stronger chilid support programs, workfare, and an increased em-
phasis on. the obligations of the recipient are incremental steps
that should be pursued.

Mr. GILMAN. Thank you.
Mr. PikariTA. Bob Greenstein has been writing a thesis while the

other gentlemen have been talking. Can you summarize it?
Mr. GREENSTEIN-. Well, the first suirunary is that I think I would

agree with virtually everything Bob Reischauer just said. A few
other points, a couple of them echoing things Charles has said as
well.

I do think there is a danger with regard to welfare reformI
have talked to some people on the White }rouse Task Force, I think
there is a danger of coming out with something that oversells what
is _going to happen or how much can be done; that is, ideas of put-
ting everything back at the local level, encourage the right values,
let people lift themselves up from their bootstrapsnot that some
of those are not reasonable things to do.

In talking to some of those people, strangely enough, it did sound
like some of the things you heard from the early war on poverty
and the Great aciciety abeut how a few of these thinp at the com-
munity level would somehow change the world. But I think we
need to be honest alout the lirnitations of that.

Also, I would hope that the White House Commission would put
out a report that illuminates and clarifies the welfare issue,rather
than leading us through a whole new set of statistical debates and
arguments.

it quick example: Someone did not serve the President well in
writing into a speech right after the State of the Union Address, a
statement that the poverty gap is x number of billions and our cur-
rent programs spend more than that, therefore, the current system
is a big waste. I am sure they did not inform the President of such
things as the single largest low-income program and expenditure is
Medicaid, and a large proportion of those expenditures are for in-
stitutionalized people in nursing homes. And there individuals are
not counted in the poverty population. So it was an invalid compar-

Bq
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ison. I h,:+pe that _we would not make politidal points; but try and
advance the issue

In that sense; I do think there are _some areas where there is
some consensus emerging and I hope the White -House would help
us take further: _the_ issues _of rewarding work _ and _ helping_ the
working poor that Bob Reischauer has mentioned,and building on
tax reform to look at adjusting the earned income tax credit by
family size.

To try to get_us_ beyond _the idea; which I _think the White House
has baen among those guilty of_promoting it in the past, of making
it sound like the answerin workfare_ia to just say there is a work
requirement and 75 or 100 percent of the_people have to do it. We
must _look carefully _at the research on separating out long-term
and short=term recipienth.

_The child support area is one where I think we have an _opportu-
nity not only to reduce poverty; but tO entiorce the right values, let-
ting people know _they have to support_ those _kids for 18 years if
theIr father the child and do not marry the mother.

-And- fmally; we _should_take a careful look at what works and
what does not; and be _Willing not only to say this does not work;
we should cut it; but this does work and we maybe ought to do
more in_that area. -

Mr. GILMAN. Thank you. I want th thank the panelists. Thank
you; Mr. Chairznan. _ .

-Mr.- PANErrA. Thank you -very much, Ben. I apologize for not
hearing_ all the testimony; although I am familiar with the work of
all the panelists. And I_guess- theyou know, obviously, there are
three people on the panel that kind of work with the nitty_ gritty of
all these- program& and therefore recognize that some of these pro-
grams do work; some ars complex; some have real problem&

And Obviously; Mr. Murray kind of rises above that and says
what I hear at_Rotary Clubs,_these are_ all lousy programs and_we
ought to get rid Of them. But I never get answers from Rotary Club
members; And that __is part of thethat is the_ reason I asked you
that question. And I say thia with i.l respect because I think You
are a fresh _thinker on this issue ar& I think that obviously; we do
need _to begin to ask_those kinds of questions.

But we also need to- know where to go. My experience with these
programs is no matter _what kind of reform you_ deal with; you _run
into several barriers. One is cost. Anything that you try to do that
is dynamic or that it is new or that it is different; inevitably in-
volves cost,-

And to get an7.._ .:..dministration; Democrat or Republican; to focus
additional fundS ctrder to convert these _programs into something
ti..zat might be more workabl& Thz cost required to .do it makes it
Art, tally impossible in our time. That is lust one of these bitter re-
alities V.:tat we with. So cost is one of the inevitable problems
you run into.

Second; there a basic commitment involved by th fz..-. people who
w.-rk with these programs. I have seen many of these p-i..egrarns
-)rk 1rety well if _you get good people who work _N:Ith these Two-

=, Anis. If you get lousy people Who do not carei who are basiclilly
uts, who go there just to be able to punch buttons during

6 9
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the day and then leave and not care atiout the people that they are
serring, these programs are not going to work.

But I have seen a lot of programs that have worked very well if
you have committed people, and that is something that is vely dif=
ficult to legislate. No matter how you design the law, you cannot
legislate commitment to these_programs.

The third thing is that obviously, we do want to involve the com-
munities and we do want to involve the churches, charities, and
other groups. The problem with that is that we do not dictate what
happens at the community level. Communities determine what
happens there.

And if yor have communities that are committed and that have
good leadership in those communities, then something can happen
at the local level. If you do not, then wilat happens_to_the pimple in
those commrtnities? Do you say the hell with them? That is a ques-
tion that bas to be asked. Or does the Federal Governmei_t assert
some kind of authority to try to deal with the people that fall be-
tween the cracks. Those are real problems that we face every time
we deal with some kind of reform and welfare effort.

So I reaBy would urge you, Mr. Murray, to take a look at some of
these_programs anti maybe tellAne_how you would redesign_the
WIC Program or redesign the WIN Program or redesiga the Food
Stump Program in a way that would fulfill the goals that you feel
are important. Because frankly, it does not do me a lot of good just
to say that programs are lousy. I need to know what direction we
need to move in to try to make them work better.

Thank you All very much. I appreciate your testimony.
rikrhereupon, at 1:35 p.m., the committee was adjourned.]
[Material submitted for inclusion in the record follows:]



PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. MICKEY LELAND, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM
THE STATE OF TEXAS

GOOD MORNING. WELCOME TO THE SELECT COMMITTEE ON HUNGER'S

INVESTIGATION OF POVERTY, HUNGER AND THE WELFARE SYSTEM. I WANT TO

THANK OUR RANKING MINORITY MEMBER, CONGRESSWOMAN ROUKEMA, FOR HER KEEN

INTEREST AND SUPPORT OF TODAY'S PROCEEDINGS.

THIS MORNING WE WILL FOCUS ON THE CAUSES AND CONSEQUENCES OF

SPECIFIC, INTER-RELATED CONDITIONS THAT ARE ERODING THE ;ENERAL

WELFARE OF MILLIONS OF INDIVIDUALS, OF COMMUNITIES, AND OF THE NATION

ITSELF. THESE GRAVE PROBLEMS ARE: INCREASING NUMBEh CF

PEOPLE--PARTICULARLY CHILDREN--LIVING IN POVERTY AND CONSEQUENTLY

THREATENED BY HUNGER; INCREASING NUMBERS OF FAMILIES HEADED BY PGMEN

ALONE LIVTNG IN POVERTY; AND THE INABILITY OF PEOPLE IN POVERTY TO

ACCESS THE LABOR MARKET.

OVER THE PAST FEW DECADES; DOMESTIC POVrITY ;1') HONuRE :h0PLEMS

HAVE EMERGED AS ISSUES WARRANTING WIDESPREAC 'L CONCERN. IN

MORE RECENT YiARS, THERE SEEMS TO BE A CONCENSUb 'IA. THESR CONDITIONS

MERIT A NEW FOCUS IN THE NATIONAL AGENDA; HOWEVE",; 7-77/TROVERSY ABOUNDS

AS TO THE EXTENT OF THEIR EXISTENCE, THEIR CAUSES, AAD HOW THEY CAN

MOST APPROPRIATELY HE SOLVED. IN SIMPLE TERW. TO ETADICATE POVERTY

AND HUNGER, WE MUST KNOW THE UNDERLYING REASONS FOR 7MEIR ?RESENCE.

SURELY, THERE IS NO SINGLE REASON WHY 33.7 MILLION AMERICANS LIVE IN

POVERT.. SITLARLY, THERE ARE A MYRIAD OF ISSUES THAT REQUIRE

EXAMINATION BEFORE WE CAN LAUNCH FEASIBLE MECHANISMS TO PROVIDE THESE

INDIVIDUALS A PATH TO SELF-SUFFICIENCY.

TODAY, THE SELECT COMMITCEE WILL DRAW FROM THE EXPERTISE OF

INDIVIDUALS WHO ARE NATIONALLY RECOGNIZED IN TEE FIELD OF WELFARE AND

POVERTY RESEARCH IN ORDER TO GAIN A MORE ACCURATE AND COMPREHENSIVE

UNDrTSTANDING OF THE COMPLICATED ISSUES WE MUST ADDRESS. THROUGH THIS

FORUM, WE WILL DISCUSS DIVERGENT VIEWS ON THE ORIGINS OF THESE

PROBLEMS AND SOLID OPTIONS THAT CAN PUT US ON THE RIGHT TRACK TO REAL

SOLUTIONS TO THE WELFARE DILEMMA.

BEFORE I YIELD TO THE OTHER MEMBERS PRESENT, I WOULD LIKE TO MAKE

A PERSONAL OBSERVATION ABOUT THE IMPORTANCE OF THIS HEARING. IN

CERTAIN AREAS OF TEXAS, PEOPLE LIVE IN CONDITIONS COMPARABLE TO THOSE

IN THE THIRD WORLD. IN APPALACHIA WE ENCOUNTER A SIMILAR

SITUATION. IN MANY OF OUR INNER CITIES, THERE IS A NEW CULTURE

RISING. IT IS A CLLTURE OF POVERTY THAT IS DECINATING THE AMERICAN
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DREAM FOR MANY OF ITS INHABITANTS. I ASK MYSELF WHY PEOPLE MUST

ENDURE THIS DEPRIVATION IN A NATION AS WEALTHY IN HUMAN AND NATURAL

RESOURCES AS OUR OWN. IT IS MY HOPE WITH THIS HEARINTAND-OTHERS TO

FOLLOW THAT WE CAN BEGIN TO UNDERSTAND AND RESOLVE THE GREAT QUESTIONS

FACING THE REFORMATION OF OUR SOCIAL POLICY.

FOR THE BENEFIT CF 'NOSE IN THE AUDIENCE I WOULD LIKE TO BRIEFLY

EXPLAIN THE FORMAT FOR TODAY'S PROCEEDINGS. WE WILL HEAR FROM TWO

PANELS. EACH NITNESS WILL 1-RESENT A BRIEF OPENING STATEMENT

AFTERWHICH WE WILL PROCEED WITH QUESTIONS FROM THE COMMITTEE. SHOULD

ANY WITNESS ON THE PANEL BEING HEARD WISH TO OFFER REMARKS TO A

RESPONSE'FROM ONE OF THE 07HER WITNESSES, SUCH OPPORTUNITY WILL BE

PRESENTED. HOWEVER, THERE ARE A NUMBER OF ISSUES WE UISH TO ADDRESS.

THEREFORE, I WOULD REQUEST THAT RESPONSES BE BRIEF.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. MARGE HOUICEMA4 A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS
PROM THE STATIC OF NEW JERSEY

AT THE OUTSET, I WOULD LIKE TO THANK CHAIRMAN LELAND FOR

SCHEDULING THIS EXTREMELY IMPORTANT HEARING. THE CHAIRMAN WAS

VERY RECEPTIVE TO MY REQUEST FOR THIS HEARING AND I APPRECIATE

HIS ATTENTIVENESS. I TRUST THIS HEARING WILL BE A SIGNIFICANT

FIRST STEP IN ADDRESSING THE INTRACTABLE PROBLEMS POSED BY

POVERTy AND THE WELFARE SYSTEM IN THE U.S.

I AM PLEASED TO WELCOME OUR WITNESSES HERE THIS MORNING FOR

THIS DISCUSSION ABOUT THE CENTRAL ISSUES OF ilUNGER AND POVERTY IN

THIS COUNTRY AND EXTEND PROFOUND APPRECIATION FOR OUR IMPOSITION

ON THEIR TIME AND THEIR GENEROUS ACCEPTANCE.

MY INTEREST AND CONCERN ABOUT THE DROBLEMS OF POVERTY,

ESPECIALLY AMONG FEMALE-HEADED HOUSEHOLDS, PRE-DATE MY

WORK ON THIS PARTICULAR COMMITTEE. IN THE EARLY PART OF THIS

DECADE, THE EFFEJS OF THE TRAGIC EROSION OF OUR PPTIONAL rHILD

SUPPORT SYSTEM WAS DRAMATIZED RY A CHILLING INCREk IN THE CHILD

SUPPORT CASELOAD IN MY OWN NEW JERSEY CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT.

FURTHER INVESTIGATION PRODUCED FRIGHTENING STATISTICS. IN
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1980, THERE WERE 8.5 MILLION S1NGLE-PARENT HOUSEHOLDS,

REPRESENTING 21 PERCENT OF ALL FAMILIES NFTIONWIDE; OF THESE; 90

PERCENT WERE HEADED BY WOMEN. OF ALL THE WOMEN IN POSSESSION OF

LEGAL CHILD SUPPORT ORDERS, ONLv 39 PERCENT RECEIVED ANY MONEY;

TWO-THIRDS OF THESE FAMILIES ARE DEPENDENT ON THE AID TO FAMILIES

WITH DEPENDENT CHILDREN PROGRAM. CLEARLY; WHERE THERE IS NO

COLLECTION OF CHILD SUPPORT, CHILDREN AND FAMILIEs OFTEN FALL

INTO POVERTY.

SaWa., OF US IN THE HOUSE INTRODUCED LEGISLATION TO ADDRESS

!Al rc.")IRBING TREND AND WE SUCCESSFULLy PASSED THE 'CHILD

S!!?PORY NFORCEMENT AMENDMENTS WHICH WENT INTO EFFECT OCTOBER,

AMONG ITS MAJOR REFORMS; THE BILL PROVIDES FOR THE

WITHHOLDING OF WAGES FROM DELINQUENT FATHERS AND APPLIES ITS

PROVISIONS TO ALL FAMILIESJ NOT JUST THOSE RECEIVING AFDC; THIS

IS JUST ONE EFFORT TO COmr1T THE PROBLEM OF POVERTY.

TRAGICALLY, NOWEVR, HUMa. POVERTY ARE NOT RECEDING. IN

1984, 14.4 PERCAT OF OUR PN--0, J.T,9w, 33.7 M LLION PEOPLE, LIVED

BELOW THE POVERTY LINE, INCLUDI,. 21 PERCENT OF CHILDREN UNDER

AGE 18.

THOSE STATISTICS BECOME EVEN MORE DISTURBING UPON RECOGNITION

THAT, ARING 1984, (ADERAL, sTATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS SPENT

s134 BILLION ON PROGRAMS FOR THE POOR;

IT IS NOT OUR PURPOSE TODAY :0 CHALLENGE THE ACCURACY OF DATA

OR DEBATE METHODOLOGY OF COLLECTING DATA, BUT TO UNDERSTAND THE

UNDERLYING SOCIO-ECONOMIC TRENDS WHICH DRIVE THESE DATA. THESE

TRENDS ARE DEEPENING AND INCLUDE THE DISINTEGRATION OF THE

FAMILY, THE SHIFT FROM AN INDUSTRIAL ECONOMY TO A SERVICE ECONOMY

AND THE DEINSTITUTIONALIZATION OF THE MENIALLY ILL.

MORE TROUBLING IS THE PHENOMENA OF 4NEMPLOYMENT AMONG HEALTHY

YOUNG MEN wHO EITHER wILL NOT sEEK A JOB OR ARE UNEmPLOYABLE.

SOME ATTRIBUTE THE PROBLEM TO THE FAILURE OF EDUCATION; OTHERS

VIEW IT AS THE CONSEQUENCE OF FAILED WELFARE POLICIES;
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DEMOGRAPHICS ARE CONTRIBUTING TO POVERTY AND HUNGER. FOR

EXAMPLE; FEMALE-HEADED HOUSEHOLDS ARE MUCH MORE LIKELY TO LIVE

BELOW THE POVERTY LINE THAN ARE MALE-HEADED HOUSEHOLDS. A 1982

CENSUS BUREAU STUDY EVALUATED THE EFFECTS OF CHANGES IN FAMILY

COMPOSITION ON INCOME LEVELS FOR BLACK AND WHITE FAMILIES, THE

DECLINE IN THE PROPORTION OF TRADITIONAL HUSBAND-WIFE FAMILIES

AND THE INCREASE IN WIFE-ONLY FAMILIES PROFOUNDLY AFFECTED FAMILY

INCOME LEVELS. THE INCREASE IN TEENAGE PREGNANCY AND DIVORCE

RATES HAS MEASURABLY CONTRIBUTED TO THE GROWTH OF THESE

HOUSEHOLDS.

ECONOMIC RECESSION AND HIGH UNEMPLOYMENT ARE ALSO

CONTRIBUTING FACTORS, AS ARE THE SERIOUS DISLOCATIONS IN OUR

SOCIETY AS IT RETREATS FROM INDUSTR'ALIZATION. MANY PEOPLE ARE

FINDING IT DIFFICULT TO JOIN THE TRANSITION FROM AN

1NOUSTRIAL-BASED TO A SERV10E-ORIENTED AND HIGH TECHNOLOGY

SOCIETY. THE SITUATION IS ESPECIALLY ACUTE IN CUITAIN REGIONS OF

THE NATION, CHARACTERIZED BY "ONE-PRODUCT ECONOMIES," BE IT COAL;

STEEL, WOOD, TEXTILES, OR APPAREL, WITH 'BOOM AND BUST CYCLES.

THE COMBINED IMPACT OF THIS ECONOMIC HISTORY AND OVERALL

ECOPOMIC DISLOCATIONS IN OUR COUNTPY RAVE RAD A MAGNIFIED EFFECT

GN THESE REGIONS, SUCH AS APPALACHIA STRUCTURAL UNEMPLOYMENT IS

HIGH IN THESE AREAS AND THERE IS 1.117LE HOPE FOR THE PEOpLE WHO

LIVE 711ERE WITHOUT SIGNIFICANT RETRAINING AND RELOCATION OF

INOUSTRY;

NATIONWIDE, ESPECIALLY IN THE URBAN AREAS, THE HOMELESS ARE

THE MOST VISIBLE OF OUR POOR. CLEARLY, COMMUNITIES WERE

1LL-PREPAREJ FOR THE MOVEMENT TOWARD DEINSTITUTIONALIZATION OF

THE MENTALLY ILL IN THE 19605 AND 19705, A MAJOR FACTOk IN THE

GROWTH OF THE HOMELESS. IN ADDITION, DRUGS AND ALCOHOL HAVE HAD

A DEBILITATING EFFECT ON THE POOR AND THE HOMELESS. UNTIL WE

COME TO GRIPS WITH THE FAILED ITINSTITUTIONALIZATION POLICY OF

THE PAST TWO DECADES AND THE PROBLEM OF SUBSTANCE ABUSE, THE

HOMELESS POPULATION WILL CONTINUE TO SUFFER. IF NOT GROW.
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CLEARLY, THOSE LIVING IN POVERTY ARE NOT A HOMOGENEOUS GROUP.

THEY ARE INDIVIDUALS WITH VARIED NEEDS AND STRENGTK, rHE ARE

RECENTLY-D1VORCED MOTHERS, TEENAGE PARENTS, UNEMPLOYED MEN;

ELDERLY WIDOWS; THE UNDEREMPLOYED; THE MENTALLY ILL; HOMELESS AND

CHILDREN. WITH SUCH DIVERSITY, CLEARLY THERE IS NO SINGLE CAUSE

JUST AS THERE IS NO SINGLE CURE;

THE TIME RAS COME FOR A COMPREHENSIVE POVERTY DEBATE, TO

WHICH I HOPE AND EXPECT THIS HEARING WILL MAKE A MAJOR

CONTRIBUTION.

AN UNFRSTANDING OF THE RELATED TRENDS MAY ASSIST US IN

DETERMINING A COUR:Z OF ACTION. ALL THE SOLUTIONS TO THE

PROBLEMS OF POVERTY CANNOT AND WILL NOT COME FROM THE FEDERAL

GOVERNMENT. HOWEVER, THE FEDERAL AVERNMENT RAS A ROLE TO PLAY

IN ENSURING THAT INDIVIDUALS IN OUR SOCIETY HAVE A REASONABLE

OPPORTUNITY TO ATTAIN AND MAINTAIN A DECENT STANDARD OF LIVING.

BUT, THE REAL RESPONSIBILITY PESTS WITH FAMILIES AND THE

COMMUNITY. AND, AS WE ARE SEEING TODAY AT THE STATE AND LOCAL

LEVEL, THERE ls SUBSTANTIAL IMAGINATIVE EXPERIMENTATION WHICH MAY

PRODUCE TANGIBLE RFSULTS.

WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE? I HOPE OUR WITNESSES WILL BE ABLE

TO HELP US ANSWER THAT AESTION; BUT; I CAN TELL YOU THE

STARTING POINT FOR THIS MEMBER OF CONGRESS. MY JOURNEY BEGINS

WITH TWO REALIZATIONS: 1) THIS NATION IS STRAINING UNDER THE

WEIGHT OF A $200 BILLION FEDERAL DEFICIT.WHICH IS THREATENING OUR

ENYIRE ECONOMY, AND 2) OUR CURRENT MAZE OF ANT1-POVERTY PROGRAMS

HAS WORKED. A RADICAL REFORMATION IS IN ORDER-.

YOU NNW, 'WORKFARE USED TO BE A DIRTY WORD. HOWEVER, NOW

THERE IS GENERAL AGREEMENT BY BOTH LIBERALS AND CONSERVATIVES

THAT WORKFARE IS A USEFUL TOOL FOP BOTH THE INDIVIDUAL AND THE

STATE...THE STATE AND THE TAXPAYERS.

I AM ENCOURAGED TO LEARN THAT THE SWEEPING STUDY OF OUR

'7 5
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NATIONAL WELFARE SYSTEM PRESIDENT REAGAN ANNOUNCED IN HIS LAST

STATE OF THE UNION ADDRESS IS MOVING AHEAD. I RESPECTFULLY

REQUEST OF THE CHAIRMAN THAT IN THE NEXT.FEW WEEKS WE INVITE THE

ADMINISTRATION TO APPEAR BEFORE THIS PANEL FOR A FULL REPORT ON

THEIR PROGRESS;

BASED ON MY STARTING POINT; MY CENTRAL CONVICTION IS THAT THE

FAMILY IS KEY; OWEVER WE RECONSTRUCT THE WELFARE SYSTEM, WE

MUST DEVISE PROGRAMS THAT STRENGTHEN AND PRESERVE THE FAMILY.

SEVERAL OF OUR WITNESSES HAVE WRITTEN ABOUT THIS AND I AM EAGER

TO HAVE .57.M AMPLIFY ON THIS TODAY;

WE HAVE BEFORE US IODAY AN OUTSTANDING ARRAY OF WITNESSES;

I AM PLEASED TO BE A PART OF THIS HEARING TODAY, AND WANT TO

THANK THE WIli"33.'S FOR LENDING US THEIR TIME.

I THANK THE CHAIRMAN=

PREPARED STATEMENT OF }ion BILL-EMERSON, A REPRESENTATIVE M CONGRESS FROM
THE STATE OF MISSOURI

Thank you Mr. Chairman. I am pleased to be here and to

participate.in this hearing. I particularly want to thank

Congresswoman Roukema for her work in arranging this hearing. I

know this issue is of great importance to her.

Today the Celect Committee will hear from several

distinguished witnesses on the issue of the causes Of poverty and

hunger and the effectiveness of the existing programs aimed at

helping low income individuals and families. I look forward to

hearing from these witnesses and it is my hope the debate on

poverty will focus on real ways to

I would like to mention two issues that are closely tied to

our hearing today. First is employment and training programs.

Improving the AbiIitY Of Able bodied persons to get and keep

jobs - and therefore to became taxpayers - is an integral part of

the debate on poverty. There are several programs available
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through the existing welfare system and through the Job Training

Partnership Act. One such program is the one I authored - along

with Congressman Panetta - and which is a part of the 1985 Farm

Bill.

The pueomae Of the employment and training program in the

Farm Bill is to help certain fr-,c1 stamp Participants move into

regular employment by providing training.and experience and

improving the employability of the participants. It also allows

states to coordinate employment and training activities under

both the food stamp program and the AFDC program. The program

itself may encompass job search; training and support programs;

training in employment techniques; and, Job placement. A state

may design its program based on its AFDC Community Wol:

Experience Program, workfare or may devise a program in which

feed participants are given work assignments.

The second issue ig one concerning coordination and

simplification of the existing welfare programs. The Select

Committee on Hunger has initiated a comprehensive review Of this

issue. It is my belief that for both participants and

administrators alike the hurdles they must scale in order to

administer and take part in welfare proarams are innumerable. It

makes little sense to me that a family in need must travel from

agency to agency to obtain the basic necessities. Nor does it

make sense that one agency - a county welfare department - must

apply different rules to the same set of circumstances to

administer the AFDC and feed Steal) programs.

The duplication in administrative structures is immense.

Programs for the poor include AFDC, food stamps, supplemental

security income, low-income energy assistance, housing

assistance, child nutrition programs, Medicaid and training and

employment programs. There are at least four federal agencies,

and more committees of the Congress, involved in jUst the

progral.is I have mentioned - Agriculture, Health ard Human

1 7
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Services, Labor and HUD. These are matched and sometimes

exceeded at the state and IOaI levels. I have to helie, ". that

there must be a better way.

I do not have all the answerS, hOwever, I am convinced ,hat

there is a severe problem. Over the past four years Chairman

Panetta and I have travelled across the county holding field

hearings. We have been to welfare offices, health departments-,

hospitals, soup kitchens, churches many site.: serving poor

people. The need is there for the aid and the services and I

truly believe it is a credit to the ingenuity and resourcefulness

of those running the programs and those particip.-.ting in them

that the services are delivered.

By addressing both of these issues I have atteMpted EC,

improve the system we now have to deliver benefits and services

to needy individuals and families. Perhaps there is a better

way. I look forward to hearing from our witnesses as to what

they believe lA the better way. I thank you Mr. Chairman.
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Pasnutzo &I.ATEmErrr OF PUT= GOTTSCHALK, _PROFEssokOF EcoNonto3, EVINVIN1

COLIXOraRzsztatcH AFFILIATE, INSTITUTE FORRERcIiONPu VERTY, Dr tvEnzrry
WISCONSIN, MADIBON_AND SHELDON DANziom PROFESSOR OF SOCIAL WORK AND
Duutoros., INsmirrE FOR RESEARCH oN POVERTY

We thank you for irviting us to testify before the Select

Committee on Hunger on the problems of the poor and the implications

for panic policy. Because of the .-ationaI attent.on, and this

committee's interest, on the problems of what has become known as the

"underclass," we give special attention to this group. We try to,

quantify the current size of the underclass and determine whether this

group has grown relative to th. ----II poverty population. With this

factual information as backgrounc, suggest policy alternatives

which reflect the different circumstances of the underclass and the

rest of the poverty population. which we call the mainstream poor. We

argue that a comprehensive antipoverty strategy requires separate

approaches for solving the problems of these two groups. It is

imperative that any welfare reform not ignore the relatively solvable

problems of the majority of the poor while trying to deal with the

much more difficult problems of the underclass.

I. Size of the Povarty Population and Underclass in 1984

Poverty Population -- In 1984 14.4 percent, or 33.7 miIlidh

persons, were poor. Table 1 provides a standard demographic breakdown

of the poverty population. As is well known, the typical poor

household is neither female headed nor non-white -- there are.more

poor persons living in households with a white male head than any

other demographic group. Nevertheless. females and blacks have much

higher probabilities of being poor than do males and whites.

Less well-known is the the fact that over 50 percent of the heads

7,!" poor_huuseholds are not expected to work (defined as a head over 65

years of age. or one who is disabled. a fun-time student, or a woman

with a child under six). Of the half who are expected to work.

roughly equal numbers do not work. work full year. and work part year.

These figures demonatrate that anti-poverty strategies must look

AGottschaIk_is_Professor-of Economics-at Bowdoin Co'lege-and Research
Affiliate of the Institute for-Research on-Poverty at the Universlty
of Wisconsin. Madison. Danziger is Professor of Social Work and
Director of the Institute_for_Research on PovertyWe thank Sarah
Sanborn 17.r her research assistance and Irene Hilton for her patience
in typing this manuscript.
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beyond the 15 percent of poor household headt WhO are expected to work

bUt do nOt work. An egJally large group is already working fUI1 year

and a much larger groUp is not even expected to work.

Underclass -- While the economic and demoqranhie COSpoLition of

the pOtir it epiantifiable using published data, it is much more

difficult to measure the underCIass. No standard definition exists

and, when definitions are offered, they are usUany nOt &tenable to

measurement With published data. A member of the underclass is

generally perceived as a person Who has been poor for a long period.

possibly adross generations, and is reliant on welfare or IlIitit

activity as a principle source of income. The underclass is often

portrayed as living in urban areas; especially fh the black ghetto.

where a culture IS thought to develop which perpetuates poverty. Ih

turn poverty is thought tO reinforce the culture. Thus, the

underclass is sometimes defined not only by behavior but also by the

cause of thit behavior. At this level. it is hopeless to trV td

measv.re the size of the underclass with existing surveys.1

The best current research can do is to meatUre the underclass in

terms of obserVable dharacterisitcs. whatever their causes. As oe

will show, even this is not an easy task. Our first method focuses on

too detographic groups: long term AFDC recipients ahd the homeless.

According to the Soeial Security Administration there were 10,8

million AFDC recipients in Decembeer 1984; All of these were,

however; not part of the underclass. At a minimum one shOUld eicclud

45 percent of the caseload, since these recipients will be on the

program only long enough to ra16e one child from birth to school age

(6 years). Thus; 5 tiIlion is the maximt,m number of AFDC recipients

who we would consider part of the undercItss. Among the 2 million

adults in these househol,!s. some already work and others obuId accept

work if suitable day care could be found.

To the 5 million one would, want to add any SbSent fathers of long

term AFDC recipientS. A rough guess is that this would add no more

than another 1 to 3 million perSons.. Thus, long term welfare

tedipients and their absent fathers number in the range Of 6 to 8
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million; :ompared to 33.7 million poor people -- at most there is one

long term welfare recipient for every four people in pwerty.

The homeless comprise another part of the Underclass. While

estimates of the number of homeless vary widely, a commonly used range

is between .3 and 2.0 million persons. Since many of these people are

not covered in Census data, they are excluded from the official

poverty counts. If they were to be included. poverty would rise to a

maximum of 35.7 million (of which 5.7 percent would be homeless).

Thus, even if the homeless and all long term welfare recipients an:.

their fathers were were counted as part of the underclass, the

mainstream poor would still outnumber the underclass by over three to

one.

An alternative to using demographic characteristics of

individuals to define the underclass is to l'ocus on the number of

people living in urban areas with high concentrations of poor people.

The implicit (and controversial) assumption behind this definition is

that the underclass is supported by a culture which is only found in

poor urban areas. This methodology, borrowed from David EIIWOOd

again show', that the underclass makes up a relatively small proportion

of the poverty population.

Using the 1980 Census of "lpulation. an urban poverty area can be

defined as a censu.% tract w:th a poverty rate of 40 percent or more in

1979 in one of the .100 largest cities. As an upper bound we assume

'1 persons. whether poor or not, living in these urban poverty

part of the underclass. This is clearly an upper bound

k.n.ve at least some of the residents in these broadly defined areas

will not have absorbed a culture which encourages further poverty.

Table 2 shows that by this definition, the underclass is only 3.7

million. If the definition is further restricted to poor persons in

poverty areas. then the underclass is only 1.8 milli.n. In as much as

the underclass is often associated with black poverty, Row 2 of Table

2 shows that 1.3 million poor blacks live in urban poverty areas.

This is less than 4 percent of the poverty population.
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Since much of the ditcussion of the undetclass focuses both on

long term welfare recipiency and a lifestyle associated with urban

Poverty areas, we calculate the number meeting .-oth these Criteria.

Our estimate iethat_there are considerably less than 1 million long

term AFDC recipients living in poverty these are55,2 Thus, if this

narrow view of the Underdlass is taken, the underclass makes up only

three percent of the poverty population.

In SUMMiry, while the problems of the underclass are undoubtedly

much more difficult to iolve and May require sUbstantially different

approaches than those of the mainstream poor, the latter group is much

larger. Any refOrt of the tax or welfare system cannot ignore the

latter group.

II. Changes in Site Of POVerty and the Underclass over Time

Implicit in much of the current debate is the assumption that the

UnderCIASS is not only large but also growing. In this section We

present the official filUrds On the growth in poverty and much cruder

measures of the changes in the site of the underclass over time.

Figure I plots the official poverty rates since 1959. ThiS Seriet dan

be broken down into three .Major peridds. Poverty rates declined

sharply through 1973, were basically constant betWeen 1973 and 1979

and then rose dratatically through 1983. Whether the decline in 1984

and the projected decline in 1985 (which we will discuss later) marks

a hew trend is open to spedulation. However even Oith the large

decline In poverty in 1984. the current rate of 14.4 percent is it

well above the 11 to 12 percent level achieved in the late 1970s.

When inkind transfers are also counted as income wheel teaSUring

poverty. rates increase at an even faster rate (from 9.2 percent in

1979 to 12.4 percent in 1984). Thus, there is clear evidence that the
overall poverty population has grown since the late 19703.

We now narrow our focus on the underclass. Since the 1969 Census

of population defined poverty areas only in the 50 larqest cities.

Table 3 shows the total nutber of residents and the number of
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residerAs in poor areas in 'these 50 cities in 1969 and 1979. columns

3 and 6 Show that the growth rate in the number of persons living in

poverty areas was considerably higher than the growth rate in either

the total number of persons or the number of poor persons. This

indicates that the underclass does seem to have grown proportionately

faster than the rest of the population.

Growth in the relative Size of the underClass might be ezpe,i.ed

if poverty rates had declined, since the underclass would make up a

larger proportion c.f. ..;.e poor as the incomes of mainstream poor

increased. However, between 1969 and 1979 poverty rates these 50

urban areas increased from 15.1 to 17.7 percent.

We conclude the: while the underclass continues to be sma1I

compared to the ovr.,rall poverty population, its growth is a cause for

concern.

III. Policy Prescriptions

Our suggestions for policy changes are based on the factual

material presented in the preceeding sections. We believe that the

growth in the size of the underclass calls for reconsideration of some

aspe ts of income support policies. We, however, caution that the

mainstream poor make up a substantial majority of the low income

population and that their.needs should not be ignored in a rush to

solve the much more difficult problems of the underclass.

Growth -- One possible approach to antipoverty policy is to

redesign welfare programs to address only the problems of the

underclass while allowing the mainstream poor to be lifted out of

poverty by. economic growth. We believe that there is ample evidence

that this strategy will not work. Official projections of GNP growth

and the unemployment rate indicate that grOwth will be insufficient to

do more than make very modest progress against poverty. We project

that poverty rates will drop from 14.4 percent in 1984 to 14.1 percent

in 1985; a drop ofabout .8 minion people. This is a very modest

decline compared to the drop from 15.3 percent to 14.4 percent

83
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between 1983 and 1984. Using the February 1986 C80 edenbeic

assumptions and the PteSident's proposed budget, we predict only

modest further reductions in poverty in 1986;

Since we do hot believe that the economy will grow fast enough to

rapidly reduce poverty we advocate SeVetaI programmatic changes. Our

ptOpotaIs focus on reform of the federal personal ineOte tax and the

Aid to FamilieS with Dependent Children Program (AFDC). The unifyibq

theme of our reforms is that the tat and transfer systems should

reward and protect those not expected to work. All available evidence

shows that taxpayers and the vast majority of welfare recipients

believe that fairness requires the able biodied Without young children

to work i eXChange for income.

Tax Refurm -- The tax reform currently being reconciled between

the House and the Senate will go a long vay t61,-/atti reducing income

taxes on the working poor. However, they do not reduce their tax

burdens to the levels of the

Thtee changes in current ,orm proposals wOUId aid t,le"poor at

relatively low cost tO the Treasury. First, the Earned Income Mk

Credit (EITC), a refundable credit CUttently
received 1-1, about 6

miniOn faMiIies with children, should be increaSed. BOth Committee

proposals do so, but they do not restore its real value to the level

of the late 1970s. This would requite inoteasing the maximum credit
in 1986 dollars from $550 to about $800 and rasing the inCome Ceiling

from $11,000 to $16;000; Mao, the credit should be extended to

Childless poor and near-poor couples who are nOW ineligible.
_

Second; the child care tax credit, which partially off-Seta Child

care costs for working single parentS and COUp1es in wiLich both

spouseS Week; should be made refundable. Currently; feW Of the poor

benefit from this credit because it is not refundable. If it were;

dingle parent of one child who earned $7;500 1ln 1985 and paid $2,000

per year felt day Cate would benefit by about 8250.

Third, the personal exemption should bo converted into a

tefundable credit for those who do not iteaite dedUctions. For

8 4
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example; the $2;000 exemption and the 'oracket tc.x rate of 15

percent reduce a family's tax b:11 by $300 cray_if its texable income

before the exemption is $2.000. If a poor family couId cho:

credit of $300 instead of the exemption, many of those whose omes

are so low that they would not benefit fully from the increase in the

exemption would receive credits. Since the credits would be counted

as income in the computation of welfare benefits, such a change would

also reduce the welfare rolls.

If all three reforms were implemented, the poor would not only be

relieved of their personal income tax liability, but would also

receive credits offsetting some of their social security taxes. Thep?

reforms would not threaten any of the efficiency goals of tax reform

-- the broadening of the tax base and the lowering of In.rginaI rates.

They would have smaller work and family discentive effects than would

any alternative plan to aid the working poor through welfare.

Welfare Reform - Welfare should likewise be reformed in such a

way as to reward work and discourage dependency for the able bodied.

At the same time AFDC should offer necessary incOme assistance to

those in temporary need -- concern with the underclass should not

obscure the fact that the vast majority of persons who every receive

any welfare, receive assistar-R for less than two years.

We offer a gener;a1 qui: 7t e blueprint, for the direction in

which we think welfare rol should move. Implementation of

changes which we, and otht Etc: .te involve many difficult

decisions which we cannot address today: Mould a long term

.:ecipient with a young child be required work? Should states

the federal government pay for jobs offered to long term recipients?

What should be done to protect the rights of children if the parent

refuses work?

We propose modest changes in the AFDC program for short term

recipients and more far reaching changes for longer term recipients.

Our reforms is to offer options between cash grants training and work
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for ahort term recipients who are largely part of the mainstream poor.

Longer term recipients unable to work wOUId be COVered by a suitably

modified Supplemental SeCurIty Income ($SI) for the disabled While

those who can work would be offered joba.

FOr recipients who have received assiStance fee less than six

years (the time to raise one child to achuol age) we advocate

program.similar to the Massachusetts EMpIOyment and Training Choices
program (ET). Such a program would allow participants te gain

marketable skills and work experience while also continuing to reteiVe
granta. Making the jobs program voluntary Iitits the numbcr of jobs
which have to be located or created, and aD.lows caseworkers to focus

on the recipients self perceived needs. Since the majority of people

enteting Welfare currently stay on the prOqrSt for a few years we see
little argument fOr not trusting a recipient'a Judgement about Which

program is most effective for her; at Idaat during the first six
years.

There are two major CUferences between our approach and ET.

Firet. We advocate a program whiuh alao anow2 hen-recipients to

obtain training or take jobs when slots are available. This Would

reduce any incentives to ent.r welfare in order to gain the training

or work benefits from the program. Second. since & program which

encourages work shoUId hot then limit work opportunities. we wOUId hot

place a maximum on the number of hoUrt a participant waa allowed to
work. Sinde we believe most t.ecipients want to work. We expect that

these two modifications would be expensive. However, if we are to

take the emphasis on work seriously. We foOt be willing to pay the
costs of such an approach.

For longer term recipients we advocate disability payments for

these Who meet the criteria applied to current SSI recipients and a

program which7requires work in exchange for assistance for thc able
bodied. The program would provide ;ob slO5 dither in the public or

private sector; Our preference woulA. be for jobs in the priVate

sector, but if an insufficient nUMber Of uch jobs were found then
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eMplifiVaent at the aininum wage would be offered in the public sector.

Again particinants would be allowed to work full time -- theV WOUId

not be limaLted to working only Icing enough to pay off their grants, es

is currently the ease in the workfare demonstration projects.

Programs would have to be reformed and coordinated to intUre thAt

earnings for those working 7,800 hours, plus Food Stamps, housing

subsidies; and tax credits would yield a poverty line level of income

for a family of four.

In Summery; We believe that public policy must move in two

different directions. First, for the vast majority of the Odor QM

are not in the underclass, programs should be modified and. in some

cases, expanded. For those able to work, this involves tax reforms

and expanded work and training opportunities. Cash grahtS fair this

group Should be available for only limited duration. For those unable

to work, an expanded SSI program should offer a decent income floor.

Second, there should be a aeparate program for those who have not

managed to leave welfare on their own after six years. This program

should offer emOloyment opportunities but n,zt direc '! cash paymenta for

those able to work.

Footnotes

IWilliam Julius Wilson is undertaking an-ambitiOUS project to
gather new data to measure the underclass in Chicago.

2In 1979 there_were_3.86__million AFDC families and .34 million
faMiIide with public assistance income-living-in poverty_ateaS__
Applying this ratio (.34/3.56) to thelI0.7_miIi1on_peop1e_receiving
AFDC in 1984 yields 1.03 Mi1liOn_receipient3 in urban poverty areas,

some of whoa are not Ionq term recipAerts.



Table 1

Characteristics of Poor Persons and

Heads of Poor Households in 1984

--Number
(thousands) Poverty Rate

Persons by Sex and
Race of Head

Male Head

White 13,385 _8;2
Black 3.029 19.1
Other 846 13.0

Female Head

White 9.570 27.3
Black 6.462 2.9
Other 408 37.7

Total Persons 33.700 144

NUMber
(thousands) Percent of Poor

Work EXperience of Head

Not Expected to Work 7.5 91.0

Expected to Work

Worked 0 Weeks 2.1 15.1
Worked 1,48_Weeks 2.4 16.8
Worked 49-52 WePkt 2.1 15.1

Table 2

Nurber of Persons Living in Poverty_Arcas

in 100 Largest Cities in 19791.

(millions of persons)

, al Poor

All Races 3.67 1.83

Blacks 2.48 1.27

1Povertv areas are defined_as_census_tracks with poverty rates
above 40 ru-cent in 100 largest SMSAS.

SoUrcei 1980 Census of Population Subject Report. Poverty Areas
in Large Cities: Table 1.

sse
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Table 3

Number of Persons Living in 50 Larcv.st Cities

by Poverty Residence -- 1969 and 19791

(millions of persons)

------All-Residents Residentk Of Peer Ar&le
Percent Percent

1969 1979 ChAtille 1969 1979 Change

Total

All Races 39.83 37.83 -5.1 1;92 3;22 +67.7

Blacks 9.87 10;59 +7.3 1.41 2.18 +54.6

(Perdeht Black) (24.7) (28.0) - (36.2) (47.7) -

Poor

All Races 6.00 6.71

Blacks 2.69 3.14

(Perdent Sleek) (44.8) (46.7)

.92 1.61 +75.0

.71 1.12 +57.7

(29.5) (43.8)

1Poverty areas e'er defined as_Census TraCkS with poverty rates above 40
percent in the Iaeqest 50 SMSA's in 1969.

Source: Computations from matching the 50 SMSA'S in I970_Census_a_
Popluation subject Reports. Low InCOMe_Arees_in Large Cities:
Table 1 with the Maid 8MSALe_in_1980 Censue of Population
Subjedt Reports; Poverty Areas in Large Cities: Table 1.
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(Excerpt From The Publie

PCX-RTY; WELFAkE & WORKFARE

is welfare
really the problem?

DAVID T. ELL '.V013.13 & LAWRENCE H. SUMMERS

HE POVERTY ISSUE is gridlocked;
No one is satisfied with cu,rent policy, but no alternative can gener-
ate much support. The sources 3f dissatisfaction are well-illustxated
in two rfcent tracts on the poverty problem: Charles Murray'S Los-
mg Ground and Michael Harrington'b The New ArAericatt Po.
Murray _notes that p,:verty has increased in the last fiftet
while federal social spending hns ballooned. He argus for
Laffer curve: Attempts to reduce poverty actually have inn,:
worse. Harrington sees the problem of riSing poveny tme
by government ^3ction rather _than action; He =ems that tha War
on Poverty was never really declared and argues that with int a
massive effort, there is no real chance of combatting poverty.

We have reviewed the existing policies and our national record
in reducing poverty; Dmpite the haphazard evolution of these poli-
cies .dnd their seeming lack of coherence, they function reasonably
well. Our conclusion is that, given the resources devoted to fighting
poverty, the policies have done as well as we could have hoped.
There is logic to thebroad outlines of the current "safety net." Cate-
gorical programs have provided financial support to the need: !aid

A Demists of this.- artiete will-appear-in Fighting Poverty: What Works Al 1 What
Doesn't, Sheldon Dayitiger and Daniel Weirtherg. eds. (Cambridge: liarva.d Univer-
sity Press; forthcornifig).
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probably have not eau: 3:: 7 et 114 ..orr.int prob-
lems. It is true that ccrrent Jo relatively ;di. to
help the poor achieve seif-stzfr. o,. 1. a midiorate
serious social problems attending ?ov-til- i,:it a revew of the re,_-
ord does not suppart the view t1.4) k. ez:N,ned them.

Measuring 3(.1-,

Any discussion of trends in povert7 must rely on some measure
of the incidence of poverty. And zny single poverty measure is
bound to be misleading. We concentratocr here on trends in the
officially defined poverty rate: that fracti an of the population liv-
ing in families with incomes b-dow the poverty line: It is important
to understand that the poverty line is a fixed level of real income
(which varies by family size) thought to be sufficient to provide a
minimally adequate stanoard of living. It is adjusted each year only
for changes in the cost Of living. Changes in the poverty rate thus
provide an indicator of society's succms in alleviating hardship
among those with relatively low incomes; and do not necessarily
ildicate changes in income inequality, which is quite another issue.
It is also important to recognize that only cash payments are treated
as part of family income in the official poverty measure, In-kind
benefits such as medical care, food stamps, or homing as-ststance are
not counted at all.

Figure .'epicts the trends since 1959 in the poverty rate, defined
as the perc....nthge of all persons living_ in families with cash income
below the poverty_line. We have broken down the figures for the
elderly and nonelderly separately. For those over sixty-five, there
was dramatic and relatively continual progress up to 1974; some
modest progress through 1978, end a relatively flat poverty level
since that time. For the nonelderly there was a dramatic decline in
the poverty rate between 1959 and 1969. Then progress halted The
rate moved up and down throughout the 1970s , finally turning up
rather sharply in the 1980s. It is the th-amatin halt to progress in
reducing the poverty rate for the ner:dderly which seemed to coin7
cide with the onset of the Great Society programs that has sparked
the current dissatisfaction with our anti7overty efforts. Throughout
this article we focus primarily on the nonelderly, since there ajzt ,ears
co be less concern that our efforts at he:ping senior citizens were
ineffectual or counterproductive.

Poverty and cconomi,2 change

How much of the poverty rate can be explained by general eco-
nomic developments? Figure II plots the nonelderly poverty rate

9i
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Figure L Official Poverty Rates ft,r the Elderly and Nonelderlys
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Figure II. Relationship of Official_ PoVeity Rate ettiong Nonelderly_ Persons
to Poverty Lin e at Friel:ion of Median Family Income. 1959-1983a
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along with the poverty threshold expressed a.s a fraction of median
income. It is apparent that the curves dovetail almost perfectly.
Almost all of the variation in the poverty rate is tracked by move-
ments m median _family income. The poverty rate, and the poverty
line as a fraction of total family income, move almost completely
together.

One does see a slight divergence of the trends in the 1980s But
here, it should be noted, the poverty rate is basically tracking the
performance of the economy. In real te:::ns, median family incomc
in 19t.0 was no higher than it was in 1969, In the recession of 1982,
it actually fell 5 percent below the 1969 level. Average families
today have no more real ." -In they did almost fifteen years
ago. It should not come as irprise; then; the poor families
were not much better off 2 I it seems reasonable to blame
the same factors for the stn 'n the fortunes of both the poor
and the nonpoor.

The reasons .ror the lack of growth in median family income are
not entirely r.;ear. Real per capita disposable income did rise by
27.5 percent. Some of the explanations mast therefore lie in demo-
graph:2 zhanges which were affecting both the poor and the non-
poor. There has becn since the 1960s a large increase in the number
of female-headed families, and average family size declined from
3.6 to 3.3. The share of income going to single individuals also
increased substantially. But demographim alone cannot be the
entire story. Median Mcome of full-year; full-time male workers
also declined between 1970 and 1980. Each of the blame must be
placed on the productivity slowdown, which reduced the annual
rate of growth of productivity to 0.8 percent in the 1970s after
nearly _two and a half decades of growth at almost 3 percent per
year.Zisposable income increased becausc more people were work-
ing; not because wages increased. Whatever the reasons fo. the
decline, it would be absurd to blame changes ill median family
income on social welfare program mistakes. Making the poor better
or worse off should not affect median income because the middle
family in the income distzibuon would not be directly affected.

A brief consideration of the relevant magnitudes makes it clear
why movements in average family incomesshould be a dominant
determinant of the fortunes of the poor. The bottom fifth of all fam-
ilies gets about 6 percent of total personal income. This figure has
been remarkably stlble for most of the past twenty years. At pres-
ent, therefor; a 10 percent increase in disposable personal income
would raise the amount of income flowing to the poor by $13 bil-
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lien. A 25 percent increase; such as that achieved betWeen 1961 and
1966, Would in-creak the income of the bottom fifth by more than
the total COst Of all theans-tested cash assistance programs plus Food
Stamps.

There is an alternative vf'ay of seeing that_the pierformance of the
econorriY Will be a dominant determinant of the economic condition
Of the poot. A majority of the nonelderly poor are in niale-_headed
families. For thit grOup, at least 75 percent of inco:ne .Isults from
earnings. Even among poor,, feniale-headed farnil?z, with children;
fully 40 percent of all income tomes from workiri. The fraction is
much greater for families near theyoverty linethe oneS W:Ai will
be dtaWri into or out of poverty as the economy swftigs.

Still; it is trOubling th find that poverty rates have tracked median
family income so closely. Eipenditures on social welfare programs
increased many times during the late 1960s Arid early 1970s. Should-
et Vie have expected some improvement in poverty, if for no other
reason than that transfers from the government should have pushed
more people Adtbss the poverty line? This lack of progress sdttrit to
have fueled the durttiit petheption that the antipoverty programs
were a failure. '-arles Murray argues that the growth in gov-
ernment programs induced the poor to stop relying on -irivate sources
Of incenie arid start relying on public sources,Jeducing their liePeS
for self-suffiCiericy. Let us examine this arguinent

It is ciBtomary to break social r.elfare expenditures into three
categories: social insurance; bath atSistance; and in-ldnd benefits;
The social iasurance system B clearly geared to the Middle class;
detigned tO protect those who retire or who suffer some bitlamitY
such as total disability, unemployment or work injury and there:
fore are unable to earn nieney. Medicare; which covers much of the
medical care needs of the Aged and totally disable'd who zeceive
Sbcial_Security, is usually classified AS a social insurance program
even-Thou-0 it provides in-kind benefits: MOst workers are cOVared
by thete programs so 'ong as they have worked a reasonable petit:id.
2.'ar from beieg inco tested, these programs tend to_give_higher
benefits to those who had higher earnings before retirement; dis-
ability, or unemployment; ThiiS the programs do prote:x some fam-
ilies from poverty, but they really are designed tr, -lotect middle-
clatt incomes.

Benefits for the poor
Cash assistance as offered to certain low-income groups. In most

areas, only three 7roups really quAlify for significant cash assis-

9 4
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tance: the aged; the vitally ditabled; and persons in single-parent

families. Suppleitental Security Income (SSI) covers the first two

groups while Aid to Ferri lies with Dependent Children (AFDC)
covers the third; There is some assistance available for others: Most

states offer a very modest Cetera] Attistance (CA) F fogram, often
for people who are partially disabled; Some states also offer an
AFDC-Unemployed Parent (AFDC-UP) program for two-parett
families. In feet, there are stringent restrictions on eligibility for
AFDC-I.IP, and the program is extreniely tmall, less than 5 percent

of the total AFDC program. The bath transfer pre6rams are explic-

itly income-tested and benefits decline as income rises.
Finally, there ate a variety of in-kind benefits available. Food

Stamps provide modest benefits per person in the form of vouchers;

but the benefits are available, on a kale Which varies by income, to

all poor persons (except studefits arid strikers). Medicaid provides
medical benefits tO the Ober, but only to thoz who are aged, per-
manendy disabled, or are it single-parent farivries. There are hoiit-

ing assistance programs and a number of other wodest in-kind bene-

fits, like Low Income Home Energy Atsistary

Table I shows the magnitude arid the vth of these various

programs. Expendituret are diVided by rti:;.)r beneficiary group:

the elclerly;_the totally ditabled: and all Certainly the most

prominent fact Oh the table is that the LL7. .4 all expenditures arid

?be bulk Of the dollar growth has beeii i,zograms for the elderly.

We would certainly expect to see, AS We 1 a seen, a very dramatic
reduction in poverty amiirig thiS group cven in the 1970s, when
growth was rather flat.

By alMost any Staridard, expenditures on cath assittance pro-

grams specifially Uugeted at the poor ar suiall. Takentogenher;

all the cash assistante programs fer the rinnelderly totalled less than

$20 billion in 1982. That it a boatiderable increase over 1960, when

benefits were under $5 billion (in 1980 dollars). But it still repre-

sents much lest that 1 peteent of GNP, 7Aderal expenditures for
these prograirS are 1m than 2 percent of the federal budget.

Thete eirpenditures are too small to have very much effect on
measured poverty. Cash assistance pusttes just 5 percent of poor per-

sons out of poverty. Spreading the $20_ ballot spent on.cash assis-

tance across all the 30.6 million non-elderly poor yieldrs an average

cash benefit of slightly over $50 per personper month. Benefits are

actually et511 ncxated on those _persons who are single parents or

disabled; But for single parentS, beriefit§ average only $100 monthly

per person; for the ditabled, they average roughly $220. These
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Table 1. Costs of Major Public Assistance and Social Insurance Prograrm
for the Elderly, Totally Disabled, and All Others

(Billions of Constant 1980 Dollars).

1960 197_01080_
PROGI1AMS FOR THE ELDERLY

Social Insurance
Social SecuriV, Old Age, and Survivor's . , .. $29.2 $60.7 $10.7
Public Employee and Railroad Retirement .. 9-.7 21:9 44.3
Medicareb 0 16.8 29.1

CITsh Airance
Supplemental Security Income (and Old Age

Assistance) 4.5 4.0 2.7
In-K4nd Benefits

Medicaid b 0 4.1 8.7
rood Stamps 2 0.2 0.5
Housinge 0.1 0.5 2.5

PROGRAMS FOR THE T "r" ' DTSAE: ..::D
Social Insurance

Social Security Disabil. . 1.6 63 15:4
Medicaree 0 0 4.5

Cash Assistance
Supplemental Security Income (and Aid to

the Dis7abled) 0.7 2.1 5.0
In-Kind Benefits

Medicaid b 0 2.2 7.0
PROGRAMS FOR OTHERS

Social Insurance _

Unemployment Insurance 8.4 9.3 18.9
Workers Compensation 3.6 6.5 13.6

Cash Assistance
Aid to Families With Dependent Children

(AFDC) _ 2.8 10.3 12.5
General Assistance (CA) 0.9 1.3 1.4

In-Kind Benefits
Medicaid b 0 3.1 7:5
Food Stamps 0 1.1 8.6
liousinge 0.4 1.0

SoureCIT S t$unty Bulletin. AisniTal Sfatiitic-Supplemsnt 1982 +Washington: e.S. Cow.
eminent Printing Office). Tables 2.18.19.15,. )55,160.172; 192.200. Alai Sulturicalk6snuct 1984.Tables640,643; and Sustistia Abstract WT.. ..Jhle 54,9.

b Medl :are and Medicaid beganin 1966,
c Estimate based on fraction of persons reciesving ;lousing assistance whoare elderly. (See Bureaucf the Oensus,_1962.)
d Saial Security Disability Insurance program began in 1956.

Meencare was extended to the disabled in 1974.

amounts just are not sufficient to push very many persons out of
poverty.

Perhapr even more important, over the period wl,en now.'
rates were stable, there ..-..tre only modmt changes in

9 6
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thete programs: Between 1970 and 1980; cash assistance expendi-
tum rose from $13.7 billion to $18.9 billion. Yet over the entire
decade, annual expenditures per nonelderly poor person r6Se juSt
$931 Suk:h an increase would hardly be noticed in the poverty statis-
tics. And eVen that figure overstates the significance of the increase;
Nearly all of the growth in these programs came in the nisability
program; which reaches only two million persons.

Programs which provide in-kind benefits, such as Food Stamps,
housing assistance, or medical care, did grow considerably oiler the
1970s. But none of these gett counted as income for purposes of
defining poverty, though they clearly reduce hardship;

The Food Stamp program comes closest to offering cash assis-
tance, and benefits from the program should surely be counted iS
income in calculating poverty. Unlike alinost every other inajor
socialprograin, Food Stamps are available to all poor families regard-
lett Of their characteristics. But average benefits are relatively low
less that $40 per month per person. Thus the program would not
push very many people out of poverty even if its benefits were
included as measured income. If Food Stamps were treated as income
in 1982, the number of nonelderly poor would have fallen frorn
30.6 million to 29.1 million. Housing assistance is also availablein
1980, $4 billion was spent on the nonelderly; There are also a vari-
dty of child welfare; child nutrition; social services, and other pro-
grams We do not have an exact total for these for the nonelderly,
but it is probably_between $5 and $10 billion.

Medical Care falls into a special category. Persons who Ate in
Single-parent families or who are totally disabled and a few others
tan qualify for Medicaid; In 1980 the cost for single parents was
$7.5 billion; for the disabled, $7 billion. It is less appropriate to
think of medical care in the same way that cash assistance or fcidd
stamps are vieWed. The poor never bought much health insurance
prior td the start of the program in 1967 so provision for medical
care Was not really counted in determining the poverty level. Care
was provided on a charity basis, in government-financed county
hospitals; or it was simply not provided.

Because none of these in-kind benefits is counted in income, they
cannot reduce StatiStically measured poverty. But there are indica-
tions that these programs have been at least partially successful in
athieving their specific golds. Life expectancy in the U.S. rose more
during the 1970s than during either the 1950s or 1960s. Perhaps more
significantly, life expectancy rose more for nonwhites than whiteS:
4.2 years versus 2.7 years. Similarly, the nonwhite infant mortality
rate declined almost twice as much in absOlute terms as the white
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rate. And both caloric intake and protein consumption of the poor
increased relative to the midWe class. "Nutritional inequality"
declined noticeably.

Benefits for the middle class

The really large growth in social benefift for the nonelderly
came in the socia insurance programsthe programs for the mid-
dle class. Unemployment Insurance (UI), Workers' Compensation
(We); Social Security Disability (DI) and Medicare for the dis-
abled together cost $52 billion in 1980, up from $22 billion just a
decade before.

These programs are not generally perceived by the public as
being antipoverty progrmns, and rightly so. Their benefits go largely
to the middle class. Only one-quarter of Ul and WC funds go to
persons who would otherwise be poor. Nonethdess, their signifi-
cance in aiding the poor should not be understated. For those for-
merly poor persons lucky enough to receive UI or WC benefits;
three-quarters are puslied out of poverty by them; Indeed; in some
respects these programs probably do more to reduce poverty among
the nonelderly than the cash assistance programs do. If UI and WC
did not exist, at least 3 million more nonelderly people would be
poor. (We have no comparable figures for the DI program.)

So it is not really surprising that measnred poverty hardly im-
proved during the 1970s; The single most important correlate with
povertymedian family incomedid not change. On government's
side of the ledger, expenditures for cash assistance diracted to the
poor started small and did not increase very much. In-kind henefits
increaSed dramadcally, but they are not counted in income, so they
could not improve measured poverty.

Btit whethm- or not government transfers Were large enough to
have a significant effect on poverty, concerns remain that govern-
ment may actually be contributing to the poverty problem by di
couraging work and encouraging single-parent family formation.
We looked at three groups that figure prominently in any diseuion
of the disadvantaged in Mlerica. The fixst two axe afforded the
Mk of cash assistancethe disabled and those in single-parent
families. For both of these groups, existing policies have been indicted
as having important counterproductive influences. The third group,
black youth, has at times b-een cited as an associated victim of the
current welfare system. In all three case, we comidered whether or
not transfer polides must bear significant responsibility for the
problems faced by the groups.

The disability insurance (DI) portion of Scicial Security and Sup..
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plemental Security Income, which provides for those who are dis-
abled and poor, grew enormously during the 1970sboth more
than doubled during the decade. The combined cost of Social irsur-
ance and cash assistance and in-kind benefits for the disabled WaS
nearly $33 billion in 1980. Recently it has been charged that the
program has reduced labor force participation of middle-aged men.
The charge is serious, since the program is intended solely for those
who cannot work.

The program's growth has indeed coincided with a significant
decrease in labor force participation among men; In 1960, only
about 4 per ent of men aged forty-five to fifty-four were out of the
labor force. By 1980, the figure had reached almost 9 percent. For
black men the inerewes were even more dramatic: from 7 percent
up to 16 percent. Motivated by these statistics, a need to cut bud-
gets, and a host of anecdotes, the Reagan administration undertook
a major tightening of eligibility rules under DI in the early 1980s,

cutting seVeral hundred thousand people and making eligibility
more difficult to obtain. These policy developinents coincided with
increasing criticism within some academic circles of this antipoverty
program for contriboting to declining male labor force participa-
tion. The argument was that men who could work have been shift=
ing to Diiability Insurance. Thus Donald Parsons concluded M 1980
that the recent increase in nonparticipation in the labor force of
prime-aged men can be largely explained by the increased generos-
ity of social welfare transfers (though these findings have been dis-
puted by other economists).

One approach to exploring the employability of those who
receiVed diiability insurance is to look at the earnings patterns of
those who applied but were denied. Certainly those who were denied
assistance are on average considerably more employable than those
granted benefits. Unfortunately; there are few data from recent j.
years on the subsequent earnings of those denied disability benefitt.
HoWever, the Social Security Administration (SSA) has examined
the subsequent earnings experience of those denied benefits in 1967
and 1970; In assessing this evidence, it is important to r.tcall that the
fraction of disability applicasits denied eligibility has risen steadily
through time, from 49 percent in 1965 to 52 percent in 1975 to
66 percent in 1980. Thus -elections are even more common now
than during that study period.

Yet in the late 1960s, virtiiãllyãllof those who were rejected by
the Disability Insurance program did little work in subsequent years.
A SSA staff paper summared the 1967 survey results by noting: "A
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large proportion of the denied applicants never retmned to compet-
itive employment despite many years of work prior to their disabil-
ity and an administrative decision in H 67 that they were still able
to do so." Further, "Four-fifths of these claimants who were initially
denied in 1967 did not return to sustained competitive employment
in the following five years." Similar resultS were obtained in the
1970 survey;

Preliminary work by John Bound suggests that these basic con-
clusions hold in recent years even if one looks across the entire age
distribution of persons under sixty applying for disability benefits.
More than half do not return to sustained work, And those who do
return to work 1:uffer earnings losses of nearls, 50 percent.

Since 1970 the DI program hm doubled in size; Some of the
increase is undoubtedly due to increased knowledge of the program
and some may be due to increased benefit levels and some rt;lax-
ation in standards. But even if the program now were taking p ople
equivalent to the least-employable four-fifths of those rejected in
1970, it would still be taking a group which would have done no
sustained work whether or not they had been accepted. And recall
that in 1980, prior to the recently increased restrictions, 66 percent of
applicants were denied entry to a program that is designed for the
totally disabled. Those who apply are unlikely to be very healthy.

Disability programs appear to be one example where a carefully
targeted program can give generous benefits without generating
large adverse incentive effects. But the program succeeds largely
because benefits are based on a relatively objective and difficult-to-
alter set of physical conditions.

AFDC and single-parent families

The mounting number of children being raised in single-parent
householth is commanding increased national attention. The appar-
ent "crisis of the family" is noted most acutely with respect to black
households, but the trends seem to extend to all racial and economic
groups. The numbers are stark. By the time today's children turn
eighteen, some 45 percent of whites and 85 percent of blacks aie
expected to have lived for some part of their life in a single-parent
household. At a minimum those who live in single-parent house-
holds face financial hardship; there may be other adverse conse-
quences as well.

1 Ralph Tretel, -Appeal By_Denied Disability Claimants,- Social Security Admin-
istration staff paper No. 23 (Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office; 1976),
PP. 22,

100
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Certainly the most troubling and potentially the most damning
accusation leveled againist the current welfare system is the charge
that it encourages the formation and perpetuation of single-parent
families. The specifics of the charges have changed over time; but
not the basic message. Originally, it was suggested that we had
develop7tel a welfare system that rewarded single-parent families by
denying benefits to families with ts.Vo parents. More recently, in the
wake of the negative income tax experiments, it is dleged that by
relieving a family of the necessity of relying on two parents for
income, welfare facilitates marital disruption.

Figure III plots the fraction of all children living in a female,
headed household and the fraction of all children whe have received
AFDC since 1960. The fraction of all chikken living in a female..
headed household started rising much faster in the late 1960s; at
precisely the time wben the number of children on AFDC rose
sharply. But then the trends divergeddramatically so.

Since 1972, the fraction of all children who live in a female-
headed household has jumped quite dramatically, from 14 percent
to aIost 20 percent; During that same period; the fraction of all
children who were in homes collecting AFDC held almost constant,
at 12 percent. The figures are even more dramatic for blacks. Between
1972 and 1980 the numb-er of black children il3 femsile-headed fam-
ilies rose nearly 20 percent The number of black children on AFDC
actually fell by 5 percent;

If AFDC were pulling families apart and encouraging the for-
mation of single-parent families, it is very hard to understand why
the number of children on the program would remain constant
throughout the period in mir history when family structures changed
the most.

These figures are easy to umderstand in light of the fact that red
AFDC levels fell by almost 30 percent between 1970 and 1980 in the
median state. Even in some comparatively liberal states, benefits
plummeted. In New York City, benefits droppid 33 percent in real
terms over this penod. Food Stamps mitigated the declines some-
what But betweem 1971 and 1983; combined Food Sumps and
AFDC benefits fell by 22 percent in real terms in the median state.
A smaller and smaller fraction of children in .ingle-parent families
were receiving AFDC for a very simple reasonbenefit levds, and
therefore eligibility, were being sharply cut back.

Perhaps the impact of AFDC benefits was delayed, or perhaps
once a threshold is reached, people do not react to changes in bene-
fit levels. These explanations could explain why family structures

1 0 1
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Figure Di Compararrve Percentages of chile. an Female-Headed
end AFDC Households, 1960-1982a

69

Source: U.S_Runsau of the Cenrus (CusveaLPepulation_Repo rb. ser.rHouseld end
Family Characteristic', various years; Social Security Bulletin, Annual Statistical Supplement,
various years.

continued to change even as benefits fell. But we can think of no
story crediting AFDC with a very large part in inducing changed
family structures which is consistent with a falling absolute number
of children on the program.

And what about the sharp rise in the fraction of all births to
unmarried black mothers? The birth rate to unmarried black women
fell 13 percent between 1970 mul 1980; But the birth rate among all
married black women fell even moreby 38 percentso the frac-
tion of births to unmarried women rose. During the same period;
the unmarried birth rate to whites rose by 27 percent. It seems diffi-
cult to argue that AFDC was a major influence in unmarried births
when there was simultaneously a mein the birth rate to unmarried
whites and a fall in the rate for unmarried blacia.2

Probably the most important lesson of the time-series analysis is
that familystructure changes just do not seem to mirror benefit level
changes. We have alreaay made rather Draconian cuts in benefit
levels and family Structure changes have not slowed appreciably. It

2 See. for example, Mary jo Bane and David T. Ellwood, "The Impact of AFDC
on Family Structure and Living Arrangements," Lrurtsal of Labor Rewards (forth-
coming, 1986).
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SeemS hard to believe that further cuts would do much to hold fam-
ilies together.

A second approach also fails to find a strong connection betwieen
AFDC and family structure. Benefit levels vary widely from state to
state. In Mississippi in 1980; a single-pal:int family of four could get

makimum of $120 per month in AFDC benefits, and that amount
had been taised from $60 per month only a few years earlier, In
California or New York, the same family could get $563 in benefitS.

The gaps between states are not quite as large as they might
seem, because the Food Stamps program is a federal one with uni-
form benefit levels nationally. As such it narrows the gaps in bene-
fits between states. But even including Food Stamps, benefits vary
by a factor of two to three. Food Stamps are available Whether cr
not one is in a single-parent family, so their impact on family fiir=
mation choices is unclear.

The obvious test is to compare the percentage of children living
in fcmalezheaded households, or the divorce rate or the birth rate to
unmarried women, with benefit levels across the statei. Figure IV
provides such a comparison for 1980. There is no obvious relation:
ship between the percentage of children not living in two-patent
families and AFDC benefit levels across states: The same holds fot
almbit every other measure of family stricture as well; including
divorce rates and out-of=wedlock birth rates. More sophisticated
regression techniques which contro/ for differing socioeconomic
characterisbcs across states typically also show little or no rela-
tionship.

Our conclusion is that AFDC nas far less to do with changm in
family Structures than has been alleged. We suspect that the changes
are probably better traced to changing attitudes toward welfare
and heightened independence brought about by a host of forcei that
seemed to have come to a crescendo in the late 1960s hi the black
community, family structure changes may have had more to do
With the changing fortunes of black men than the availability of
AFDC.

AFDC and single mothers

Unlike the asability program, there are undoubtedly Some
reductions in labor supply by female family heads induced by the
current program. However, studies suggest that ADC has had a
modest effect in reducing work. Welfare mothers do not seem to be
very sensitive to work incentives. Most recently, changes have been
made in the AFDC program which essentially eliminate all work

10'3
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Figure PL. Relation of State A1DC Benefit Levels to Proportion
of Bladc Children in Single-Parent Households, 19800
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incentives. After four months, benefits are reduced at least $1 for
each dollar the woman earns over $30. Yet available evidence indi-
cates that there has been little change in the work of single mothers.

Concerns about AFDC run deeper than just a fear that short-
term work incentives are distorted. There is a sense that long-term
dependency has developed, that people have come to rely on wel-
fare to meet needs that they could and would meet on their own if
they had no alteniatire. Except for the case studies of sociologists,
we know of no definitive work on the extent to which pathological
dependency exists, or on the role that AFDC has had in ueating
such dependency.

But there is information on the'duration of AFDC receipt which
does shed some light on this issue. The evidence, as analyzed by
Mary Jo Bane and David Ellwood for example, suggests two sub-
groups within the AFDC population. Most people who use AFDC
stay on the program a relatively short time. At least 50 percent !cave
within tWo years, 85 percent leave within eight. Most women who
ever use AFDC do not seem to get trapped by it. At the same time,
the minority which does stay on a long time accumulates and thus
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dency is troubling; pardcularly since it seems to be greatat . tmong
groups that have considerable disadvantages to begin with. Our
current welfare policies may have some influence on this depen-
dence. There is a widespread hope that government could do some-
thing to help these women become self=sufficient.

Yet goverrment tirs not shown much capacity to improve the
situation very much. We know of no serious policy that encouragfys
family formation. We have tried variou.s programs that have had
some success (particularly Supportid Work) in helping long-term
recipients and poor women generally, but gains have been quite
modest: While the desire to pursue ways to improve the ability of
single wornen to support themselv:% is widaspread, few who have
designed these programs have very optimistic expectations;

The peculiar nature oi the welfare problem for single mothers is
the fact that society generally recognizes and encourages mothers
who stay home and care for children, but it also sees self4ufficiency
as a virtue and it Is increasingly unwilling to accept welfare depen-
dence among single mothers in the way it accepts it among the c-
abled. Thu.s one cannot have a program of high benefits and no
work incentives, as is offerid the disabled. More complex regula-
tions about work and child care are inevitable given social prefer-
ences. Diverse services mtist be offered.

Black youth and the "job gap"
By every conceivable measure the labor market situation for

ypung blacks is bad and getting worse. Figure V shows the unem-
ployment rate among black and white youth aged sixteen to nine--
teen from 1955 to 1980. While the rate for white youth has been rel-
atively steady throughout the period; the rate for blacks has risen
almost continually, though it was during the 1970s that the gap
really widened. If we look at the sexes separately; we see similar
patterns for young men and women. Things get somewhat better as
the youth age, but the gap betWeen the races has been widening fcr
those aged twenty to twenty-four as well. The magnitude of the
problem cannot be overstated; In 1980; before the recessitya really
hit, only one in three black teenagers out of school had any job.

What is all the more perplexing about this widening gar is the
fact that the changes have come at a tinr4 when developments are
occurrir that might ha ve been ezoected to narriw the racial gap.
Civil rights legisladon was pamea in the 2960s widch reduced overt
discrimination in the workplace. The educational patterns of the
races have been converging: Similar proportions of blacks and whites
now complete high school. College is almost as common for non-
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Figure V. Unemployment among Teenaged
Black and While Tooth; 1954.1980.

1994 1960 1965 1970 1975 1950

Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Nondbook of Labor Statistics (1994).

whites as whites. Blacks are also narrowing the racial gap in the
more highly paid professions.

The fear of many comervatives is that the very social forces
which predominated in the late 1960s; parUcularly the push for
social welfare prcgrams, lead to a destruction of traditional values
and expectations that hard work pays off in the long run. We are
not competent to judge the entire sociological impact of public pol-
icy generally or to evaluate changing values in America's ghettos.
But we can explore the logic of an assertion that the expansion of
social welfare programs played a major role in the decline of work
among black youth.

We will concentrate on employment of black male youth to
avoid problems associated with childbearing among young women.
Is it platzible that social welfare policies have caused a severe decline
in the work ethic among young black men?

Certainly such policies have not removed incentives to work. Sin-
gle men are eligible for very little in the way of federally sponsored
welfare benefits. A youth living alone is eligible only for Food
Stamps. In 1982, his benefits would have been $70 per month,
hardly enough to live on. For the first $85 the youth earns, benefits
are not reduced at all, then for every dollar he earned these benefits
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would be reduced by only 25 cents. If he found a full-time minimum-
wage job he would earn $560 per month in gross earnings and at
least $450 after taxes and expenses. It certainly seems hard to
believe that the Food Stamp program would reduce the financial
rewards to work much.

If the youth lives at home (as most do), the picture hardly
changes. If he lives in a poor twc-parent household, his family is
likely to be collecting Food Stamps. His presence in the home increases
the monthly stamp allotment by roughly $60 per month. This allot-
ment is diminished by the same formula as above if he works. Con-
trary to popular belief, a child eighteen-years-old or over who is not
in school cannot now and never could be counted as a part of an
AFDC unit. That means that a family's AFDC benefits do not
depend on whether the youth lives with the family or not, and
benefits will not be reduced if he earns more.

Thus it is extremely unlikely that welfare programs have robbed
young black men of an incentive to work with their direct effects.
But there is a broader concern. Perhaps the whole structure of wel-
fare has created a culture of nonwork and dependence. Such a pos-
sibility is very hard to test, but there are several facts .which are
hard to explain in light of such a hypothesis: Employment rates for
young men living in two-parent families are not very different from
those of youngsters living with one parent In 1975aisome 23 percent
of young black men living with two parents and 21 percent of those
living with one parent had jobs. For whites, the figures are closer to
50 percent for both family types. One would generally expect to
find a difference by family type simply Secause youth jobs are typi-
cally found through informal networks and one would anticipate
that those in fatherless homes would have less access to such net-
works. Moreover, though unemployment does fall among blacks as
family income rises, the differential between whites and blacks is
largely unchanged.

Black youth living in central cities do not seem to fare much
worse than those living outside the ghettos. According to the 1980
Census, 32 percent of out-of:school black youth in central cities had
jobs whereas 38 percent of those living in the suburbs were em-
ployed. Similarly only 35 percent of out-of-school nonwhitas living
in nonfarrn rural areas were working. While the figures above differ
slightly, they are all vastly lower than the 62 percent figure for
whites. If black youth unemployment were concentrated in the
ghettos, it would be easier to point to the culture of poverty hypo-
thesis.
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The fact that black/white youth unemployment differentials
seem to persist for all geographic locations, for all family types, and
for all income groups clearly suggests something more fundamental
is to blame than the growth of welfare programs, which amount to
less than 1 percent of GNP.

Among researchers who have looked at the problem, there is no
consensus about what is happening. Most of the simple theories
have been tried and they do not account for all of the widening dit:
ferential between blacks and whites. There is considerable evidence
of a job shortage for black youth. Kim B. Clark and Lawrence H.
Summers have documented that black youth unemployment responds
very strongly to aggregate demand,3 but such an explanation can be
only part of the story. Macroeconomic conditions did worsen over
the 1970s, but not enough to explain the widening differential. And
the racial gap widened somewhat even during the extraordinarily
st Tong economy of the late 1960s. There are fewer jobs in the ghet-
tos, but Ellwood has shown that nonghetto youth seem to fare just
as badly as ghetto youth.4 Nearly all researchers agree that the min-
imum wage lowers black youth employment, but the differential
has continued to widen even during periods when the minimum
wage did not change. Women entered the labor force in large num-
bers in the 1970s; but their entrance did not seem to hurt white
youth. Taken together, the various explanations might explain half
or more of the widening differential, but one gets the sense that
something more fundamental has changed. Moreover, even if one
places all the blame on job shortages, the explanation begs the ques-
tion of why jobs are not being offered to young blacks when they
are being offered to young whites.

And just as black youth joblessness defies easy explanation, it
defies easy solution. Most careful experiments have shown disap-
pointing long-term results. Public service employment increases
youth employment, but when the public jobs end, employment
rates seem to fdl back to their previous levels. There just axe not
any good answers at the current time.

This is not the appropriate place to discuss what might be done
to help such youth. But one thing is very clear: To expand welfare
benefits to this group would have large adverse incentive effects.
The negative income tax experiments showed that when income was

3 Kim B. Clark-and Lawrence H. Summers, Thediami f yodth unemploy-
ment," in Vie Youth Ubor Merkel Problem: it Nature, Cbursea,_tua Consequences,
RiChard B-Froernan, DavidA. Wile, e& (Chicago: University of McagoPress, 1982).

4 Deiid E EflwOôd The Spat:W Mismatch Hypothesis: Are There Teenage Jobs
Mi.Vsing ir3 the Ghetto?" ffi The Block Youth Employment Problem, Richard B. Free-
man, Kasey Ichnlowsky, eds. (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, forthcoming).
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afforded to youth aged sixteen to twenty-one; work fell by almost
50 percent below its already low rate. It is hard to imagine a policy
with more deleterious effects on the long-run well-being of black
youth.

The employment problems of black youth then cannot be blamed
on current welfare policies. In large part, that is because we have
avoided offering welfare to young people; While there is surely
some financial suffering ai a result, the fact that extending benefits
to these persons would so drarnaLically reduce work is an overriding
consideration.

Reaffirming the "categorical" weifare system

The analysis in this paper demonstrates that government policies
cannot be blamed for a great deal of the problems of the diSadvan-
taged. This reflects the design of current policy. Much aid is the
in-kind form and programs are offered on a categorical basis-.

The fact that the problems of the three groups we considered are
so different and that the consequences of aid varied so greatly argues
for a continued reliance on a categorical approach to offering aid to
the diiadvantaged. For the diiabled, there is little concern with
dependence or work incentives. This allows for liberal benefits and
forces no compromises on work incentive; For single mothers; the
need is quite real; and while there is little evidence that we have
been overly generous in our benefits, there is eviuence for some
long-term dependency. Trying to balance the needs of children, the
right§ of mothers to care for their children, and the desire of society
(and presumably the mothers themselves) to be self-sufficient sug-
gests the need for a complex policy aimed at that group; For youth;
the reduced work that would apparently accompany an extension of
benefits is a crucial factor mitigating against an expansion of wel-
fare in that direction.

More fundamentally, general economic principles suggest the
desirability of a complex welfare system with different rcdes for dif-
ferent groups and partial reliance on in-kind benefits. The patch-
work character of current policies is consistent with the goal of eco-
nomic efficiency. The basic problem of welfare policy is to transfer
income to those truly in need without sizeable adverse incentive
effects and without diverting significant resources to those who are
not truly in need. Seen in this light, prominent features of our cur-
rent welfare system seem _easily explainable. Effickncy in redistri-
bution can be increased if payments are based on available indica-
tors of true earning power.

Particularly desirable are indicators which are not easily altered,
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such as disability; and perhaps family status. Moreover, the use of
any type of assistance which will help the truly poor; but be rela-
tively unattractive to the nonpoor, will raise the amount that can be
redistributed with a minimum of distortion. This may justify sub-
stantial reliance on some types of iv-kind programs. People not in
need are less likely to try to look poor in order to qualify for public
housing than they are to qualify for cash assistance. Some adminis-
trative burdens on welfare recipients might :Iso be defended as
facilitating redistribution by increasing the government's ability to
separate those in serious need.

Current policy may also be defended on philosophical grounds.
It expresses the value society places bn self-reliance. We expect those
who can to help themselves. Benefits are provided only to those able
to provide some evidence of their inability to support themselves.
Most Americans regard the reasons for indigency as sharply influ-
encing their willingness to offer aid. The disabled, single parents,
and those injured or laid off from work can offer some evidence that
their financial straits are not caused by an unwillingnms to work.

While we see reasons for concern about the effects of reducing
eligibility restrictions, we see little cause for concern about the
effectt of raising benefit levelt under current programs. Restoring
real AFDC benefits to the levels of a decade ago and reducing or
eliminating regional dispar!ties would do a great deal for people in
need without much disincentive effect on work. Certainly there are
equity considerations which would be served by allowing working
poor families aid beyond Food Stamps. But there are strong argil,
ments for the primary notion of categorical welfare, at least until
we develop ways of attacidng the fundamental social problems of
the nation's poor directly and successfully.
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The intellectual mugging of the Great Society.

LOSING FAITH IN 'LOSING GROUND'

BY ROBERT GREENSTEIN

JL:
EW BOOKShave received more political attention this
year thanCharles Murrays Using Ground. The book

has emboldened conservatives who attack the welfare
state and unsettled liberals who defend it. A relentless
attack on federal poverty programs, the book argues that
these programs have done far more harm than good and
should be aborished. Murray advocates elimination of ev-
ery federal benefitprograin for the non-elderly poor, with
the sole exception of unemployment insurance. From food
stamps to Medicaid, from public assistance for dependent
children to disability insurance and workmen's compensa-
bon (Or incapaeitated workers, From housing assistance
for low-incOme families to nutrition supplements for poor
pregnant women. Murray would end them all.

The book bases these recommendations on mounds of
datadata-arranged to show that the poverty programs
not onlyhfied to accomplish their goals, but actually exac-
erbated the veryTroblems they were designed to solve.
Theguts of the bookmore than 100 paps of data analyf
sisattempt to demonstrate that evidence of failure is
inescapable and overwhelming. Even some who are un-
comfortable with Murray's call to _rip out the safety net
have found his data disturbing and have been shaken by
the book.

But before Murray's view that the programs have failed
becomes the new conventional wisdom, careful examina-
tion of his use of the Uctsand figures is very much in order.
Could it be_that Losing Cround, with its endless recital of
statistics, actually rests on deceptive numbers_juggling?
That Murray has, in the service of a radical political agen-
da, consistently omitted or concealed critical facts and re-

Robert Greenstein is director of the Center on Budget and
Policy Priorities in Washington.

12 THE NEW REPUBLIC

search findings that do not support his case? Close scruti-
ny of Murray's data suggests that this is precisely what has
occurred. Thr7s a the untold story behind _asing Ground.

Consider; _for example, the "case of Harold and Phyl-
lis." Harold and Phyllis are a fictional couple that Murray
creates to illustrate one of his principal contentionsthat
the social programs have led to unemployment and illegit-
imacy among bUcks by encouraging the poor to live off
welfare ratherthan bo work.Mumay presentS Harold and
Phyllis as a young couple facing fundamental decisions
about their lives. Phyllis is pregnant, and the couple must
decide whether to get married. More important. they must
also decide whether Harold-should take a tedious mini-
rnum-wage lob, or whether Phyllis should go on welfare
and Harold should live off her benefits rather than work.

In 1%0, according to Murray, their decision is clear-cut.
He presents household financial data showing that Harold
and Phyllis are much better off-if Harold works, he and
Phyllis get married, and Phyllis does not go on welfare. By
1970. however, the incentiyes have shifted..Murrarstam!
ily budget now shows that they are actuallya bit better off
collecting welfare than if they get married and Harold
takes a lob. Here, in a nutshell, is the core of the Murray
thesis. The .."rtales of the game have changed, Murray
tells us, and the "incentives" have shiftedin _the _wrong
direction. This is the reason that poverty didn't decline in
the 1970s and that the number of employed young black
men has dropped.

The Harold and PhyllFs vier* is at thiheart of Mur-
rars case and is critical toAhe entirebook. It is also flatly
wrong. First, Murray's family budgets for 1960 and 1970
are not based on welfare benefit levels in an average state.
Instead, his data is for the state of Pennsylvania, a fact
buried in footnotes at die back of the Wok. Welfare bene-
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fits grew twice as fist in Pennsylvaniairom 1960 to 1970is
in the nation asa whole. This_allows_Murray tof),irstay_the

' shift in "incentives" over the decade as being twice as
great as they actually were.

Murray makes a second error, ln calculating the famity's
budget if Harold works, Murray incorrietly assumes Phyl-
B and her child cannot obtain food stampsevenAhough
poorfamilies who work are eligible for food stamps. In
figuring the budget if they_ went on welfare. however.
Murray does not make the same mistake and adds in food
stamps when computing the famUy's income_ The error
makei working, comjsared to welfare. appear less attrac-
tive than it actuallTwas.

When the welfare vs. work comparisons are computed
accurately, they show that taking a minimumwage job
was more profitable than going on welfare in most parts of
the country M 19711 In some states with low_welfere pay
mgryt5, such as giuthem states, minimum-wage jobs paid
almost twice as much. If Murray's thesis were correct that
perverse welfare incentives spurred the growth of female,
headed households and the rise in bleat unemployment,
then these developments should have occuned_traa_inuch
greaterextentin those few high welfarepayment states in
which adverse "incentives" actually existed than in the
low welfare payment staten in which the advantages of
working were greatest and minimum-wagerbsremained
vastly more remunerative than public aid. But therets no
Such pattern., _Female-headed households increased and
black employment declined evelywhereregardless of
whether state welfare benefits were high or low. or wheth-

. erthe benefits were -raised or not.
Murray's argument loses even_rnOre_fOrte when it's ap-

plicd tothe years after l9P0. Although his book is subtitled
American Social Policy 1950-1980. he never provides a 1980
family budget for Harold and Phyllis. If he had, he would
have undermined his case. Prom 1970 to 1980, the incen-
tives ihffted strongly away from welfare and toward
work _Beginnins in 1%9, welfare benefits fell sharply, as
states failed to adjust benefits to keep pace with inflation.
During the 1970s, benefits in the Aid to families with
Dependent Children program,the basic public aisistance
program for single-parent families with children, fell near
ly 30 perrentirt real terms Even when food stamps and
low-income energy assistance are included, benefits to
these families dropped aiout 20 percent.

THE SAME T1M_the advantages_ of workingwere
expanded, through the enactment in 1975 of the

earned income tax credit for the working poor. As a result.
in 1980even in PennsylvaniaHarold and Phyllis
would have one-third more income ifliirold worked than if he
remained unemployed and Phyllis collected welfare. In
most states other than Pennsylvania the advantages of
working were even greater by 1980. In Texas Harold and
Phyllis would have 100 percent more income if Harold
worked. If perverse welfare incentives in the late 19600
actually led to family dissOlution and black unemploy-
ment, as Murray contends, then these trends should have
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THE MANHATTAN
PROJECT'-
BA CK IN MAY 1982. alittle.

-known scholerfoinakiwi Went
to a luncheon symposium at the
Manhattan Institute, a small. con-
servative New Yorkthink MI-
liam-Hammett. the president of the
Manhattaninstitute, had Invited the
young scholar after reedintabbut
Heritage Foundation pamphlet he'd
wiitten eillid "Sakty Nets and the
Tmly Needy." HammetrAedits__
prow -ohm Argun "ii-r -litat abolish-
ing overty ptogrants would proba-
bly help the_poor more than kwould
fht:s them. At the luncheon, he asked
tne youngseholitithe'd 'Ike to ex-
pand his pamphlet- into a bookt heof-
feted him the Manhattan Institute's
full finandalsupport. The young
scholar said that sounded pretty
good. Within a couple of months the
contracts wem_signed:_the_young
scholar had been transformed into a
Manhattan institute "-See', .- Re-
search Fellow," and the bank was
underway.

The young scholar was Charles
Murray, and th_e book wasitinke_
Ground, which is now being called
themost important workon poverty
and social policy since Mkhaelliar
rington's The Other America. Though
Murrarapublisher has pnnted about
20.000 copies (which sell fors23.95
each) since September, the best incli-
catorof_Lesing_Crowes success is not
how many people have reedit _but
who has read itor at least heard
aboutlt-LcoinGround has been the
subject of dozens of major editorials.
columns,-and reviews in publications
such as The Nee roi* Times, News-

uerkTheOâfldiMonusg &wind
THE NEW itEetisLIC.--everthe Sun-
day-Times of London. According to
WArkingtrin Pint columnist Meg
Greenfield: "No matter wharkind Of
government effort you mayargue for
theseclayl.bi(the poverty) area . . .

you ate likely to be 'Charles_Mur-
rayed,' and-that-will be the end of the
argument Theainiple invikation of
du book's existence will be teken as
in answer to the question." The
While House waiiiiiiiiPressed try
Lasing Ground that it is now consider-
Mg Murray for a- job as an assistant
secr_etaM of Health and HUrnan
Semites.
_HOW did this statistical-tome be-
come such a mediaevint? It wai no
accident. Murray says himself that
theboOk Might never have gotten the
coverage it has %thout_the MO Of ii
well-funded prornotional campaign
leithy die Manhattan Institute. The
success of insing CiounAIS Oak_
study in how COriservative Intellect u-
Mahave Crane to dominate the policy
debates of recentyears__ _

The-Manhattan Institute's promo-
dortof Mtirray'S book is the smooth
execution a a strategybstattg,_
gested by neoconservative intellec-
turving1CditOL hie 1977 Wall
Street Journal piece, "Ort CoVonite
Fhilanthropy,'' !Cristo( arguedthat,
instead of_fundingfiberal founda-
tions that give grants to left!wingers,
businessmen should give to "new
class" publiciati who fainii free .

enterprise. "You can only beat an
idea with another idea, and the
war of ideasendidinaliagiii.will
be won or lost within 'the new class,'
not against Kristol wrote. He
reminded butinessmerithat "if you
decide to go exploring for oil,

you find a competent geologist,"
And urged them to seek out intel-
lectualguides_who couldclireet MEM
to pro-business scholars within the
predlominandy anti-business new
class.

In the case of Murray. it was Ham-
mettvlin servedas "geologist," lo-
rating Murray="he WAR_B nObt/dY__
. . we were definitely taking a flier
orthint"_HirriMett saysand per-
suading foundations and corpora-
tions to help finance his book. Ham-
mett raiseclandspentSIZ5.000_ for
the two-year Murray "flier." MOst of
that came-from two right-wing foun-
4ationsScaile,whichlavel75,000,
and Olin, which chipped in S25,000.
(Accordingto-Hammett, a letter of
recommendationiminKnitalhint-
self helped secure the Olin money.)
The sIZ,000 went for a s35,000 annu-
al stipend for Murrayndlar pro-
motional activities both before and
after the book'spublication.-

At a cost of almost 1153:00, Haiti-
mett sent more than 700 free copies
of Usaing Grountits academics, jour-
nalists, and publicoffunili ill Over
the worldincluding members of
Margaret Thatcher's cabinet in Ent-
ain. He assigned apubliatilatiOns
specialist named Joan Kennedy Tay-
loam hindle _the Murray campaign.
She helped Murtay utsTY ap-
pearances and meetings with editors
and araderriks. She _followed up the
Institute's mailingof hisbook_with
letters to newspapers and maga-
dnes. Ear example, after noting that
U.S. News & World Rowl deputy_edi-
tor Lawrence Maloney had written
thernagazine's March 26,1984, cover
story on the underclass, she_senthim
i copy of the book and offered an in-
terview with Murray. Sure enough,

reversed themselves in the 1970s. when the relative ao-
vantage of Work over- welfare increased sharply. They
nidn't.Thenumber Of fiMile-headed households contin-
ued to surge and blackemployment dielined. This is not
surprising since benefit programs had little to do with
causing these problems.

Another of Murray's central arguments is that, despite
significantincreases in Social program spending, the pov-
erty rate didn't drop from_1968 le 1980: If the piograms
were successful. Murray says, the poverty rate ihniild
have declined. This sounds straightforward enough. Rut
once again, Murray neglects the key facts that contradict
hisrneSSage.Torexample, thittnemployrnent rate in 1980
was double what it was in 1968. When Unemployment

ii THE NEW REPUBLIC

goei Of', poverty rises along with it. Small wonder that the
octVertyrate wattillOWer in 1980, a recession year, than in
1968, when unemploymentwas hitt 3.6_pereent,

The fact that poyertywas no higher in 19130_thanin19K
despite the doubling of the unemployment rate, actually
17abvides- strOng evidence that these programs were help.
ingpe_ople who wOild have otherwisebeen impoverished
by the sluggish economy- Further evidenee Cames from
the Urban Institute. In its study The Reason_ Reconi: the
Urban Institute found that in 1965. before the poverty
piograms were expandech federal benefit programs lifted
out of poverty Cci thin half the of those who vrould have
otherwise been poor. By thelate 1970 s. however, the pro-
grams had been broadened and were lifting about 70 per-
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11S. News's December 24. 1984, coy-
stti'WIAiniisiAxjvencaThje-

.oted considerable space to Losing
Ground.
_ _The litatituteabo arranged a semi-
nar about Murray's book last Goo-
ber. Intellectuals and journalists
thoughltoiwyesome_influence on
the policy debate were enticed to
New York to spend a &ry and a Mf
listening to Murray and discussing
his ideas. Participants includes Mar-
tin Anderson of the Hoover hatitu-
bon, formerly President Reagan's
chief domestic poilcyadviser: Profes-
sor NathanCer ekl-FartardiXeri
Auletta of The Nem Yorker; Charles
Peters, editor of The Washington
Monthly:4nd theauthar otTidrINEw
ftErusuG's TRB column. (Partici-
pants received honoraria" ra.ging

poytrry
seminar took place at the New York
Athletic Club; participants stayed at
the sthib arid at_ the_PArklane Hotel,
where single rooms start at 5155 per
night. All told,-the-Manhattin lash-
hateJaid_out 119.1:00_for_guests' air
fares, meals. and lodging.

Hammett got the cash to stage this
event from an obscure Inoiana-based
foundation called the Liberty Fund.
Ordinarily. the Liberty Fundlirnits it-
self ha projects like filming documen-
taries on the life of Adam Smith and
the miracle of heeenterprisein Hong
Kong. But Hammett, scanning the
entim country for sources of funding,
shrewdly identified thi_Gberty Fund
as a group that if approached in the
right way, would join him in the
Murray project (thoueiheconcedes
that the Liberty Fund "beefed" about
the price of rooms at the Park Lane).

Now_thelnstitute liacting as_Mor,
ray's booking agent for a nationwide

sperthing tour. "Were usihIPOSA One
to promote the book." Hammett ex-
plains. noting that this is necessary
because '!a_pirbliatteiworitdo this
with a serious nonfiction book." The
tour has taken Murray from college
campuses intalifomiaroXiwanis
Clubs in Kansas City. The Manhattan
Institute cartfully maps out each visit
thadvante,_Heres_Pert_of en Rine!'
ary the institute arranged for Mur-
ray's recent visit toDenver: "530

November11,-The Mike Rosen
Shcno Eve with phone-in ... John
McCarty. Vice_ President, PublIc_A/-
fain. Adolph Coors Co., will pick
you up after show for a 'bite to ea:"
.-.. November 12. 7 p.m.. Rana'
goth7sgmusduTagsng . . Note from
JKT (Taylor): Have jacketed copy of
Losing Ground with you, just in case,
to show on screen."

Murray confesses that the help
,'.awered upon himby the Manhat-
tan Insititute has seemed a bit over-
whelming at times. "After we'd
signedallthe_conincts_and every-
thing, 1 just thought. This is all too
good to be true." he recalls. "1 asked
them What's thecatchr But there
wasn't any." Indeed, for the Ir.sti-
tute. the rewards are the purely in-
tangibleonesthat_comelrom what
Hammett calls "getting new ideas
into circulation."-Under the terms of
its contract with_Murray. the Insti-
tute will only take enough royalties
from Losing Ground to pay _itself back
for the money it advanced to Murray;
Murray himself gets to keep whatev-
er is leftover after that. _

Mid Hammet's foundation backers
have no doubt found Kristol's goals
for influencing the discussion_within
the new class brilliantly fulfilled.
They are beating liberal ideas with

conservative ones. The comparison
with Harriogton's book is apt. Just as
The Odter America helped preparethe
public consciousness for the Great
Society, Losing Ground has become
the manifeSto of the& who_want__
Great Society_pmparns dismantled
once and for all---although-Hammett
hiMiel korreedia thatihisisatong-__
term pmposition. "We wrote it to in-
form the debate in '58," he says, for-
gettingforirtramertperhaps, that
Murray wrote the book &Ion:.

As this svf a the tongue suggests.
,_Murrays intellectual

goods is not the only reason for his
success. Barriers to entry in the mar-
koplaceofidea,s are high, and Mur-
ray has had generous help overcom-
ing :hem. If there's a liberal out there
whO wOht5 his provocative and sta-
tistically sophisticated defense of so-
cial programs to bedebithd.fiecan
alwey5 OM to the foundations and
think tanks that Kristol-complained
about in 1977. But theBiboldegsin-
stitution the Ford Foundation, the
prominent New York publishing
thauses,_and the likeare hartly_as_at.
tuned to the way_political ideas get
into circulation as are organizations
Skethe_Mainhattart _Institute. The
more traditional outfits just send out
press releases and review copies and
wartthray,reallytforgood ideas to
be recogoized. They have not yet
mastered the art of making sure that
a butywriterfor. say, U.S. News will
hear about and read their products.
The Manhattan Institute's canny in-_
novationis to rely_akhhle OS possible
on danceand as much as possible
on-marketing. Of course. money
helps, too.

CS1EICK LANE

cen tout of poverty. Insffect. from 196B to 1980, the slow-
ing of the economy dropped people into poverty and 'he
broadening of benefit programs lifted them out. The twe
trends roughly balanced each other, and the por:ny ra::
remained about the same.

Murray claims She econernicslosynturn had nothing to
do with the failurt of the poverty rate to drop in the 1970s.
He asserts that economic growth. as measured by the
Gros- National Product, rose more-in the 1970s than in the

50s. when poverty did decline. This proves, he claims .
that it wasn't the economy that keptpoverty rates high in
the 1970s. The trouble with this argument is that the GNI'
is not the relevant issue. Growth in the GNP dues create
jobs, but this growth was too slow in the 1970s to create

1
.a-

enough jobs for the unusually large numbers of women and
young people (from the baby-boom generation) who were
entering the job market. As a result unemployment rose.
At the same bme realmages,whieh had been rising steadi-
ly in the 19S0s and 1960s. stopped growing. When unem-
p!ovthent rises and real wages fall, poverty increases
and low-income groups (especially black males) are affect-
ed the most. Far from being irrelevant, the economy was
the principal reason poverty failed to drop in the_ 1970s.
9nlythebenerit programs Murray ...talks prevented pov-
erty from rising_ further still.

The economic data olso punch a large hole in what
Murray calls "the most damning statistic" of all: the JO7
crease in "latent poverty" between 196S and 198O. Latent

SA,OCII 2, Is" I*
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poverty is Murray's term for the_number_of_people who
would be poor if they didn't get government beneiltaThe
incre.:Se in latent poverty is of great importance, according
to Murray,He says it proves that independence and initia-
tive declined, tamed_ by the availability of government
benefits But the increase in latentpovertyproves nOthing
of the sort. Because ihe latent poverty rate is based on
income other than government benefits, changes in this
ratelargely refledt fluetuationsin household earnings. As
a result latent poyertyriset when Unemployment climbs
and real wages fall. It was higher tn_1980_thari hi 1968
simply because a week recessionary economy produced
fewer jobs and less income. Thk, statistic tells us nothing
abo_ut the suppot*a corrosive effects of social programs on
individual initiative. _,

The fact is when so :lel _program benefits were raited lii
the period 1960-80, poverty declined, and when_benefits
were lowered, progress in reducing poverty halted. The
eldeflyarea case in point. In the 1960s and 1970s, Social
Secunry benefits expandedand the Seppletnental Security
Income program for the ageddnd disabled poor waS treat-
ed. As result, the elderly povertyratepmmetedfrom
35 percen. in-1959 to 25 percent in 1970 and to less than 16
pertentin1980-

Similarly, in the 19601;_when AFDC benelitsrose in real
terms, poverry ammurtingle-_parentiamiliesdiopped, Af-
ter 1969, however, AFDC benefits fell sharply, as states
faded to keip_benefits even with inflation. This_turn
around in AFDC benefits ii aitical. It means that the pov-
erty rate for the non-elderlyitopoa declining at thesame
time that AFDC benefits started falling. The_tottelation

; between benefit levet and poverty trends stands_ Wt.:
IV'S thesis on its head. Rather than suggest as Murray
does, tharnicreased welfare had an adverse effect on pov-
erty, the data Indicate Maid was reductions in benefits
(along with a faltering economytthat connibfited tO the
unsatisfactory 1,,ogress against poverty in recent years,_

Indeed, no other group in American society expyienced
such a sharp decline in real income since 1970 as did AFDC
mathers and their children. Yet Lining Ground ignores this
development. DesOte Mormys_professedintereit in de-
termining why poverty stoppeddeclining the hhiehmeh-
sal_ fact that benefits for AFDC families fell 20 percent dur-
ing this period is never mentiOned in his book. Murray tells
his readers only thatbenefit increases "stowed after 1970
and inc, eased "little if at alr after the mid-1970S No hint is
ever provided that benefits actually declined.

MURRAY_ ALSO Ignores important research that
doesn't fit hisargument. Murray contends, forex-

ample, that AFDC benefits are aptimesause of illegitima-
cy, esperaally among black teenagers,The (eadIng_ro-
searCh on Qui issue strongly refutes his argument. Murray
makes no mention of it.

In 1978, Maurice MacDonald_ end liabel Sawhill pub-
lished an exhaustive reyiew_ of (he researoh Uteri titre.
They found no evidence of any significant connection be-
tween welfare and out-of. wedlock births. In early 1984.
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Harvard researchers David Ellwood and Mary Jo Bane
published a landmark study on illegitimacy and welfare.
Welfare apparentlyhat some influenee on whether un-
married women who getprogriarit tatitinUe to live at
home. But Ellwood and_Bane found that welfare ilea no
impact on whether um:mined womenincludingreen-
agersget pregnant or bear children in the first place.

Morrayignoteitdine relevant statistics t00. Frorn 1972
to 1980, the number o( children itt blaclk fernile-headed
households rose nearly 20_ percent hut the nuanbet Of
black children on AFDC fell ty five_Krcent. II AFDC is to
blame Vat' illegitimacy, why did the black AFDCpopula-
tiondecline at the iiine tinie that-black female-headed
households were_inCreasing rapidly? HOW Can welfare be
encouraging more single black_ women tohave children if
many of these same women do not collect welfare when
thechildren are born?

Morro it fiii_to dcsgiii with Elwood and Bane. But
he ougnito explain why _he behee.ii their extensive re-
search is flawed. He_ also ought to offer evidence tO ibp-
port his own contention that welfare has increased black
teenage birth_ rates.- Ile does neither. Instead, he avoids
tI'e_formidable Challenge Ellimod and Bane pose to his
thesis by failing to acknowledge their work.

ANOTHER KEY element of the Murray thesis is that
.C31.. between 1965 and 1980, when social programs_grew,
the pivortion Of bliek Min in the labor force declined and
the emplornenegap_between yowig irihitO Men_ and
young black men widened. Once again; according to
ray, the programs were the, culprits. Murray_produces
Ude evidence_of a causal connection. And here too, the
research_pornta largely in other directions.

Employment _among black tehige.A ietnilly declined
more in the 1950s. before the_Nvetty_.prograillt botan;
than it did in the 1960s. Research bylohn Ctran /now
assoclitedirector of-President Reagan's Office or Manag_e-
ment trid Budget) thOWt that virtually all of the decline in
blackteenage employment Itorti 1950 to Iva wee- caused
by the disappearance of low-paying jobs in_ the_rofith, as
southern agriculture was mechanized. In 1950, Cogan re,
ports, nearly of all employed black teenagers worked
as_farni labOreta, arid MO-re than 90 percent of these black
teenagefann workers lived iii_the south- From 1950 to
1970, most farm employment in_the southdisapnearid-. As
a result the main source of employment for black teen-
agers vaniihed.-
__Cogan'S COriehiliOna Specifically refute Murray's hy-
pothesis. The statistical evident*, cogiii observed. is "in-
consistent with the view that thevciwthin welfare partici-
pation among blacks is at the heart of the decline j_inhkck
teenage employment)." In the north, where welfare bene-
fils_were higher and_welfare particiPation grew much fast-
er than in the sou th,blatk yOuth iniployment didnot drop,
Cogan noted. By contrast,itwas in the_touthwh:ie Wel-
fare payments were lower and welfare roll% grew much
more slowlythat black teenage emrL.wment fell,

To be sure, employment amo*.6 black' youth continued



to fall after 1970, when the mechanization of agriculture
was largely-complete. But by the early 19700 AFDC belie:
fits were TaLing and welfare rolls had_ passed their period
otz_owth,_so the decline in black employment ir this
period .,annot be blamed on expanding wel benefits.

There are numerous other factors that a1 ar to have
contributed to the decline in-black empkn.ment in the
1970s and to _the widening jobi gap _betweeriblatk_and
white_youth._The _1970s were a_period of unprecedented
competition for jobs, as record numbers of white women
and black and white youth entered the labor market. In
these swollen labor markets, further enlarged by immigra-
tion, many young bkdr.70 from poor fithilies (and _often
with pOoreducations) appear to have been pushed to the
"back of the queue."

But the existence of public assistance programs is, at
most, only a very small part of the unemployment story.
The research in this area indicates that welfare hal only a
slight effett In reducing the degreeto_which_JDC moth-
ers work outside the home. The effect on black men does
not appear substantial either. The basic reasun is that men
who are not elderly or disabled are not-eligible for-much in
welfare. Cash welfare benefits avaUble to black unem-
played youth range from meager to non-existent in nearly
all jurisdictions.

VEN IF poverty programs did not foster illegitimacy
and idleness, did they produce positive resWts?

rayinsts_the answer is rut '_'Starting with the first evalua-
tion reports in the mid-60s and continuingto the present
day, the results of these programs have been disappoint-
ing to their advocates and es.dence of failure to their crit-
im" he proclaims. What is Murrays evidence? He dis-
cusses _the disappinting_ =sults _ol_conurumity action
programs, fob training protrams, and a failed Economic
Development Administration project in Oakland, Califor-
nia. Even here, Murray overstates the case: evaluations of
job training programs show mixed resulta. The more un,
portant point,though.is that Metat Of th_eSe_are_g_etly Ana
relatively small "War on Poverty! efforts. Murray never
addresses the research showing success in other, larger
programs, many of which he proposes to eliminate.

In the _decade before_ 1965, _the Mara mortality rate
changed little. Front 196S to 1980. when_ Medisaidand
other health _programs were instituted, infant rnortaliW
was cut in half. There were especially large declines
among blacks. Similarly, the mortality rate for men over 65
rose abitin thedeiade before Medicare. BUt in the decade
froni_1968 tet 19711thit ttaidwaSrevertetLAs Paul Starr.
author of The Social Trangormation af American Medicine,
reported recently, life expectancy for Americans began to
improve significantly around 1968. By 1980, average life
expectancy at birth had grown four years, whilernortality
rates adjusted tor agt-. hasitallen 20 percent. These are
striking achievements, and Medicare and Medicaid were
major factors. By virtually every measure prenatal and
geriatric care for the poor improved markedly when these
programs were introduced.

11 1

"Murray suggests that a variety of indicators Show dete-
rioration in the condition of the poor in America," Starr
writesina_rocentpaper, "but currously, although he rec-
ommends the complete termination of Medicakl, he never
refers to any evidence about the health of blacks and the
poor since the story there is exactly the reverse of the one
he_wants to telL"

The story h_ the reverse of what Murray wants to tell in
other areas as well. Department of Agiculture surveys
have found that tha gap in nutrition between low-income
Americans and the rest of society narrowed significantly
from the mid-19600 to the late_19700, the penod when food
stamps and otherrood_assistence_progams were devel-
oped and expanded. Other research has found that food
stamp recipients eat better diets than similar low-inccme
families not on food stamps, that school lunches improve
thenutrition of children, and that the Specialsupplernen-
tal Feed Program for Women, Infants, and Children re-
sultsin a marked reduction in low-weight births, which is
a cause of poor health among children.

Similarly, careful evaluations have shown that the com-
pensatory education program Mr disadvantaged children
improves the readingand math scores of lOw-income ele-
meMary school children (and narrows the _gap in test
scores between young black and white children); that the
Head Start program correlates with increased employ-
ment andreduced welfare, airne, and teenage pregnancy;
and that the communi4Lhealthsentersprogram improyes
the health of low-income communities, producing less
hospitalization and reduced Medicaid costs.

Murray would abolish most of these programs. Yet any
discussion of the abundant research literature about them
is absent frorn his book.

It is true that while these programs reduced poverty and
caused sharp improvements in such at as as health and
nutrition, the programs did not create jobs ur increase
earnings for large numbers of the poor. That, however,
would be an extremely difficult taskto achieve in an econ-
omy that Was_ not generating enough jobs to prevent un-
employment from rising and real wages from stagnating.
New approaches to spurring economic activity in poor
communitiesand to combatting teenage_pregnancy as
wellare needed and should be explored._But abolishing
everything_from food stamps to Medicaid will serve no
purpose other than to make distress and hardship more
acute than they already are.

r/ONGRESS WILL soon engage in_bitter battles Oyer
Where tO CIA the federal budget. and Losiog Ground is

already being used as ammunition by those who would
direct more reductions at programa for-the poor. They cite
the book as a dispa:.siunate source aobjictive data show-
ing that the social brograms have failed. Yet the hooh rah
be ConSiderectne4her dispassion,' nor objective. Its dis-
tort:oils and omissions are too senous. Losing Ground :a
More of a polemical tract than an attempt to examine the
complexities and discei., the truth about some of the most
significant social problems ot our times.
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[Excerpt From The New RepubliC, aPril 8, 19}15]

THE GREAT SOCIETY: AN EXCffisiNGE
Charles Murmys kookapitisic Grothii kai Orompted considerable controversy. In the
March 25 issue o Mi. Robert Grernstein challenSed Mninty!stritipe °tarns' social
protrams. Thie&te between Murray and Greenstein continues below.

TOSING GROUND, the totem, has be-
LI come iiniteding with which-to-
scare :mall children. It b the book thst
says that all the poverty programs
faded. Thelmekthu_diFmi to prove we
cannot do anythingto help the poor._
The book that sap the only solution is
to scrap Ow wholesyklein. rusting
Ground, the book, is none of these
things. It does not suggest a threshold
or bound toasts:kW/responsibilities to
the poor. It does not prescribe a particu-
larsize of safety net.

Losing Groundisabint eethpliifien of
how,-not how much or whether. I was
writtenbithe aftermath of enormous
changnsodalphilvsspby tateteltY,
and approaches to he ling. It examine
theexpenence to see n.tat we can learn
from it. The goal is not tognide dieter- _

formance Utile Great Society. The goal is
totem Minim= orperience, sndmove
ahead. The nature of the debab groin
"the poverty programe has formany
years impeded_thligM.Wemeated an
array of programa end asked
prove its independent value. Advocates
of theprogramsaccumted packetsof
data proving their value, one mcke_for
eadi program. The programs became all-
importent.andlutinilvinon closed in.

Out of these lintesgrew a new forma
pseudo-soentificessay, the militant Alpo-
Iota. his brelevantthittirinentity educe-
lion crumbled: find thepacket :hat_
Provescompeasatoryeducationworked.
:Hs i.releva ntiltatthehOineinf mainour.
ished children have plenty of food
stantps: tell howmuch worseit would be
without them. Defied& Challenge bY at-
tacldng the agenda of the author.
_fibbittGreensteiresassault on Losing

Ground ("PosingfaitIthLentink
Ground,,, Hardt zs) is a classic of the:
genre_i_..atheignores the damnable
state of affairs that motivated fireboat,.
He ignores the intolerable reality that
scholazsofIlIldkigtcaI Stripes should
be wedduStochange. That/talk/ they
be put like this: the more closily the
numbersare Manthiedthe more
searchingly, the more fairly, thernore_ _

rigorousIythe more vulnerable arethe
claims that we wOfild like io make about

what we;_thnot-poorandThe
disad vantaged, have been accomplish-
ingin our efforts to do good.

In InsfogGmur_td-, thefirst enamor':
important partizt making thispoint was
to present the bare bones of tskal hap-
Pened 013A verlety_ofditientiaM Cem-
m only used to measure well-being of
poor pmple of working age from 1950 to
1980.10 owe theptersolthebtoksre
devoted to tracing that story. scrupu-
louily segregratid from my interpreta-
tion of the dynamicr thatexpliln the_ _

data. Greenstein did not dispute fixer-
SUMO/ account of those
events. Indeed, the accountsahnotbi
disputed. What !reported about the
_trendsinpoverty, eMployment, educa-
tion, crime, and family strinne_hap,_
pened when I said they happened, and
theytell &disturbing story that should
animate concern_end action oo_matter
how one chooses toexplain them.

thelastsev_eiiihifitersoithe book I
turned to my appraisal of what the data
Mean. Losing-Groundargues that in the
earlyan dmid9b0s_therewasa profound
shiftin intellectualassumptions about
poverty and the pmblems thataccornpa-

it,summed upin_thipliMisi "the sys-
tem is to blame." If poorpeople commit
Ctimes,it tsbecausedtheirenvironment.
tf ps!9Pkgen_rlwelfme.st tibeziuse of
structuralproblems in the economy. If
students trupt classes, it is because the
eduestionalsmem isimmiporrilvi ta
their special needs. The people who be-
have badlyire not toblame;they are vic-
tints, ojtitcsiiiaIi
ments. But to construct socialpolicy on
thislusit Seri& itiell-deating message
topeopiewho areexpenentingthe_prob-
terns, especially to pooryoungpeople.

_TbeprivertYttrelPlins that Green--
stein tries to defend were a verysmall
part of what I call the "refonn period"
thhtbgazitoaffichiodsl policy in the
early 1960s, These refonrs, whithauf-
fuied the workings ofeducation, law
ento_reensnt. pub& ...Nam, and in.
come support program, $undamentally
altered the world in which a poor per-
son grew 4.1spend three aupters de-
scribing the nature of these changes,

saying as dearly es I can that we rrnW
escape stereotypes of welter mothers
and laay sli telistnple.ThesesZiyis
much more complicated, and it is wrong
let think thatany one of the reforms can
beiidentifiestaLhe derann.

Ou t of the lengthrand multifaceted de-
lidaisinentid this argUntent. Greenstein
OPSe_lePitheneetionof one chiptir.ig-
noringeverythingelsell7m hempen
rityisiamentto ed precisely thestereo--
typqulyasttgtndlsoredlt. IsithithIll-
santapologla. Otitis standard technique.
toniakilth ctse-, be his toportray Wet-
rayas obsessed with the aloe of_the wel-
fare check, ind obsessed withproving
thatallefiliii*Verty repents failed.

Thus hebeginelds critique withthe
story of Harold and Phyllis,. poor cou-
ple, urunaenid. iglus have just gotten
out of high school. hty_thesis is_that, in
the196Ds, welfare-benefits snd eligthil-
ity_roles changed Soffraitiry that
the total package &herr .1 the nature oi
!'What Makessense" fora poor young
wontanftl.yllislwithhajoblir11.6 Who
found herself to bepreguant
__ The duingeinPhyllies situation Ise
factand it tnakes noclifferenee Whether
thestate is Pennsylvania (where feet the
tzliebidart4Iyorning, or Texas.= Ala-
bama In 1960_PhylhagiilonlyAlatent..
dies with Dependent Chiltrert, could not
live_withthe haler of the child oranyoth-

touldnutruMplemwnther
come with ajob. In 1970 she could get
AFMItlidlcaid, food stamps, a miscel-
lany o(o_therrte_wserVicetWdrmommes,
and possibly free apartment of hetown.
She ctidd inpplefnent bertha:me with a
job. Andshecoudlivewlthamanwhh-
out losing herbenefits. These changes
funditmentallyzedheroPtions-

Greenstein yimores the rhatogesMell,
gibility odes, which are central to my ar-
amtertt_lmteidheatbdrithe riUm-
bers, beginning with a idateznentfor__

which there is no-basis (unless he mis-
takenly Comparedin Oriole on liege
169 o( LosintGround withan apple on
page 159) that welfare benefits increased
twiceas atudtin_Perinaylviiiiiis in OW
rest of the countty.wiliwter the-ma-

la wrong- &ramp exaggerating
the dollar sized the4saclagebil970, or
the rate o f increase front 1960.1 hadde-
libiiitiVinerestiinsted the size of the
1970 Pennsylvania ekageptediely te
avoid any-possible challeogeort thme
grotittdilVidned Idethoild far below
any of the commonly uwlfigunes. Hth
out the value of food supplements,
sthool lir Othea, and other services. !did
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not-include housing allowances, per-
hipe_t_nurSt_ Nally vaned part of the
package for a yOursworoan who wants
to get away front home. For Permsylva-
itUI_Mil A4o2ar_SAue of $IM per
week (expressed M 1980 dollars) as
phyllis's page in 1970.

A few Years alkothecerierW Amount-
ing Office computed the value of the
sane weMrepaciage, including the el-
ernes* I omitted. "Illentithi kik gener-
ous location, San Francisco, worked out
to a weeklya 5203. In a penurir
loostiOn,AeW chlearta thcweekly total
was 1149both higher than my $134.
And theCAO was cakulafing-1979 to-

when, as Greenstein emphasizrA,_
real benefits-had fallen about 20 percent
hurrah= L970 punthuing power. MY
parable bestial with a 1960 packer that
was slightly higher than the national av-
erageand compsredit with a 1970 paa-
age that was considerably below_it.

NextCreenstein writes, "Murrays ar-
gument loses evenosorethiei whirat's
applied to the years after 1970." Wrong
again. t gains force. MI noted in the
book, there werenomewthcentives in
the early 1970s and even a new disincen-
tive (thildsupoort regulations were
rowed) in 1974. Increakikitheratse-
load should have slowed and eventually
staliVixed intheI9705, &sin fact they
did. The history of the AFOCcarelriad
trackswith Losing Ground's thesis, right
uptothemcstrecent figures.

Greenstein's other objectionte the
parable is that taking a minimum-wage
job Wetmore profitale than welfare "in
mostparts of the country" 1970,_and
much more so by 1980. Here he ducks
bising Gnsund's pomt.The most advert-
tafteous of all situations is for PhYlis t°
bye with HaroM without getting mar-
neel_lf_he empioyed, so much the bet-
ter, but by remainingsing)e she does
not have to depend on that or rely on
the =Ws_ futUre be.haTiOr.

This raises broader questions about
",causes." Greenstein says incomesup-
ParlPrOgraMOTPt larvertyfrorogrow-
mg in the 1970s.lf these programs had
not been there.he says, things wousd
have been much worse._He arguesthat_
the United States was heading toward a
catasiropheln_thelo_70sthat was averted
onlYbY our foreste d Menartingthe
come support Pros :ams during the 19605
LOOM.

This ex post facto rationale is a legiti-
mate position (thought do not agree
within.hut its advocates mast make
theirassuroptions explicit. One assump-
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than h_that the progress against povettY
that began longt efosea9wwas a his-
tonal-fluke, not a reflection of a funds-
mentally_soUnd system that, kftZeine,
would hive continued to work. It is as-
sumed thatprogress against poverty
among_working-age people was filled to
end in the late 19605 . wIthout the in-
come support programs, Greenstein's
aranmsentneceatiiirily thipthYsithatpov-
erty among workinvage _people in the
1970. would have risen on an ordeen-
var._the innekiMaiiiihithe Great
pejsresalon. A second assumption 15
that the factors increasing povertY witkr_
in this yottweri_uttteeted_bY sooro

Singleparem families among the
pear we:slated t..) mushroom. abicir.

force PartlellaatiOnameng black youth
was fated to plununet.

Ilthsecond assumption is latosat to
be I./1mM. labor eomoinists &not
deny that asubstantial causal relation-
shiperFatahetween the level of welfare
benefits (or uneropknentinsurance,
for that matter) and employment behav-
kar.hlordeioCiologists tho Spider=
in family studies denythat a similar rela-
tionship exists between such beneEts
andinaritalcruiolution. The ',naiad
the regstive income tax experiment plus
alarge research literature, fullysumma-
rtrad inthe_book, document thiticrelit
tionships beyood serious scholarh,
pute. Greenstein tiptoed around those
land mines inhiabidkthientediny de-
ceptive and slipshod scholarship.

Butlam not satisfied with thestate of
knowledge in these_areas-SperithallY,
am unhappy with the monopoly that
econometric methods seem to hive es,-
tablishc d. What omfairly be Hid is that
thytheoll of the causesor, morepre-
cliely,theFaatatorsof the trenain_
employmentand singlarent families
has not yetbeen sullected tor testa ny-
When,theluding Loring Proina That
theorY take+ for granted that the stereo-
typettare wrong: poor single women do
MasiLdownieitha cakntor, figure_o_P
thisyear's benefit package, andgetreg-
nant. Poor young men do not decide to
livecontentedlyoffthe dole rather_tha n
do an honest days work. Welfare hsd
role in changing behavior, but in COPBN-
nation with eternally otherupects of
the changed environment in which poor
people lived, presented in those chap-
ters that Greensteirt didialike on.

The Ellwood and Bane study on illegit-
imacy_that Greenstein accuses roe of ig-
noring appeared_wherilasing Ground
was already in press. Let me discuss it

now . The studyemminesthelevgl of
AFDC payments in different states, con-
troll, Mr a variety of demographic and
economic variebletaikaifthedifLer7
ence3 can explain differences in illegiti-
macy rates, finds they do not, and coo"
(lodes that AblX hassmeffecton
Illegitimacy. Fineexcept suppose that
the process is a bit more complicated.
Suppose that itreally-dorat't make
much differenceif the tota_ for the wel-
UarepidsageliNewOrlearts's 5149 per
week or San Francisco's $200. Suppose
Out 131 inadditionalincome does not
eitsiditeS51wortSel additianallertility
behavioras anyone with common
sense is likely to suspect. Ellwood and
Bine= notrefutingLosingGravat'shy,
pothesis, but that of an anti-welfare ster-
eotype that losing Ground --ejects. SUM-
lady. GEPalgeill citcsjhn Coton's
work on the role- of agriculture in ex-
plaining &emirs in black employment,
and asserts that his conclusions "specifi-
cally refute Munays hypothesis." He
mustassume that most readenhaVin't
read Cogan or Murray or both. His work
is &reorient to my hypot' esis; as John
CogartVoll conrinn.

Where do we_go from here? The hy7
pothesis that I want tosee tested is that
many different &Tinges m nlieridesef _
the game (of which welfare is one small
part) interacted withchanges in status
rewards beau& Mil*thescreforms_to
cause changes in the behsvior of poor
people, especially young poor people. It
is nett soktani to conduct such a test, but
it will require US to start listening to those
we wish to helpnot armed with a dip-
bconl_andaset otmultiplechoice ques-
tionnaire items, but with curiosity and
patience, as KenAuletta did in T4I1n-
dodos., Gcorge Gilder in Visible Mao,
John Langston Gwaltney in Drylongro,
and EUtht Liebow in Tally'iCorner.Along
with our stmetural equation models we
must listen to the thronically unem-
ployeeLyotith, Die welfare mother-the
drug addict, the criminal. But we must
also listen to the employers of low,

wheiredoing
fine themselves but rtre observingthe
problems around theut, pediatricians in
hospitalssertringpoorpapulatiom, SO-
cial service workers, police, and teach-
ers. And we should, as Greensteinad-
hires. tat/cloth= with/Ash hidden
agendas as we can manage.

In short, we must put aside the delis-
sive maneuverings that hove sheltered
inadequate and ineffectual programs
while the position of the poor haS steadi-
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'1y:eroded. Surely werteedivatnitrittoM
options to nothingor more of the same.
Losing_Criand isnot acall to the bard-
cedes for the radical
suult on our commitment to help the
-emir. It 5 a to try to do better.

CHARLEs MuRimt

rIONSERVATIVES who lionize
Ind seek the dis-

memberment of the welfare slide %All*
surPrised to-read Murray's claim above
that Losing_Grourill does not "gra& the
oerfonnance of die Great Sodety,7 does
i-,MsTay that-the poverty programs
failed, and does net Milforrthyperticu-
lar sh linkage! f the safety net. So will_
Mint readers of Moneys book- On page
272 of Losing_GmmL_Mumy_Statet that
his ',proposed progrern . . - consists of
stripping the entire federal welfare and
income-support atnicturelen_winkTrig,
aged persons including AFDC, Medic-
ald, Food Stainps, . . . Worker's Corn-
permation, subsidized housing,
abilty insurance and the rest." The
book_ts opkte_with aaracterizations of
the poverty programsand the Great
Sodityis failures.

NowNiiikaY Seems to back down. He
_s longer claims that the prolgrams_ _

,siled. Faced with powerful evidence of
the positive_effeeti Of key benefit pro-
Ferns, Murray trunelymplies that ethic,
Cates have accumulated packets of proof
proicrant byptograrn iehile ignoring the
larger picture of deteriorating_cortdi-
Mini for the poor. Yet the most decisive
evidence istrreciselved the 'Vet* pic-
ture" varietythe extraerdinity de-
dineSirielderikandinfant mortality, es-
pecially arnong_b_lackitilierianoWtrig of
the-nutritional gap between the poor
ancUtereat of the sodety; the shall) de.
clines since the196thin the numbered
malnourished children. The failure of
Losing amunlio acknowledge such evi-
dence remains a serious_shcartarming _

_ Murray also distances himself from his
book withhiibitest statement that pov-
erty programs were only_"a yoy small
Mut' of the changes in the 1960s that
contributed bathe Soda trends he de,
plores. Readers of Losing Ground would
never guess that Murray thinks this is a
small issue, Mostreviewers and most of
Murrays defenders on the right have
nnind Ids-attack on the welfare state to

core of his book-arid It rid& as-
pect of Losing Ground on which !focused.
Indeed; it is Murray, not I. who now re-

casts the argument of his book. Are the
pOvertyprogams a major moor or
small issue? Did they Wien not?Stirad
they be abolished or carefully studied
Andrus& traivink better? Will the real
Charles Murray please stanchip?

Murray also runs into troublewhen
Wriest to defend h nieaf thedata, es-
pecially in his Harold and Phy_Bispara-_
bk. His sektctive use-awe...fare benefits
fo:Pennsylvanissitheingh it Were_a
typical state remains inexcusaile._Conf
trin;rtir Murray's claims, data compiled
lathe CongressionaiReSiareli Service
show that AFDC benefits did rise more
thin tWiceasmuch in Pennsylvania
from PIP te11970atin_thetypiCal state.
meaning that he used data from a Melly
unzelatuintitive state to build his case.
Nordoes he convincinglytheint that he
understated his case by undervaluing
Mediridd and ether benefits Harold and
Phyllis could remive.ln_veluitigMed- -

icaid, Murray used one of the standard
rnethothutriiployed by the Census Bu-
reau. Moreover, even lf higherhiethMid
values-are used the family budgets for
Harkddendlintith disprove his
claims when properly computed_ _ _

_ In addition, Murray's point that he
did not inducletheeilueof school-
lunches and other benefits In Harold___
and Phyllis's budget isirrelevant. Losing
Ground tries tothow that Haroldand
Phyllis are better off unmarried_ iha_n
Minied; onwelfare than at work. Those
benefits that MurraYleftefif Of his com-
putation (but which the GeneralAc-__
ontriting Office included) are available
to legitimate andillegitimitedindren, to
welfare families and to working families.
Including their. inthe family budgets
does not bolster Murraystietin thatwel-
fire is more attractive than work orgo,

metyiniiii_rewarding than marriage.
MostegregloushoweRrailailays

contention that the welfare trends of the
1_9_7fissuppOtildtri: Here again his-arti-
cle says something quite dtherentFtein
drebook-ln the article he observes that
in the 19MS, telienWillare eligibility
was not broadened and whenwelfire
benefits fell, AFDC caseloads stopped
growing/el thii_didtively refutes the
book's thesis The book argues that 1fir-
eraFzed Welfare eligibility and benefits
after 1960Ied torierlineitthblad em-
ployment and increases in femalehead-
cd_honieholds. If this contention were
true, then the risein_unemployment
and femaleheaded households should
havehelted or appreciablyslowed in the
1970s, when welfare benefitS were mit

andtheivelfaic rolls-stopped growing.
This did not oecur. Linemployineritand
illegitimacy increased while welfare de.
cressetLlhiiinaybe_svhy Murraynever
acknowledges in the book that AFDC
benefits fell or that caseloads stopped
growing inthesi yetra.

As for the economy, my artidecited
data showing that economic stagna-
tionnotpovertyjangruniwas the-
principal reason the poverty rate rai*i
tothop much duringthe 1970s. Murray
responds with wildshargia. Hi says
imply that without benefit programs
the United States ssis headed in the
l97fis towttrd 4 Depression-like Mtestm-
phe, and that I see the decline inpover-
tybeforel 96 as an historical fluke. Of
course, lbelieve no suchthing. As_my
article said, poverty among the non-
eMedYdrOPPed befOre196S-ptincipally
because real wages Ind produrthrity _

were rising and unemployment was de-
clining, filth& that welt reversed infix
1970s. Losing Ground acknowledgrothe
strong impact of-economic factors on
pOvertyratesonlywhen the economy-is
healthy antipoverty is falling,iutfails
to acknowledge this impact when the
econo_mystagriatiiiiid povertyin-
creases. When this occurs, social pro-
grams andpolicies get theblame.

Brolly:Nun* itgillu iniiirpresents
research findings. The negative income
tax experiments he cites show that a rad-
ically redesignedineeniethaintenance
system that was being testedand not
ourcunent welfare systemhad work
disincentive effeets_Thereieardi Stera-
tyre shows that the impact of the cur-
rent_Weiresystem_On work behavior is
small. In additiolVtlielinpreirivi Ell-
wood and Bane resealch showing no
link_between_wOhire and Meg:dingy,' is
far more sophisticated and cotivirifing
than Murray portrays it. This is why
ctlyschailitiliiveiontiuded that it se-
verely *mines Murraystaft,
_ _One final point. I am saddened by
Moneys charge _that I "ignore-the intol-
erable realihtthat scholars of allideolog-
ical stripes should-be workingto
change.7_MtartideerriPhisized the-rise
in black unemployment and in female,-
hesded households, and called for new
approaches tothest probleri5. Where 1
takeissue with Losing Ground is in its
Misuse of data to picturesocial pet:i-
pso% aa a timiotcauSeof theieprob-
lemsand its urging that these pro-
grams be abandoned.

120
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or0V1TTY 11011c;EN.AND

1965 1970

THE wELrARE

1975 1979 1984

POVERrY THRESHOLDS (1)

Family of Four 33,198 .Z.3,944 $5,469 $7;386 $10,609

POVERTY HATE

Total 17.3% 12.6% 12.3% 11.7% 14.4%

Blask 33.5% 31;3% 31.0% 33.8%

White 13.3% 9.9% 9.7% 9.0% 11.5%

Children Under
Age 18 20.7% 14.9% 1.;.8% 160% 21;0%

Black 41.5% 41.4% 40.81. 46.2%

White 14.4% 10.5% 12.5% 11.4% 16.1%

Female Headed
Households 46.0% 38.2% 34.6% 32.0% 34.0%

BIaCk 58.8% 53.8% 52.2% 52.9%

white 38.5% 31.4% 28.1% 24.9% 27.3%

UNEMPLOYMENT f2)
(In Ratio to Civilian Work Force)

Total 4.5% 4.9% 8.5% 5.8% 7.4%

Males Age 20
and Older

3.2% 3.5% 6.8% 4.2% 6.6%

White 2.9% 3.2% 6.2% 3.6% 5.7%

Black 12.2% 10.9% 13.5%

Women Age 20
and Older

4.5% 4.8% 8.0% 5.0% 6.8%

White 3.3% 4.4% 7.5% 5.0% 5.8%

Blaek 12.2% 10.9% 13.5%

Women Maintaining
Families 5.1% 5.6% 10.1% 8.7% 11.3%

WhEte 4.1% 87% 7.1% 8.9%

Black 13.9% 12.9% 18.0%

1.21
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EHPLOYMENT
(I Rdtio to Populati.04

-1970 1915 1979 1984

Total MalcS 31.2% 79.7% 74.8% 76;5% 73.2%
White 81.5% 80.1% 75.7% 77.3% 74.3%
BIaak

66.5% 691% 64.1%
Total Youth 38.9% 42.3% 43.3% !;8.5% 437%

White 40.3% 44.5% 465% 52.6% 48.0%
Black 23.1% 25.4% 21.9%

Total Females 37;6% 41.2% 42.3% 47.7% 50.1%
White 57.8% 40.4% 41;9% 473% 50.0%
Black 449% 49.3% 49.8%

1965 1970 1975 497-9 1-981-83

INFANT MORTALITY (3)

Total 24;7 20.0 16.1 13.1 11.6

Black 41.7 32.6 262 21.8 19.6
White 21.5 17.8 14.2 11.4 10.1

1969-71 1971-73 1974-76 1979-81 1981-83
LOW BIRTHWEIGHT

Total 7.9_ 76 7.4 6.9 6.8
Black 13.8 18.4 13.1 125 12.5
White 6.8 6.5 6. 5.7 57

(1) U.S. Dur,;a6 of the Ceonus
(2) Dureau of labor Statistics
(31 National Center for Health Statistics
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CHRONOLOGY OF MAJOP A!;NISTANCE PROORAM3

1935 - AID TO FAMMIES WITH DEPENDENT CHILDREN (AFDL)

The Aid to Familios with Dependent Children Pr.,,gram_is the

largest form of Federal assistance to_lownincome children and their
cr.vetakors. -Oridinany known_as_Ald to Dependent Children, the -

pregram waa eStablished by the S,cial Security Act of 1935, to etiabIe

SttitOS to provide cash_grnnts to aid needy children Who_Were_deprived
Qr :lupport or care because their fathers were abSent from_heme
continuously, deceased, incapacitated, or_unemployedl or their mothers

were incaSacited abSeht,_dead_or unemPlOYed. In 1950, benefits were

extended te the_mothers_and_Other caretakers as well as children. Id

1962; the Program was renamed Aid to Families with Dependent Children
under the objective of providing services te_heIp_whole_family units

achieve self-suffeieney. IndividuaI_StateS are authorized to determine

program need-standarda,_ eatabIish_benefit_levels and income and
resovree-Iimita. _The Federal government pays at least 50 percent of

thd benefits_provided by each State. All States currently pro/ide
benefits to children whose fathers are absent from_the_homel 26

jurisdictions offer grants to tWo-parent_families_who_are needy as a

result of the unemployment_of_the princiPal_wage earner (AFOC-UP).-

Federal law reqUirds that_certain able-bodied recipients register for

work er_job training. States may require work-registrantS te
participate in one of several work prograthat___WOrk Incentive (WIN)

Programl Community Work Experience Prograt(CWEP); Work
Supplementation, or Job Search In January, 1986, the maximum benefit
for a family .3r_thtee ranged from $118 per month in Alabama to $740

per month in Alaska.

1065 1970 1975 +9-84 (4)

Average Monthly
_Pdi,tidipation 4.329 7.429 11.067 10;311 10;868

(In Millions)

Average Monthly
Benefit $32 $46 $63 $87 $110

Federal Cost $1.986 $2.759 $5.177 $6;508 $8.583

(In Billions)

(4) U.S. 0dridentient of Health and Human Services
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1972 - SUPPLEMENTAL SECURITY INCOME (SSI)

-The Supplemental Security Income program waS etileted as part of
the Social Security Act Amendments of 1972. This program_tranSferfted
the_system 0f_Federal grants-to States for the provision of separate
assistance_Programs_te_the elderly, to the blind, ahd to
permanently disabledi_into_a_singIe,_federally-administered program
with uniform nationwide eligibility requirements; _The program began
operation in-1874. Benefits, designed to provide a minimuM_indete
floori_are_made available to persons age 65 and older; persons who_are
legally_blind;_and-_persOns_Who are disabled to the extent that,they
are unable to engage_in any substantial gaihrUI-activity resulting
from-a medically determined phYSical_or_mental_impairment expected toresult in death or has lasted or can be expected to IaSt_fer
COntinuous_peried 12 months-(the diaability criteria pertains to
persons under age 18 as wen).

1965 1970 1975 1979 1984 (5)

Average_Monthly
Participation
(In Millions) 4.313 4.220 4.093

AVerage Benefit
Pep Pernon $114.39 $155.65 $219.00

Average Benefit
Per Couple $111.00 $145.96 $240.26

Federal Cost_
(In; Millions) $4,359 $5,279 $8,281

(5) Social Security Administration
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1964 - FOOD STAMP PROGRAM

The idea for the Food Stamp Program, through-which vouchers are
exchanged for food, was conceived during_the 19301s and was revived as
a pilot project in 1961. The_Food Stamp Act of 1964 establiShed_the _

Feed Stamp_Programi.as_a_permanent program and authorized expansion to
all states wishing to take part. Ultimately, in 1977, with the
enactment of a revised, more comprehensive bill to augmnt the fight
against hunger, the Program-assumed the universal role of meeting the_
basic nutritional-needs of Iow,income_househoIdS._ Food stamp_benefits
are based_on_the_Thrifty_Food_Plan--the least costly of four U.S.
Department of Agriculture food plans--which is adjusted for household
size; in some instances, geographic location; and indexed periodically
for changes ln food prices.- The Program provides-100 percent Federal
funding for food stamp benefits and between 50_and_69 percent of_most
State and_IocaI adMinistrative_expenses,_ The Program imposes three
major tests rept' eligibility: income limits, an assets limitation, and
work registration and job search requirements.

1965 1970 1975 1979 1984 (6)

Ave tage_Monthly
.Participation
(In Millions) .425 4.430 17.10 17.7" 22.41"

Average Monthly
.Benefit $6.38 $10.55 $21.42 $30.59 $42.74

Federal Cost
(In Billions) $.351 $.576 $4,624 $6.995 $12.4701**

First. fiscal year in which food stamps were available nationwide
" Elimination of purchase requirement
"I Includes Puerto Rico's Nutrition Assistance Program
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OBFPLEMENTAL FOOD 1SSINTAN6E PROGRAM FOR WOMEN, INFANTS; ANDCHILDREN (WIC)

in luU,_ CongreS$ a0Oryv,d th,
..:IpplorhentaI_FOOdPrOgram for Women I.t in e. ChilAr.tn. InitiallYconceived an a two-year pllot-_prej.._et,_the

program .:conhined thedistribution of monthly packages_of_USDA-OUr-hnned
nomModities withbe4ith_sereening and nutrition educqtion_nerVi.::4S to low-income

infants;_ehiLdren to the age of five, pregnant_women,_ nen-nOrsing
mothers_up to six_iiithithb after childbirth and nursing motbers_Up_te
one year after childbirtb_Wile Ai-6 certified to be_at "nutritionalriak." The WIC Program in unique_amOng Federal food assistanceprograms in that it is designed to_operate_AS an adjunct to goodhealth care._ Although local WIC agencies_are_not_reqUired to makehealth care available to participants, each must ensure_that ellentshave accesa_to an appropriate health care-agency or provider, WIC__scrVices are restricted by the amoUnt of funding made available eachyear by Congress.

AVerage Monthly
PartiCipation

(In Milliona)

Federal Cost
(In Billions)

1965 1970 1975 1979 1984

.344 1.482 3.00

.091 8.707 $1.36

CHILD NUTRITION PROGRAMS

_ Large numbers of young men_undergoing
physical examinations forinduetiOn into raillery service

during_World_War_II i4ere found tosliffer from_nUtritiOn-related health deficiencies. _Thia_indieetor of
widespread_malnutrition_prOMpted the Congress, in 19#6i to_enact_theNational School Lunch Program_te iMprove the nutritional status_of
school-age children. From inception,_the_goal of this program hasbeeh_te encourage the consumption_of

nutritions_heals-by all childrenregardlesS_Of_their economic status; howeveri_to faeiIitate the
assurance that_p0Or_ehildren reap the nutritional benefits of the_program, the law required that_free or reduced-price_meals be made _available to children from families With annual incomes less than 185percent Of the poverty level.

Since_1946,_a_nulb6r_ef_supplomentary child nutrition_prOgraMShave been established._ The_Child Nutrition Act of 1966i which
incorporated a number of these_prograMs pursued_the goal ofalleviating-existing and preventing_pOssible_maInUtrition

amongchildren.Additional nutrition services established thrOUgh_thislegislation ineIUde_! the Sehool Breakfast Programi which_offurs Abalanced morning meal primarily to-children residing in _areas; the Commodity Supplemental_Feed
Program,-which provides specialfood service for pregnant womeni

infants_;_and ehildren; the Child Care
Food,Program_,Which_promotet. the provision_of_nutritiOUS meals tochlidren participating id day ar.: programs; an4 the_SuMmer_Food
Progrum, which provide:: natrit;ses lunches to rhildren duringnon-school months.

(6) 0.7.. Department zx Agrteilltoe.7,
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Preface

This study is another in a series of analytic publica-
tiOnS from_ the Census_ Bureau's Center for Demographic
Studies. The purpote of these publications is to provide
perspective on important demographic and so0oeconomic trends
and patterns._ Most bring together data fret teVeral SOurces
and attempt to enhance the _use of Census_ Bureau data by
pointing out the releVance of the statistics for current and
prospective_policy issues. A distingutShing feature of the
studies is_the inclusion-of. interpretative analytet and 0=
potheses offered by the authors as an aid in identifying the
reasons underlying changes.

Gordon Green is the ASSittaht Chief_for_ Socioeconomic
Programs of the Population Division at the'CentUtBdreau.
Mr. Green received a_B.S. degree in economics froM Maryland
University and is & Ph.D candidate in economics at the George
Washington University.

_Edward Welniak, who attended Case Western Reserve Wit.,
versity, is_ a statistician on the Current Income Statistics
Staff in- the_ centut BUrdeet Population Division; He is
responsible for compiling and analyling intome datalfrom the
Current Population Survey.

Financial support for this_analysis was_provided in part
by the McCahan Foundation for Research tn Economtc Security;
The Aterican College; Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania. The authors
extend their gratitude to Yung-Ping Chen; Professor of Eco-
nomics and Research Direttor fer the.McCahan Foundation. for
hiS encouragement and comments on eat110 drafts.. Helpful
cooments _were_ also received from- Roger Herria, DaVid
WNeill, Alfred 7fllai and Murray _Weitzman. of.the Census
Bureau. The repo!t was typed by Shirley Smith:and edited by
PaUla Coupe._

Parts Of this work were_originally presented at the 1980
annual meeting of the POOUlation Association of America;
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!NTRODUCTION
Strong_economic growth and low unemployment were_instru-

Mental ih improving the_economtc position of disadvantaged
Irouos in-the 1960's. In addition; in the latter part of the
1960's, various programs were initiated_to create_job opporr
tunities for .minorities and reduce discriminatton in the
labdr Market.' BetWeen 1959 and 1969, the ratio of,Black to
White median-family income increased from .52 to .614 and_the
Black-White Riedian income_ratio for persons increased from
.50 to .68.° Wheh the_data_are _disaggragated by specific
intnme=related characteristics, such as age, educationi_occu
pation, and work experience, thn-same general_impression of
a narrowingAncome gap between Black _iand White'persons is
maintained, or in some.cases, enhanced.4

While the 1970's were years of continued effort by the
Federal Government'to provide job_opportunities for-mihori-
tieSand eliminate job discrimination, only some income meas-
oes reflect the outcome of theseefforts. For example, the
ratio of. Bladk to White_median:income fol._ persons continued
to increase:from .67 ih 1970 td .71 ih 1980; but the ratio of
Black -40 white median_family income displayed erratic move-
ment during this Teriod;:tht income ratio fnr families was
;61 in_1970; detlinecLto .58_in 1973, rose_to_ .62 in 1975,
and fell_to .58 ih 1980. _Although some analysts have argued
that family income statistics should not be used to measure
market discrimination because they are affected by composi-
tional changes (see Freeman, 1978),_the ratio of Black to
White median family_income is generally regarded as a Signi-
ficant barometer of Blatk economic progress. During the
1970's, the ratio of Black to White median family income
increased for specific types_ of families, such _as husband-
wife faMilies,_but declined for-all families_coMbined. This
largely refletted profound changes in family composition that
affected Blacks to a greater extent than Whites;

_This paper_ seeks :to measure the effect _of_changes :in
family composition on income levels for both Black and White
families. The first section traces the various -changes in
family composition which have'occurred_among_these_familiesi
such as adecline in the proportion of_traditional husband-
Wife families and the corresponding increaSe in families
maintained by women with no husban: present. _These thanges
have profoundly affected family income _levels. For _the
first time since family income statistits have been compiled

131
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from the March Current Population Survey 1CPS), data_for the
1970's_show_that a smaller proportion of Black faMilits than
White faMilies were husband-wife famillet with working wives.
ConcoMitantly, the aVerage nUMber of earners for Black fami-
lies was below that for White faMilies with the_attendant
effect on_the_overall_ratio of Kink to White median faMily
income. In the _second section, a technique is presented
which provides hypothetical esttmates _of the effect of
changes in family composition Oh Mane leVelt; This tech,
nique_involves the creation of a data file from the Mardi CPS
With income_levels_for__1980 anddemographic -characteristics
for March 1971.p The third tection_discussesthe tabulation
of summary income statistics from this file thatiAlhen com-
pared_with _published estimates, enables uS te ettiMate the
effett Of Changes in family composition on income and poverty
levels;

LCHANGESINFAMILYCOMPOSITIONDURINGTHE1970'S

Changes in family COMposition for _Whites and Blacks are
reflected in data on family type and Wither of earners.
Income data_Jand demographic _distributions for March 1971
and March 1981 are shown in table], and figures 1-through 5
depict changim family relationships_ over the entire pertod.
Most of the comparisons are restricted t6 the beginning_and
end of the last decade, so the figures providcf a perspective
Oh the_trends that occurred during that time; All of the
estimates presented in this section were compiled from March
CPS data;

_ The increasing prevalence of working wives has received
Muth attention in the media as well as in academic litera-
ture.6 At thOWn in figure 1,_the proportion of husband-wife
families with working Wives increased _for both _Blacks and
Whites, with the proportion remaining higher for Black_ fami-
lies than for White families; The trend for Blacks appears
tO he more erratio_than thatfor Whites, partially because
there is more-sampling variability associated with the_esti-
mates for Blacks, since there arefewer sample Observations..
It is signiftcanti_however, that Blacks experienced a large
increase in the OUMber of families with working wives between
MarCh 1974 and March 1976, tinte th.00 Wat _a:Very severe
recession during the=early part of this period. Some re=
searchers_have suggested that Black unemployment tends to
worsen relative to White__ unemployment during a recession
because Blacks are More likely to have vulnerable jobs. The
influx of wives into the labor force during a recessionary
period may_be an attempt to compensate for losses in family
tncomes. The idtrease_in husband-wifie families with working
wives is a trend which could detexpected_to increase_the
overall income of both.Black and.White familiet, SiflcC they
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FIGURE 1.

Married-Couple Families With Wives in the Paid
Labor Force as a Percent of All Married-Couple
Families, by Race of Householder: March 1971
to March 1981
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tend to have relatively high Incomes; JSee table 14 How-
ever; it should be noted that money income tends to overstate
the increase in family_ economic status When_wives enter the
labor market because the value of housework is not:measured.

While the proportion of working wives has increased;
the_proportion:ef husband.rwife_families forimth Blacks and
Whites has 'declined. As shown in figure 2;_the proportion of
White husband-wife families declined slightly from 88 percent
in4larch 1971 to 85 percent in March 1981; whereas the de-
cline for Black husband-wife families during the same period
was much more pronounced-=from 66 to 54 percent. In con,-

trast; from March 1971 to March 1981, families maintained by
women increased from 31 to 42 percent for Blacks and from 9
ta 12_percent for_ Whites.

Changes in the type of family for both Blacks and Whites
are reflected in statistics on marital status from the March
CPS which show that _Blacks are_ much more likely to experience
divorce and separation than Whites. The number of divorces
per 1;000 persons married with spouse present increased for
Blacks from 92 in _March 1971 to 233 in March 1981_; for
WhiteS, the comparable increase was_from 48_ta 100; The num,.
ber of separated persons per 1,000 married persons With
spouse present increased for Blacks from 172 in March 1971 to
225 in_ March_ 1981; the comparable increase for Whites was
from 21 to 29.

Another social factor contributing_to the formation of
families maintained by women is the number of children born
tosingle (never-married) women; Among such families; in
Which the_women are generally younger; the rate of increase
has been faster from March 1971 to_HArch 1981 than_ for all
families maintained by women. This holds for both Blacks and
Whites; and is largely reflected in the statistics on births
to unmarried womeni_ For Whites; the_percentage of births to
unMarried women went from 6 percent_in 1971 to_about 9 perl-
cent in-19794 tbe comparable percentages for Blacks were 41
and 55±percent;f Black single (never-married) women consti=
tilted 20 _percent of Black_families_maintained by women in
March-1971 and 27 percent in March 1981; corresponding per-
centages for Whites were 9 and 12 percent;

With_the increase in divorced and separated women;.and
unwed:mothers; the proportion_ of_widowed_ women has declined
for both Black and White families maintained by women.
Widowed women Accounted for 30 percent of all White families
maintained by_women in March 1981, down from 44 percent in
March 1971. For Blacks; the percentages were 21 percent and
25 percenti-respectively.

These_changes _An family,. composition have had a pro=
nounced_effect.on-family:income levels; Jhey.have_tended to
depress famityAnCome levelsJor nicks to a:greaterextent
than for Whites; since flrigs maintained by women tendto

,
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FIGURE 2.

Married-Couple Families as a Percent of All
Females, by Race of Householder:
March 1971 to March 1981
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have lower incomes than families maintained by men. (See

table 1.)
For Blacks, the large decline in the proportion of

husband-wife_families has resulted in their having_ a smaller
percentage.of all families with workinl wives than. White
families. As shown in figure 3, a higher percentage of all
Black families had working wives than did White families in
March 1971. (This was also the case for previous years not
shown.) However, by March 1972, this situation had reversed,
and by March 1981, 42 percent of_all White families had
working_wives, compared with only 32 percent for Black fami-
Het. These changes are very important in determining over-
all family income levels, since families with working wives
tend to be a relatively high income group for both Blacks and
Whites._ This can be seen from figure 4, which shows that the
ratio of Black to White median family income tends to paral-
lel movements in the proportion of families with working
wives (figure 3).

When the data are disaggregated by type of family and
number of earners, it appears that changes in family compoii-
tion have bad an important effect on income levels. For

example, table 1 shows that the ratio of Black _to White
median income increased for most specific types of families
between 1970 and 1980, even though it showed a decline for
all families combined. Changes in family composition have
also lowered the _proportion of Black families with_multiple
earners below that for White families. As shown in figure 5,
a larger proportion of Black families than White families had

multiple ear -s in March 1971, which was also the case for
previous yeap.a. (In March 1968, the earliest_year for which
data are available, the proportions 'were 58 percent for

Blacks and 52 percent for Whites.1 In March 1972, this rela=
tionship reversed, and the proportion for Blacks fell sub-

stantially below that for Whites. These changes are sum-
marized by the average number of earners per family: 1.67

and 1.68 for Blacks and Whites, respectively, in March 1971,
and 1.48 and 1.66 for Blacks and Whites, respectively, in
March 1981.

II. ATECHNIOLIE FORSTANDARDIZING CHANGES IN FAMILY
COMPOSITION

In this section, a technique is presented which can be
usA to estimate the effects.of changes in family composition
on the relative and_absolute income_levels of_Black_and White
families. This technique enables the calculation of hypothe=
tidal 1980 income levels based on the demographic composition
of the population as it witsted in.March 1971; that isi_the
same distributinn by- age _groups_and lamily- relationships.
The effect of these stanO0Cdizations on changes in income

A417- -
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FIGURE 3.

Marrikl-Couple Families With Wives in the Paid
Lab-or Force as a Percent of All Families, by
Race of Householder: March 1971 to March 1981
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FIGURE 4.

Black MOdian Family Income as a Percent of White
Median Family Income: 1970 to 1980
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FIGURE 5.

Families With Multiple Earners as a Percent of
All Families, by Raw of Householder:
March 1971 to March 1981
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for Black and White families between 1970 and 1980 is shown
for several different demographic characteristics.

The traditiOnal approach used to standardize income data
is to weight summary income statistics for sPecific types_of
families in the survey year by distributions of the popula-
tion from an earller year; This is similar to using a
Laspeyres index with base period weights and_ current year
incomes. Although this approach can be quickly employed to
determine the effect of a few variables, lengthy calculations
are required to adjust for a number of characteristics;
Moreover, the approach is really mathematically suitable only
for mean incomes, although a variation of the approach has
been used by some-authors on median incomes (Gwartney, 1970).

The standardization technique presented in this paper
can be used to adjust for a broad variety of characteristics
simultaneously. The result is a computer file with 1980
incomes and March 1971 demographic characteristics; An ad=
vantage of this approach is that tabulations can be produced
from existing computer programs, and a broad range of statis-
tics can be compiled. The standardizations are based on a
matrix containing 702 cells, with various categories of fami-
ly relationship, age; race, and sex cross-classified with
each other: _ (Details of the approach can be found in the
appendix.) These variables were selected because of the
dramatic changes in famili-composition experienced by peasons
in particular age and race groups; Separate matrices were
prepared for the March 1971 and March 1981 CPS, and the pro-
portion of persons occupying each cell was determined for
each_year; The 1971 matrix was divided by the 1981 matrix to
develop adjustment factors for each cell; The March 1981
file was passed again, and the appropriate adjustment factors
were multiplied by the sample weight for each person, ac=
cording to the cell in which the characteristics of that
person were located. No adjustment was made to the income
data reported in the March 1981 CPS. This_procedure resulted
in a computer file having 1980 income levels and March 1971
demographic characterittics; NO attempt was made to reweight
this file to,national age, race, and sex controls, as is
customarily done in the CPS, since this Would have counter=
acted_the intent of the adjustment process.

This standardization technique is_ essentially a static
approach . which has some limitations. Changes in family cam-
position'and other demographic fattors which affect economic
variables; such as wprt experience; are reflected in the
estimates, since the 1980_ -income amounts reported in the
March 1981 CPS have'not been altered. However, by assuming
that the demographic characteristics of families were the
same as in March 1971; it is being implicitly assumed that
this reshuffling of families has no impact on wage rates and
employment leVels in the labikrr rket. DeciSions to marry,

,
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divorce, have children, or work are not independent of income
influences. However, this methodology does not permit us to
measure the behavioral or causal effect of income variables
on family composition. These limitations will exist with any
static approach which does not consider the interactions
between changes in demographic and economic variables.

EFFECTSOFCHANGES IN FAMILYCOMPOSITION ON
INCOME LEVELS

_The_effects of the standardization_procedure are shown
in table 2, Which contains income data for families fry_geo-
graphic location and race, and for persons by sex and race..
For:all-families, the adjusted ratio_ of _Black to White median
family income is__65 in 1980, _compared with thepublished
ratio of .58. .ThOs, changes in.. family_ composition, :age,
etc., lowered the .overall ratio 14abOut 8.percentage points.
The data shown- in table 2 indicate that substantial changes
in family composition_occurred for Black families in nonmet,
ropolitan and metropolitan areasiland in all four regions of
the country.- As expectecLthe adjusted income ratios by type
of family were not very .different_from the published ratios.
This resulted because_the-standardization procedure_altered
the mix of .specific types of families (e.o., more husband-
wife families)-rather than the income position of these fami-
lies._1(See table 2.)

It has been observed.in 'income data for maleS and fe=
males that differences in maritaLstatus are.associated with
differences in annual income after many other: variables are
held constant. On . average,_ single .men have lower annual
incomes than married men with spousei present.. The,opposite
is true for women:. married somen_tend_to have lower annual
incomes than _stngle womeh.: The_adjusted median income data
for males and females shoWn -4p table 2 are- consistent With
these observations_,-except. fOr Black' .women. FOr both Black
and_ White..men, the adjusted median incomes for 1980 tend to
be ,higher_thamthe published.income.data.__ _An.AxPlanation. is
found in the standardizationprocedure which entailed_substir
tuting the. 1971 person's distributiOn _pattern. for-the. 1981
pattern. Since there was a.greiter,proportion of males in'
husband,wife families in_1971 than_in:I981..and:husbands have
higher incomes on_average than _their single ±counterparts,
higher.adjusted median incomes . than trere published iS the
expected result; Also, the lower-adjusted income for White
womenis explained_ in.- part .Jw.the.fact that..the. adjustment
procedure assigned_ -proportionately _more_ women., as wives,
spousepreSent, and fewer.momento -the single status:cate-
gory; As stated, the adjustment .procedure for Black women

141



Table 2 Median Income in 1970 and 1980 for Families and Persons, by Race and Selected
Characteristics

(ncome In 1980 dollars)

Selected characteristics.
.

,

white Black Ratio: Black to white

,! 1980

1970

1980

1970

. 1980

1970
Published Adjusted Published Adjusted Published Adjusted_

,,,,
-

Finmillea '
. .

, .

All families- . $21;904 $22;438 $21;722 $12,674 $14,830 $13,325 .58 .66 .61

Typo_of Residence .

Inside-metropolitan areas..... 23,815 24,517 23,774 13,726 16,157 15;152 .58 .66 .64
.1,000,000 or sore 25,297 25,965 25,236 14,686 16,977 16,366 .58 ;65 ;65

Idsid ceatral_oities...; 21.167 21,891 22,770 13,650 '15,842 15,759 .64 .72 ;69
Outeldic_cmmtrai 'Cities... 26;791 27;358 26;656 18,246 10,802 19,188 .68 .76 .72

Under li008i000 _ 22-;222 22;880 22;204 11,999 14,704 13,609 .54 .64 .61
Outside 'metropolitan areas.... 18,794 19;290 18;379 10,257 11;493 9,331 .55 .60 .51

Region ..

Northeast 22,602 23,429 23,214 13,189 14,761 16,497 .58 .63 ;71North Guava 22,314 22;826 22,299 14,044 16,827 16,378 .63 .74 .73
South 20;631 21;081 19;608 -11,629 13.426 11,090 .56 .64 .57
Neat 22;615 23;327 22;032 17;135 193733 16,979 .76 .85 .77

. .

. .,Type_of F amily
,

Nhibiad,slfe follies 23,501 23,663 22,755 18,593 19,142 16;587 .79 ;81 ;73
Wife In,paid labor force 27,238 27,211 26,617 22,795 23,218. 20,629 .84 .85 378
Wlfs_not 16 nild Iibor

19;430 19;874 20;226 12,419 ' 12,993 12,650 .44 ..65 .63
Male househGlder, no Fife
present 18.731 . 19,148 20;211 12;557 11;467 14;327 .67 .60 . .71

resal householder, no
.

.husband presout 11,908 12,414 12,211 7,425 7.454 7,589 .62 ;60 ;62
, _

Persons
. .

.

gale
resale

13.328
4,947

13,692
4,519

14,078
4,809

8;009
4;580

8.683
4.557

8;822
4;378

.60

.93
.63

1.01
.59

.91
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did not _yield__much difference between published ($4,580) and
adjusted ($4,557) median income estimates.

In_general; the standirdization procedurejindicated that
the changes in family composition_ Aich occurred during the
1970's increased. the number of: families bel ow the_poverty
level and, consequently, the povertj rate. As shown in
table 3, families with a female householder tend to have much
higher poverty rates than their _tale counterparts. Since the
adjustment procedure _reduced- the number of families main-
tained by hymen for Mardi 1981, it correspondingly reduced
the number of poor and the poverty_ rate for that year. _Over-
all; changes in family,_ composition ftave accounted for
2;017;000 additional poor' fami les.. The impact 'was- very pro-
nounced for Black families, since they'experienced_ a much
larger proportional -increase in _families maintained by women

.than White families._ As shown in_ table 3:; the adjusted puv-
erty_ rate for Black families is 19.9 in 1980; or 9 peraentage
points lower than. the 'published estimate._ The adjusted pov-
erty rate for White famil 'lei _is 5.0_1n 1980, 'about 2.percent-
age_points lower_than the published .estimate...Thus, changes
in family coMposition Over the last decade have been closely
associated with. the maintenance of . high official poverty
ratesLfor these:groups.

_ The_data :shown in table 2 also offer a partie explana-
tion to the extremely- slow growth _in :real__median family in,
came durirj the 1970's. Real median family income did not
change significantly during the .1970's, as compared with an
annual groWth rate of 3 percent during the'1960's._-One_obvi-
ous reason for the poor performance cluring_the 1970'S it the
severe recession whiCh occurred between November 1973 and
March_19754 __The: statistics show that median family income
(i_n1980 dollars) fell from $22,346 in 1973 to $21;004 in
1975. However, the changes i n fami ly compositi on _di scussed
in this paper apparently have also acted as a "drag" on fam1 7

ly income statistics. The extert of this influence is-shown
in figure 6, Wrich depicts theisercent change in'c'eal median
family income between 1970 and 1980 by race, as published
from-the March _CPS and as adjtisted_using the procedure de-
scribed_here. _ Overall, changes in family composition during
the_1970's, had ..a moderating effeCt I on tilt growth in_ real
median family iincPue for all 'families4 __However,_ the :impact
on the_ stati stics 7 =race i s more .striki ng.. The adjusted
data for_ White families only raise real median income growth
from .8 to 3.3 percent, since Whites experienced only moder-
ate changes in family compositioni for Blacks., changes in
family composition are associated With a real income-decline
of 4.9percent between 1970 and 1980 rather than an increase
of 11.3 _percent; 'These data suggest thati in_ the absence of
changes .in family competition'i :the: average income. of Black
families_would have. increased-more rapidly than the average
..income of Whitefarn1lies. ,141,



Table 3. Families Below the Poverty Level in 1970 and 1980
(Numbers in thonsands. Families as of March of the foUovrang year)

Selected caaraeteriatias

1980 1970

Belo, poverty level .Poverty rate

Published Adjusted Difference Published Adjusted Difference

Bald,
poverty

level

Poverty
rate

JELL rAmnars

Total
Male householder
Female householder

WHITE FAMILIES

Total
Male householder__
Female householder

BLACK FAM/LIES

_Total .
MAIe_hoUnehader

. FebaIO IrJUSehdIder--

6,217
3, 099

3,118

4; 195

2;497
I; 698

I;826
474

1;353

4,200
2;459
1;741

3; 071

2; 056

1; 015

1,069
360
710

-2; 017

-640
-1;377

-1;124
-441
-683

- 757

- 114

-643

10.3
6;3
28;6

8.0
5.6

21.8

28.9
13.8
46.8

7.3 -3.0 5,260 10.1
4.8 -1.5 3,309 7 :.

24.9 -3.7 1,951 32.3

5.9 -2.1 3,708 8.0
4.4 -1.2 2,606 6 2

19.3 -2.5 1,102 25.0

19.9 -9.0 1,481 29.5
9.7 -4.1 648 18.6

42.2 -4.6 834 54.3
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FlaURE 6.
Percent Change in Real Median Family Income Between 1970 and 1980; by 8CO.

Of Householder, Before and After Standardization for Family Composition
'In 1980 constant dollars)

2ercent
:harjw_

121_
10

All Families

so*
410Ta#

Median
family
income

$21,805..00

$21,023

Percent
change

10

White Families

Median
family
income

$22,438

$21

1970 1980 1970 a

Percent
change

12

10

Actual

Standardized

Black Families

1980 1970 1980
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CONCLUSION

Our analysis indicates that changes in family composi-
tion during the 1970's have adversely affected measures of
both Black and White average family incomes; In addition,
the effects have been more severe for Black families than for
White families, thus depressing the ratio of Black to White
median incothe below what it would have been in the abtence of
Such changes. Although the overall ratio of Black to White
median family income declined from .61 in 1970 to ;58 in
1980; the ratio increased for husband-wife families (from ;73
to .79) and reMained about the same for families maintained
by women (.62). Thus, a comparison of the overall statistics
indicates that Blacks are falling behind Whites in terms of
income, whereas comparisons for specific types of families
indicate that they are making some gains. The latter compar-
ison is more accurate because it,_in effect, partially stand-
ardizes for changes in family _composition that have occurred.
This indicates that the overall median income may not be a
good indicator of the economic status of families when signi-
ficant changes in family composition have occurred. This is
a complex issue which deserves additional research.
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Notes

1Bradley &chiller has süggested _that the_ civil rightt and
equal opportunity initiatives of the 1960's benefited Black
entrants into the labor force_,_ but failed to benefit Black
Workers who were already assimilated into the labor market.
(See Schiller, 1977; p. 936.)-

2The 1959 income data are from the 1960 census; and the 1969
income data are from the 1970 census. Income data refer-
enced from 1970 onward are from the March Current PopulatiOn
Surveys_(CPS). It shOuld be noted that income and poverty
léVélt from the decennial census differ somewhat from March
CPS data for the same period. These differences are dit-
cussed in the P-60 series of the Current Population Reports.
Income as defined from these sources includes various foms
of_money income received_ periodically_, such as wages and
salaries, net income from self-employment, .Social Security
benefits, public assistance payments, property incobe, Pen-
sion income, and unemployment compensation. The income con=
cept does_not include io-kind benefits, such as_food stamps;
or -capital gains. As with all surVey data; the income data
are subject to sampling variability and errors of response,
such as misreporting.

3The retie Of Black to White median_ income for both sexes
-combined conceals the fact that the income gap was_much
narrower for women (.84 in 1969) than for men (.60 in 1969).

4Several authors have compared Black4hite income ratios
after adjusting for differences in productivity factors,
such as education and scholastic achiev_ement, dernographic
factors,-, such as age_, and locational factors. (See for
example, Gwartney, 1970; Smith and Welch, 1977; and Social
Indicators, 1978.) These studies invariably find thirWe

ncome gap between Blacks and Whites is narrow&l,after ad.;.*
justing fOr Such differences, but that an unexplained resi-
dual which is often attributed to -discrimination remains.

5Popu1ation characteristics from the March CPS are-as, of the
survey datei but income statistics refer to amounts received
during the previous calendar year. Thus, demographic char-
acteristics as of March_ 1971 correspond to 1970 incemit
level s 147.
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6Although it has been observed that an increase in husband's
earnings tends to lower the labor force participation rate
of wives, there have' been Several other developments which
have led to an increase in the participation rate for wives.
These factors include the rising real wages:experienced by-
female's, decline in birth rates, increase in educational at=
tainment of women, decrease in the average length of the
work week and change in technology and industrial structure
leading to an increase in the demand for female labor. (See
Mincer, 1962.) A diScustion of differences in labor force
participation rates for Black and White women can be found
in Cain, 1966.

7The latest data available for births to unmarried women are
from the National Center for Health Statistics and are for
the calendar year 1979.
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Apici.Ondix;:
motkodology. used .:for
.Standardi4ation ProOdutie

The procedure used-to.develo0 a special-March CPS com-

puter file with 1980:inCoMeleVels and March 197I_demograPhic
characteristica'ft deSCribed in this section. The approach

used:Wat te adjust the Weight for: each person on_the March

1981 CPS file (which has 1980 income_ levels) to_correspond to

demographic relationshipS identified from the March 1971 CPS

file. The steps. inVelVed An the adjustment procedure were:

1. The first step was to decide on the specific demographic

characteristics to be used in the standardization proce-

dure. Although this Was a somewhat arbitrary decision,

an obvious constraint Was information normally available

from the March CPS. The following categories were se-

lected from four major areas: family relationship, age,

race, and sex.

Family rellatAlmittp4

--householder With children
--householder Without children
--spouse with children
--spouse without children
--female householder, no husband present, with chil-

dren
=-female householder, no husband present, without

children
-=male householder, no wife present, with children
==male householder, no wife present, without children

--child of householder
--other family members
==unrelated individual living alone
==other primary unrelated individual
--secondary unrelated individual

Ate:

--less.than 15 Yeart Old
to.I9 yeatt Old

-=20 te 24 years old
==25 to 29 years old
.30 to 34 years old

==35 to 44 years old
==45 to 54 years old
--55 to 64 years old
--65 years old and over
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_Race: Sex:

--White -Male_
==Black

--Female
--Other race

These characterittics were cross-classified With eaCh
other to produce a Matrik having 702 cells.

_
2. The next_step mas to tally the number ofimrsons_frat the

March_1971 CPS file into each cell of the matriX. This
procedure Was repeated_ in a_separate 702-cell matrix ftir
persons on the March 1901 CPS file.

The nUtiber of persons tallied in corresponding cells of
the,matricet were Compared to.determine the WOO' Of
sample.cases present. If the number of sample cases ih
a given cell was less than_20 fee either year;_the cells
were blanked_ for 'both _years and the respective:sample
cases-were_plated in a residUal category for each matrix.
This procedure WaS Uted because of the concern for high
sampling_variability in cells With a_Sparse number of
obserVationsi In _this particular application, the pro-

bf eases falling_into the_ residual categerY_Wet
.88ipercent_ for March 1971 and 3.27 percent for March
1981, reflecting more diverse living_arrangements in the
latter_yeat. In most_cases, cells with less than 20 pli-=
servations represehted COMbinationsdf the variables that
were not crucial to the analysis.

The next step was te Calculate the ratios of representa=
tion by cells for each_year separately. _The proportions
fOr the residualicategories'were plugged into cells Which
were previously blankedi The proportions for eacifutell
of theMarch 1971 Matrix Were then_divided by the corre=
sponding proportions from the Marth_1981 matrix to pro-
duce adjustment factorsfor.each cell:

5. Finally, the March 1981 CPS file was reread, and the ap-
propriate location in the 702=cell matrix was determined
for each person on the file. The persons weight on the
file was then multiplied by the appropriate adjustment
factor determined in Step 4 and the original weight on
the file was replaced by the Adjusted weight. This
effectively produced a March 1981 CPS file with 1980
income data and March 1971 demographic relationghips. No
attempt was made to reweight the file to age, race; and
sex control numbers, as it utually done in the March CPS,
since this would have , c94n eracted the standardization
procedure. ; 50,
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On Social Invention: Sorne Reflections
bri the Relationship Between Family
and Poverty

Michael Novak*

Introduction

"One measure of a good society is how well it tares for the weak-
est and most vulnerable of its mexpbers:"I In every society, a sub-
slant:al propOrtion of the population will be in need of help frOrii
Others because iE is unable to meet all its nee& alOtie..The elderly;
orphans and other needy children, the handiaipped, and those with
spetial ditabilities (e.g:; nervous disorders, prolonged sicknestei, or
temporary ri:h.fortunes) are necessarily dependent_iipon others for
their financial needi. II is, therefore, no mark against any society
that it hai in its midst a subsumtial nurnber of needy and vulnerable
theitibers: This will be esPecially true in modern societies; to which
and within which there have been significant migrations; and where
most titizenS liVe beyOnd the traditional support systems of rural
villages. It will be true, not least, in a continent-sized, highly mobile
society such as the United SLIM. _

Ironically, the more successful a society is in its health and welfare
prograint, the More such members it will have, for two reasons.
First; its elderlyretired from employmentWill live longer and; as
a consequence, some of them will require care and assistance for
ranger periOds_Of drile It is a great human success to see our par-
ents live longer and in greater numbers than thOse of any previous
generation in history , even if those older than eighty or even sev-
entjl inay become rtiore dependent than ever before Second, a dy7
narnic; prosperous society is likely to Set ever higher standards of
well-being, thereby bringing more people withhi the scope Of its SO-

cial prograrnt. This, too, is admirable. The official United Statet
poverty line is higher by far than the income of the vast majority of

Michael Novak, holds the George Frederick JeViett Chair in Religion,Philosophy.
and Public Policy at the Amez-ican Enterprise Institute; %litre he and Leslie Lenkowsky

began the Social Invention-Project to investigate nsv.Lpossibilities in social_policy.

I. Lay COMMISSION ON CATHOLIC SOCIAL TEAMING AN US. ECONOMY. TOWARD

THE FUTURE: CATHOLIC SOCIAL THOUGHT AND THE U.S OMY---A LAY LETrER 58

(1884).
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the earth's people now o ever beforeand this is a success, not a
failure.

Despite these successes, there is today widespread dissatisfaction
with modern welfare societies. The "needs" they attemp to meet
are infinitely expandable. Even persons who are not strictly in need
have come to be included within government assistance programs;
Indeed, rather high proportions a government assistance end up
not going to the neediest but to wide sections of the society; Social
Security, fol.- example, goes to the elderly as a class without discrimi-
nating on the basis of need; Accordingly; government welfare pro-
grams seem to grow in cost for many reasons beside inflation. Such
programs are regularly criticized from all points of view for their
inefficiency, so much so that sodal thinkers such as Edward A. Shilt
have questioned whether governments are capable of managing the
vast new obligations they have assumed? Alexis de Tocqueville is
again being quoted on "the new soft tyranny!' of dependerKy? Hi-
laire Belloc's The Sem& Slate and F. A. Hayek's 77th Road to Serfdom 5
gain new adherents daily.

The main sources of widespread discontent among intellectuals
currently contemplating the fate of the welfare state are probably
less philosophical than pracdcal: do welfare states unavoidably in-
jure themselves by taking on too muchby inevitable mismanage7
ment, by insuperable costs, and by the declining morale (and
morals) of their citizens? So it is also with ordinary citizens. A re-
cent poll commissioned by the Los Angeles Times and reported in Pub-
lic Opinion showed that significant majorities of both the poor (56%)
and the non-poor (73%) believe that the government does not know
how to help the poor, even with unlimited funds. Barely 51% of the
poor think the "War on Poverty" made things "better;" included in
this statistic were only 14% who said "much better." Moreover,
56% of the poor and 59_% of the nonrpoor think anti-poverty pro-
grams have seldom worked. Only 5% of the poor taink this was
because anti-poverty programs were never given enough money;
50% (63% of the black poor) said it was because the money never
got to the poor.6

2. See, e.g., E. SHILS. Pou-ncm. DmvELOPMENT IN THE NEW STATES (1964
S. See. e.g., A. DE TocquEvtui, DEmacitAcy IN AMERICA (1900)
4. H.BELLOC, THE SERVILE STATE (1912). _
5. F. A. Hmax, THE ROAD TO Starnom (1944);
6. Lewis_ & Schneider, Hoed Times: The Alb& on Poverty, & Pua. OPINION I 09851. A

hopeful finding: only 23% of the poor sampled concurred with the proposition that
"Government is responsible for (the] well-being of all its citizens and has an obligation
to take care of them." A large majority of the poor samp)ed (69%) held, rather, that
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The model the United States has followed since the "W2 on Pov-
erty" set forth two aspirations: first, to remove barriers to opportu-
nity; second, to accept those who cannot or do not help themselves,
as dependents to whom society must minister. Nearly all the burden
of this second task has fallen on government. Government has been
allowed to become the chief agency for designing, administering,
and funding social welfare programs. Although "society" and
"state" are not co-extensive, society has here delegated most of its
responsibilities to the state. Rather than abandoning some of these
basic philosophical assumptions which underlie the welfare state,
hoWever, we must at least try to improve the design of what we are
doing.

In my opinion, government should do more, if not monetarily,
then at leasi.with considerable social inventiveness, and not solely in
the way government has been doing it. While the moral principles
we hold will not allow us to do lessnot, at least, while the
problems of the poor are so poignantwe are now called to invent a
better way. That a good society should help the needy; and that the
government should have sound poverty programs; is both morally
and politically appropriate. Yet the &sign of 3uch programs should
always be in question, particularly in light of their consequences.

Since the policies of welfare states necessarily alter rational expec-
tations; it would seem naive to believe that such states do not
change the ethos within which their citizens are prepared for reality:
Risk of total destitution being removed, are citizens thereby taught
to shape in themselves a different sort :LI character? While no sys-
tem can remove entirely the risks inherent in human liberty and di-
versity; and while the character of its citizens is always an important
concern of the polity, some persons among the poor are inevitably
so wounded that they are simply in dire need. Welfare piograrns
are necessary, then; but so is a public ethos of character and virtue.

For many years row, the thought has nagged me that our intelkc-
tual elites (in academia,journali3m, and policy-making) are preoccu-
pied with the twin modern concerns of the individual And the state.
Yet in the actual social world in which most human beings live;
neither our naked individuality nor our role as citizens actually pre-
-dominates. Family life, in particular, and the smaller, social worlds
of our friends, associates, and neighbors, have far more to do with
our daily happiness, welfare; hurt, and need. In short, "social"

"People are responsible for their own wel/-being and have an obligation to take care of
themselves." Id. at 59. Appendix. Table 1, for selected questions from this poll.
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should not be confused with "state." Between the individual and
the state there are crucial social worldsmediating institutionsin
which We dwell as active social animals. In neglecting those crucial!
social worlds and in concentrating on state assistance to individuais,
our public policy is seriously out of touch with human reality. A
major thift in our public policy may be far less expensive and far
more effective. In particular, I submit that promoting family life is
the best long-range focus of a fruitful social policy since the family
provides the most basic and indispensable sphere of daily ekittenCe.

I. Transforming the Images of Poverty

To begin; we should quettion the images of poverty on which goy,
ernment action is based; Is poverty something that tan be "Warred"
upon? The suggestion implies that poverty is a combatant and tan
tUrrender. _Is poverty only the opposite of monetary we?lth, with no
roott in_Culture and personal development, such that it can_be de-
feated solely by infusions of money?._Experience hat thown theteta
be erroneous patterns of thought. Indeed; programs thought. to be
ititeetiftil such as Head Start and tutorial assistance went beyond
purely monetary conceptions to attack the_rootedness of povertY
culture. Consider_ how_ cheap it _would _be in purely monetary-
terms; to eliminate poverty: .In 1984, 33.7_million persons were
counted as poor by the meeting the criteria of an income (excluding
tiOn;cash benefits) less than $10,609.00 for a_ non-farm family of
four.7 As a thought experiment, suppose that these_33.7 million in-
dividuals were equivalent to. 9 million families of four. SiEriply tà
have given each_of 9 million families $10,609.00 in 1984_ would have
COM. Only $95 billion._ Since_we know that many of the poor already
earn some income, although not enough _to carry_ them above the
poverty line, considerably less than $95 billion wotild be needed._ In
fact; given these statistics, the "poverty_ gap" can_ be cal-dilated at
about $46 billion.8 Obviously then; poverty is not a purely Mane-
tary_ pt-obletn. If it were, we could eliminate poverty in America sim,
ply by givihg each person enough money to push him or_her over the
poverty line, This is not even a very expensive proposition relative
to other federal expenditures: Nonetheless, few of us believe that

7. _BUREAU OF THE CENSUS, CURRENT PopULATPSN REPORTS, U.S. DEP'T OF CONI.
MERGE, SERIES_P-60. _No_149, MONEY INCOME _AND ?oVERTY-STATUS OF FAMILIES AND
PERSONS IN THE UNITED STATES: 1984 2, 31 (1985)4-Adv5nce Data from the March 1985
Current Population SuryeyjAhereinafter cited as MONEY INCOME AND POVERTY STATUS).

8. Calculated from MONEY INCOME AND POVERTY STATUS, supra note 7, Table 19, at30.
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the personal and cultural vulnerabilities also implied by "poverty"
would disappear even if gifts of money served to lift every poor per-
son above the official poverty line. An "unemployable" twenty-two
year old, even with money in his pocket, hizs not fully escaped from
poverty.

How; then; can we reach a more helpful understanding of pov-
erty, so as to arrive at less destructive and more creative social
programs?

A. Disaggregating the Poor

The first obvious step involves "disaggregating" the poor by ex-
amining the various statistical profiles already available, and per-
haps by thinking of even more penetrating statistics that might be
gathered! The advantages of disaggregation in information terms
are clear: the elderly poor will hardly be helped by job training, the
poor under age eighteen may have spedal educational needs, the
disabled may need not only income maintenance but special care,
and so forth. As matters stand, our official figures describe the poor
by a uniform monetary measure: These official statistics do perform
certain critical disaggregations such as age; sex, race, and employ-
ment. The existing statistical disaggregations help us to grasp the
relative magnitudes of poor in different sub-populations (the eld-
erly, the young) in different locations (rural, urban) and the like:
The official figures are extremely valuable in this reg...rd and they
often lead to conclusions that run counter to prevailing
stereotypes.9

Several crucial disaggregations not currently reflected in the offi-
cial figurs:s would be helpful. For instance, how many of the poor
possess certain measurable sIdlls or aptitudes; and how many need
help to acquire skills? How many of the poor would classify them-_
selves as poor? Married graduate students in non-farm families of
four living on far less than $10,609 in 1984 probably did not think of
themselves as poor; nor did many immigrants who arrived penniless
but optimistic about their prospects; nor did those persons who
chose to live largely outside a cash economy for reasons of self-suffi-
ciency, for example. The human side of poverty needs more statisti-
cal attention.19

9, Td., Table 15, at 21.
JO. S. Anna Kondratas argues that the "Census Bureau officially defines poverty on

the basis of cash income only, even though common sense would indicate that poverty
the opposite or wealthis a function not only of income, but also or assets and invest-
ment in human capital. Thus, a middle-class student who has moved out of-his parents'
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B. The Human Story

A second step in arnving at a more helpful understanding of pov-
erty involves beginning :o think of poverty in terms of personal his-
tories. Not all persons officially classified as poor are, or think of
themselves as, dependent upon government. Not all want, or need,
assistance. Poverty is not solely a matter of income in a given year, a
given year is only a snapshot in a life-long film. Behind and ahead
of every unit of thcrease or decrease in the poverty statistics there is
a human holy. To be effective, assistance programs must somehow
take account of these narratives. Government, and especia!ly the
federal government, cannot possibly know nor be expected to know
such stories. Typically, though, persons or organizations close to
those involved do know their stories. This is one of the factors that
argues in favor of a public policy centered upon existing social sup-
port systems with ready access to crucial information, even if narra-
tive in form. Helping people, even in one's own family, is a difficult
art. To respect that art is part of the mutual respect humans owe
one another.

C. The Potential for lndepenctence

A third step involves distinguishing sharply between two catego-
ries of the poor. First, there is a substantial class of persons who are
dependent and are always going to be dependent, because they sim-
ply cannot (because of age, disability, infirmity, etc.) care for them-
selves. Such persons require social assistance, if not from other
soda: bodies to which they belong, thrm from the state. Second,
there are those who, if mped in tim appropriate way, can become in-
dependent and thereby keep themselves out of poverty. (This cate-
gory includes children and others who may be dependent on an
income-producer). Every reduction of poverty in this second Cate-
gory brings about two immensely significant social gains: the indi-
viduals able to achieve independence from the state and pull
themselves out of poverty experience that sense of full dignity that

home and is subsistimon scholars.tips is likely to be defined as 'poor' even though he
has hisparents' income to fall ck poverty' is 3 normal step in a successful
economic life cycle. An elderly couple in thek own home and with considerable assets
can still be cbssified as poor if their retirement income is below the poverty line ($6,023
in 1983), even if that income is sufficient for their ordinary needs and they can cash in
some assets to cover emergencies. A self-employed businessman whose earnings fluctu-
ate widely can be officially poor in a year of low earnings, even though he has a savings
cushion from previous years for just this purpose and even though his business may be
worth a great deal." Kondratas, Poverty and Equity: Problems of Definition, 9 J. INST. FOR
SOCIOECON. S-ruo. 37, 40 (1985).
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tomes from self-reliance and self:mastery; and public funds are
made available for helping those who can never attain Stich
autonomy.

There is a particularly strong need for fresh thinking about those
young members of this second category who show every physical sign
of being able to be self:reliant, but who, from some psychologkal
sense of demoralization or through self:injuring behaVlor, contintie
to be dependent upon others. One thinks of bold, strohg ghetto
youths, physkally not only strong; but superior; who find jobs but
cannot hold them, or who apply for openings and for reasons short
of discrirnination (since others of the same characteristics take such
jobs in their place) are considered unemployable. One thinkt of
those who choose a way of personal development inconsistent with
ecOnornic self-reliance, scorning abundant opportunities to teach
themselves to read or learn other indispunsible skills. One thinks,
too, of teenage girls who 'Jecorne unwed mothers and of their chil
dren. Whik the absolute number of people who comprite thiv Sec=
ond category may not be substantial; they s:ern especially important
to consider because of their youth and promise. We will return to
them below.

1:k The Family as Ike Solution

Finally, We need sorne fresh thinking about the role of the family
in overcoming poverty. According to the statiSticS, an intact (hus-1
band-wife) family is the best social arrangement for staying out of
poverty. In 1984, only 6.9% of married-couple familie. (including
the elderly) were poiar;" still fewer if non-cash benefits are in-
cluded.12 The reason for this appears to lie not only in the possibil-
ity of two incomes instead of one, but also in the attentions,
disciplines; and special teaching that two parents are typically better
able to provide than one parent alone; In preparing for a life of
economic activism and self-reliance, the role of an attentive father
teems epecially helpful for young men. A confiding father seems to

11_. _MONEY INOOME_AND POVERTY STATUS, supra note 7, Table IC at 20. Table 2 M
the Appendix derrIonstrates the effect of family structures on_povdtty. Wheat only
6.9% of all persons in rna_rriedoupte families are poor; 34% of persona in fettiale-
headed households with no husband present are poor._ Moreover; while the latter ac-
counted for only one-quarter of all poor persons in 1960, in 1984 they accounted for
half of the poor.

12. Using the market value method or valuing_non-cash benefits, only 6.4% of mars
ried-couple families were classified as poor in 1984. See BUREAU OF CENSUS. U.S. DEP'T
OF COMMERCE. TECHNICAL PAPER 55, ESTIMATES OF POVERTY INCLUDING THE VALUE OF
NONCASH BENEFITS: 1989 18. Table 2 (1985). See also Appendix. Table 2.
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be an invaluable teacher to a young man who needs to know the lore
about the world of jobs and who needs advice about handling the
turbulent and aggressive emotions of young men.)3 Yet it is not
only themselves but also the Iwo sets of extended relatives that a
bust. Ind and wife bring to their children in creating a I( ving, sup-
portive, and guiding fimily network.

One might argue that poverty causes families to break up and not
that broken families cause poverty. Some may further obj(.ct that
persons living in female-headed households, who today constitute
such a large proportion of the poor (49% in 1984);" don't so much
"fall" into poverty as "stay" in it. Indeed, the poverty statistics may
then reflect Iwo poor households where before there was onlY one.
my reply is that when Americans were far poorer, separation and
divorce among the poor (not to mention birth out-of-wedlock) were
not nearly as extensive as today. If financial standing were every-
thing, couples in poverty would have strong incentives to stay to-
gether (e.g., life together is cheaper, two incomes are better than
one). Clearly the changing structure of the family is affected by
many non-economic factors. This seems to be particularly true in
this age of mass communications and of a concomitant; raPidly shift-
ing public ethos, as we will examine be1oW.'5

In a fluid, individual-centered era of analysis such as ours, some
wish to irlagine that there are "alternatives" to the "traditional mar-
ried=cou.,i. family." Some propose as alternatives the extended
family of a single-parent, or a tight-knit "community" operating CO:

gether as a family: Such are the hazards of human life that all sorts
of substitutes have of necessity been introduced to do what married-
couple families do best. I applaud every sort of help from extended
familiet and close communities. Yet for the most intimate aspects of
family lifemonitoring a child's study habits, choosing a diet, teach=
ing habits of impulse-restraint and hard work, demonstrating how to

13. I am far from certain about the differences in helping to prepare young females
and males for a productive working life. But it does seem that black females. for exam.
pJe enter the job market with higher confidence, ambition. and success than hira
males. Is this because in their mothers they have a closer role model? Is there sorne
thing in their African or American past, or within the wider society, which bnter
prepares bliek females ror productive lives? Is there something in entry levels to the
labor Marked More favorable-to black females? Does male aggression in a setting led
Chiefly byMales become -ma-used? Are there expectations that if a mak does not have
jOhi &dike a Female or the same age, he is-not eligible as a marriage partner? Male.

fenule differences do seem to be highly significant. both in family lire and economk life.
More light in this arca would be welcome.

H. MONEY INCOME AND POVERTY STATUS, supra note 7. Tables 14, 15. at 20, 25
15. See infra pp. 3 I 2-315.
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iuse hammers, pens, and typewritersit s difficult to imagine substi-
tutes for father and mother, especially if the latter are clearly
friends. What human arrangement is superior to this?

In any case, the single-parent household faces several disadvan-
tages. Permit me a personal example. When my wife is away on a
trip, minding the kids is far more difficult for me., and the same for
her, when I am away. With regard to many family responsibilities,
two parents together are clearly better off than one alone. This tru-
ism concerns far more than the family's immediate financial condi-
tion. Bringing up sons and bringing up daughters are two quite
different projects, and the sex of the parent respecting each is often
of considerable moment. One must have the highest admiration for
single parensis, knowing how many failures one has oneself as but
one of two parents in a couple; and experience obliges one to con-
cur with Anna Kondratas that many single parents do, in fact, suc-
ceed remarkably well.' 6 Financially, psychologically, and
emotionallyor whatever it is in gender that is not interchangea-
blehowever, the intact husband-wife family has clear advantages.

In intellectual discourse today, I recr. nize that the mention of
"family" rings many ideological bells. Some associate family with
"bourgeois," "traditional," "unenlightened," "private property,"
"victorian," the "ancien regime." It is a critic's task, however, to
pierce the veil of ideology in the hope of coming closer to realky;
My specific observation is that strengthening the marriee-couple, in-
tact family is good public policy, insofar as it helps to keep many out
of and others to escape from poverty. Since poverty is far more than
an economic condition and more accurately a tangle of_diverse
human elements; and since all of these elements are touched by
family life, concentrating on the family and its relationship to pov-
erty is highly instructive.

II. Focus the Asststance Strategy

Given such considerations as these, what suggestions might be
made with the goal_ of_developing sounder welfare policies?

The conundrum that government assistance ri-just solve is how to
help those who must be helped without distorting factors_of
and demand so that costs become_ staggering. _PILiran. beings s:!2
to have a propensity for taking advanta. :c Of the 0131.:lic treasury ,n
ways they would not otherwise imagint ,.ere rei2cniibility purely

16. See Kondratas. prpra note 10.
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personal. Even among highly trained health care Frrofessionals,
health costs soar when an institutional third party (public or private)
foots the bill. One of the nation's truly great and effective welfare
programs. Medicare, has suffered under this price distortion, even
though various new service-delivery techniques are being employed
in an attempt to remedy this problem." More work needs to be
done in this area.

The case of those who can move from dependence to indepen-
dence Calls most strongly for social intervention; In 1962; President
Kennedy announced that the chief purpose of his welfare reform (a
tiny seed of the Great Society) was to maintain "the integrity and
preservation of the family uniu."19 If we look at the American family
twenty years later in 1982; and especially at those portions of the
population most affected by welfare,it cannot be said that President
Kennedy's chief purpose was fulfilled. In Washington, D.C., 56% of
all births in 1983 were to unwed mothers, mzny of them teenagers
In Chicago, New York, and elsewhere, the figures are comparable
or higher.19 There seems to be a rising coincidence between popu-
lations on welfare and unwed motherhood. Poverty alone cannot be
said to lead to unwed motherhood, for under conditions of greater
poverty than today the incidence of unwed motherhood was far
lower, and among some groups in poverty it 'still remains low.
GiVen the specific patterns of slavery in the American South which
dictated that blacks be purposefully kept dependent, it may be that
circumstances of dependency, recreated by contemporary welfare
policy, evoke a special kind of suffering among blacks. It may be
that high joblessness among young black males today brings such
dependency to a painful pitch. Today's period of high welfare coin-
cides with unprecedented high patterns of unwed motherhood
Why? How? We need to understand the relationship between_ these
two phenomenaand much else--far better than we di:, now.29 The

17. For a good analysis of health care policy and Medicare, see INcEt.nivEs vs. CON.
TROLS IN HEALTH POLICY: BROADENING THE DEBATE (J . Meyer ed. 1985).

18. Text of President's Message to Cangras &ekingRef017111 211- Welfare PiograMS, N.Y. Times.
Feb. 2, 1962, at 10, col. 6. (Text of speech by President Kennedy).

19. See Cummings, Breakup cf Blegi Family Imperil GamsafDecatta. Y. Times, Nov
20, 1983. at I, col. 3; id. Nov. 21,1983. at 1 col. 2. _Since 1950 the nationalillegitimacy
rate has doubled from 14.1 babies to a staggering 294 per 1000 unmarriedwomen in
1980. Se: Appendix, Table 3. Such an enormous_mcrease in the illegitimate birth rate is
reflected in the comparable growth of persons in female-headed families with no hui-
band present. The number of such persons rose from 14.2 million to _30.8 million be-
tween 1959 and 1984. Calculated from MONEY INCOME AND PovEttrY 5-r.4ms; :ruprez ritite
7, table-15.

20. Charles Murray argues that "the context in which the illegitimacv rate wriorig
poor women Ina-eased cannot bc understood without understanding as -.yell the impor-
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costs unwed motherhood inflict on this and the next generation are
frightening to contemplate.

To repeat, the actual number of unwed young mothers nation-
wide; approximately 300;000; is not large in absolute terms. It is
difficult to believe, however, that their children will get a good eco-
nomic start toward self-reliance. The youth and promise of those
whose futures are at stake call for something new, something better.

Is our capacity for social invention such that we can think of noth-
ing to do? For government, the problem is delicate. The choice to
have childrenand fuere is no question that many young mothers
want these childrenis a personal one. Since the young mothers
are not usually in a position to provide for these children alone;
however, tbe problem becomes one of public concern and the iolu-
Lion a dilemma of public pplicy.2I

Several years ago; the federal government conducted a massive
social experiment in which the high hopes of many were invested.
Scholars as diverse as Milton Friedman and James Tobin supported
the basic idea behind the experiment, which involved giving a large
number of poc,r families a minimum income sufficient to bring them
over the poverty line--,an idea which seemed to make eminent sense
at that time. One unexpected result of the Seattle-Denver experi-
ment was that husbands and wives separated in a higher proportion
of the subsidized families-42% higher among blacks, 36% among
whitesthan in the unsubsidized control groups.22 From the stand-
point of the individual couples, this may or may not have been a
happy result. Despite tentative theories wever, we do not fully
know why this happened. Precisely how .elf--image and behavior
affected? Did the husbands lose self-esteem? What did the wives
experience? From the standpoint of public policy; the experiment
suggested that, rather than diminishing poverty, this particular in-
come program seemed to increase instability. Far from strengthen-
ing families, this program seemed to promote their dissolution, for
reasons not at al/ obvious. Since reducing poverty and strengthen-
ing families were two of the major goals of reformers; the actual

tame of changes ir crime, education; and status rewardsaninteractive wstem . . . ."
MurrayJiave the Poor Been "Lasing Ground-le 100 Am. Pot.. So. Q. 442. 443 (1985).

21. Surprisingly. 58% or poor blac arid 70% Of poo- women "often" Concur with
the sentence.."Poor young women have babies so they can collect welfare." The non-
poor said "seldom" (51%). Lewis & Schneider. supra note 6.

22. See J. WILSON & R. HERRNSTEIN, CRIME AND HUMAN NATURE 480 (1985) (brief
discussion of these findings), citing Bishop.Jobs, Cash Tranifen, and Marital Instability:
Review and Syntheth of the Evidence, 15 j. Hum. RESOURCES 312 (1980).
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results brought unhappy tidings.23 Once again, economic factors
seem to have been overrated.

Human beings are creatures of unbelievable complexity, native
shrewdness, and resilience. However noble the intentions of gov-
ernment, by the time a program meets the bewildering reality of
concrete personal motivations, perceptions, and calculation of op-
portunities, the actual consequences may affect values and behavior
in typically unforeseen ways.

III. The "Neu Poverty"

Today, then, the nation is confronting "a new poverty." This
phenomenon grows in major part from a massive change of ethos in
which major demographic shifts and changes in family structure
have played significant roles. It is, in a 'sense; a poverty that springs
from personal choices about family life made upon quite other than
purely economic grounds.

A. The Ethos of Affluence

Some writers have suggested that a special problem for today's
poor aeises from the unprecedented _impact and force of mass conir
rnunications. Television in particular arrived upon the national
scene during precisely the _period of massive welfare activity,
roughly 1960-1985. As a result of mass communications, the ethos
that prevailed during the pre-World War II days of my youth no
longer prevails; it is contested daily on the little blue screen in our
own family rooms. To grasp the M1 impact of this change, we need
first to examine the recent past;

The immense prosperity of the postwar period entailed a singular
demographic shift: until the Second World War; very nearly a major-
ity of Americans were poor by toctay's external standards. Many who
were not technically poor, including intellectuals, lived very mod-
estly indeed. By 1960, however, only 22% of Americans were
pooragain according to contemporary measuresand at that time
one could (and did) write plausibly about the "affluent society,"
only thirty years after the Depression. Perhaps more important was
a corresponding change in the public :inage of poverty and in the
psychological self-image of the poor. When a majority was poor,

2$. iItJ.s interesting to note that the April, 1985 iAng eles Times poll found that 60%
of all poor persons and 61% of all non-poor persons think "almost always or often"
welfare encourages husbands to avokl family responsibilities. Yee Lewis & Schneider,
supra note 6.
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many who would today be officially classified as poor did not feel
poor and they were neither officially nor publicly described as
such.24 More than that, frugal habits, hard work and study seemed
the lot of everyone. Given the incredible economic expansion of the
postwar decade, such habits seemed to have clearly and dramatically
paid off: So rapid was the upward mobility of millions that even
today poverty seems to have been a monetary (but perhaps not a
psychological) condition most adult Americans remember having
lived through. They remember weP the way they thought, felt, and
behavedand measure today's realities accordingly.

In the new age of miss communications, hwever, mainstream
consciousness is no longer the consciousness poverty. Most ad-
vertising (of which the average television viewer watches at least an
hour daily)25 is couched in "upscale" images: In addition; most
scenes in popular entertainment suggest an unrealistic affluence
even in the portrayal of "average" families. The culture of poverty
used to be a culture of comiderable impulse-restraint, frugality,
hard work and careful budgeting; then there was no mass media to
(each one differently: Today; however; the ethos suggested by
trend-setters in the media is one of impulse-gratification, consumer
debt, low savings and. high consumption.

To be poor between 1930 and 1945; and in the longer sweep of
history before that; was an experience qualitatively different from
being poor between 1970 and 1985. No longer are the American
poor part of a majority, but rather a minority. No longer are the
same virtues celebrated by a common ethos. On the contrary, this
nation has experienced one of the most extensive shifts in funda-
mental ethos since its founding. How c2:1 we be surprised, then,
when our assumptions about how_ poor p- zple will behave, assump-
tions rooted in our own personal experience, turn out today to be
false? Those who remember what a prize the first pair of Iteds gym
shoes used to be, and recall how long they had to last, are not in the
same psychological world as the youngsters whose fancy footwear
they observe in the r aygrounds of the poorest sections of our urban
slums today. Even r,:.,or households today may not feel privileged

-7-yen today man-, i.4.-ople -deeply resent-betng referred to as pour solely on the
basts_ or iheu, annual &IV. -Sit. hi. _Novak, Reoun and _Pnlitics: Mr. and Mrs. W.:
The V, Poor tSyndicated Column,IVOI. 2, No. 18, May 3. 1985), appearing in, Los
g clef. lier.id.Examir.-:. 1 2, 1985.

The average waLched seven hours of television per day in 1983, up
..43,. 5.1-hours par-day 3r: ;90. 8URE.AU.OFTI4E-CENSUS._STATtSTICAL AbSTRACT OV TM.

jro STATES. U.S. DC:. r OF COMMERCE, Table 924 (1985).
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when they are able to acquire some "big ticket" items, such as a
refrigerator, a first family car, or a television set, that once were oc-
casions of considerable family pride and celebration._ Today's podr,
in a SenSe, carry heavier cash obligations because everyone's expec-
tations of what is considered "normal" affluence have riren dramati-
cally. The public ethos and personal psychology of the world have
changed a great deal during a single lifetime.

The "standards" set by mass advertising represent standards Of
"the good life" aimed indiscriminately at the population as a whole:
rich, middle class, and poor alike. All Americans, not only the porr,
seem tci be less inclined to save_and more inclined to acquire imme-
diately the "normal" goods of daily living, and often enough to
"splurge" using popular instruments of consumer debt. In such dr-

, cumstances, to be poor today is to inhabit a world signi9cantly dif-
ferent from that of the poor in 1930-1945.

Today's world is, in many ways, a much better world. Yet it does
confront us with an ethos not nearly as well suited to a rapil ad-
vance out of poverty as was the ethos it replaced. I do not mean that
Americans are less willing to work. To the co.itrary; a higher pro-
portion of American adults between ages eighteen and sixty-five,
just over 6072,26 are now employed than at any other time in Ameri-
can history. Nor do I mean to imply that the millions of hnmigrants
still streaming tci these shores are no longer finding ours to be a
land of opportunity; quite the opposite. Rather, I mean that the
ethos of sacrifice frugality, contentment with a little hard work, ex-
dtement about small gains and a fierce_sense of personal achieve-
ment is as difficult to conjure up for ones own children as is a
memory of a grandparent they never knew. I think I know how to
educate my children Co cope with poverty as I was educated; I have
been quite uncertain about how to educate them to cope with afflu-
ence. It seems that some of the poor of today are no longer sure
that the old rules for coping with poverty apply, once they come in
contact with the media's image of wealth and, perhaps, their chil-
dren at school begin tb mix with the more affluent. Being squeezed
between one ethos and another is sometimes more painful than get-
ting a hand squeezed by the edge of a revolving door, when one

26_ COUNCIL, OF ECONOMIC ADVISORS. ECONOMIC INDICATORS: SEPTEMBER 1985 11
(1985) (prepared-for Josnt Economic Comm.. 99th Cong.,1st Sess.). When we expand
the aget to 16.25, the percentage of employed persons nears 70% for the month of
October; 1985: Unfortunately,. .1sile national employment rose by 57 between 1972
and_ 1985, blatk emplOyment fell by 67 during the same period. Since 1980. however.
black employment has remamed steady at 56%. See Appendix, Table 5.
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does not know whether to go forward or back, or how to stop the
door long enough to decide.

B. The Decline of the Family

The other major change in the modern ethos reflects the decline
of the American family, In 1959 only 8% of all Americans were liv-
ing in female-headed families with no husband present; by 1984;
this fignire had grown to 13.2%, 'from 14,2 million to 30.8 minion
persons." Most of this change can be attributed not to widowhood,
but .to personal choices which lead to divorce, scoaration, or
abandonment.

To be sure; these decisions are often difficult; arid painful circum.
stances may nearly overpower the ability to chose. From the stand-
point of public policy, however, it is necessary lo dckna-00edge i :

the contemporary ethos of divorce and separation cam with
cial costs, some of which third parties such as tw.x? r re .ex-
pected to bear by subsidizing those people made mi.4 c ci,vendent
by such choices. No doubt, the options of separation ind divorce
are fixed in our social mores. No doubt, too, tax law ,s_e:.r divorce
over marriage. Still, one can imagine that cultural (mther than
legal) institutions might do more to dissuak.k citizens, from too
swiftly' exercising the option of divorceand from too cr.sually de-
ciding to marry in the first place. Perhaps it is also necessary to
scrutinize time structures and incentives, such as AFOC re-
quirements in some states, that penalize couples who would other-
wise stay together:" As a philosophical and practical matter,
government can and should do little in this area consciously to alter
patterns of personal choice.

But those relatively few persons who help to shape the national
ethos in a time like our own can perhaps turn their attention to the
costs, as well as the benefits, of our present customs.

On a somewhat different but related matter; unprecedented num-
bers of young maks are abandoning _teen-age and other young wo-
men with children without benefit of any marriage at all. In these
cases, family "break-up" is not at issue because no intact married-
couple family was ever formed. In these cases, again, ii is not clear
that both parties dearly consented either to the pregnancy or to the

27. Calculated from MON "INCOMT AND PovEscrY STATUS, .811/7771 note 7, Table 15, at
21.

28. See COMMITTEE ON WAys AND MEANS, CHILDREN IN POVERTY, WMPC: 99-8, 99th
Cong.. 1st Sess. 12 (Comm. Print 1985). See gmerally id. at 118-23, 904-11.
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subsequent separation. Toiether with divorce and separation, the
sad result of this development is that the largest :single_ bloc of poor
American families now consists of female-headed families and their
dependents: some 11.8 million persons and nearly 35% of all poor
persons." As fast as our nation has made progress in reducing pov-
erty among the elderly and among married-couple families, it has
watched with horror as the Lumbers of the poor in female-headed
households with young children have grown even faster.

This fact is even more evident if we engage in another thought
experiment and project what poverty might have looked like in 1984
had the structure of American families remained as it was in 1959.
Twenty-five years ago, only 8% of Americans lived in female-headed
families. If that percentage had held constant (rather than climbing
tei 13.2%), in 1984 there would have been only 18.7 million nersons
in female-headed families, as opposed to 30.8 million. If the pov-
erty rate Of persons in female-headed families.held at 1984 level of
38.4% this would have meant 7.2 million poor persons, rather than
the 11.8 million actually registered in 1984. There would have been
some 4.6 million fewer poor persons." All those additional poor.
persons represent only a fraction of the poor, but the existence of.
this group seems less necessary and its defining characteristics more
painful than some others.

With good reason; then, the attention of those who would launch
a new assault upon poverty is now drawn to its fast-growing and
single largest segment, the 35% of the poor, 11.8 million, who live
in female-headed families with no husbands present. Another 4
million unrelated individuals also live in poor female-headed house-
holds. Here is the "new poverty" most in need of attention: What
is to be done?

Stronger economic growth Clearly helps. In 1984; the real median
income of female-headed families rose by 3.8%. As a consequence,

_29. Calculated frOM MONEY INCOME AND Povist-n. STA-rus, supra note 7, Table 15, at
2 L

30. lf one looks at femaleheaded households, a larger class than female-headedij; the_numbers are even more dramatic See Appendix, Figures 1 and 2. -Officially, the
term -family'! refers to a 6. oup oftwo or more persons related-by Hood, mar-riage or
adopuors, and residing together; all such persons are constdered-me F ers of the same
family. The term "household"_ indudes the related family member Ind all the unre.
lated persons, if any, such as lodgers, foster children, wards or employet.s, who share the
housing unit. A person living alone in a housing unit or a_group_of unrelated_persons
shng a housing unit is also counted as a .household. MoNLy INCOME AND PovErcry
STNr_u_s, supra note 7, app. A.at32. The gap apparently caused by the increase in per-
centage of female.headed households_ is drarnaticwhen seen over time and reveals the
potentbl positive impact on poverty of "traditional" family structures.
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the number of female-headed households in poverty, most of these
With children under 18; actually declined slightly; by 74;000;31 But
even if the economic system were functioning at the level of full em-
ployment, high median wages and low inflation, a large propiortion
of feniale=headed households would still remain in poverty. Many
young mothers with small children are likely to remain oucside the
labor force for a while; And the poverty level for a household of
four in 1984 ($10,609) is about_$4900 higher than the annualized
minimum wage (aproxirnately $6600).

. There are scr n ...peful signs, however. Over a million of all
poor fainilies ?ion of the poverty_line by only $999 or less;
Roughly two mi; fell short by an additional $1000 or less." In-
deed; h be: efits; totaling $113 billion from the federal gov-
er-iment 1984, are intended to help mak,: up such inconie
deficits. While, as we have seen, poverty involves considerably more
than economics alone, it is good both for national morale and com-
mitment to see that the monetary dimensions of the problem are far
from staggering.

Another point should be stressed. For the s.ike of arzument, stip-
pose that each poor family has k.', rac f two children. If it it
poStible to help a million ...narried Loup wick two ch`.-Iren Co es-
tgi) from poverty; the ne: poverty figu:-r r-duccd by a.3011t 4 mil-
lion; For each million female-headed fa*: .s so helped, the net
poverty figure is reduced by an average of about 3 million. The
more children per family, of course, the larger the amount of money
needed to push the family ove:. the poverty line: My point here,
however; is that helping families helps several persons at once, and
in that sense, fo :using on the s'amily as the unit to which assiStarice
should be directed could provide a very efficient way of reduting
poverty."

a Some Suggcstzons

Two strategies may thus be considered: (1) It would be helpful if
someone could conceive of a "reward," a social incentive, that

31. Median income for female-headed families in 1984 was S12,803, up from
SI t,769 in 1983. See MONEY INCOME AND POVERTY STATUS, supra note 7. Table A. It is
v..orth noting that of the 7.3 million families in poverty in 1984. 'here were virtually the
same number of female-headed and married-couple families (about 5 5. milliari each),
Of poor black families, only 479,000 were married-couple families . compared i4ith 1.5

female!headed families. Id.. Table 15, at 21.
32. See Moray INCOME AND POVERTY STATUS, =pro note 7. Tabk- 12, at 30.
33 In 1984 furthermore. only 6.6 million of the poor were "unrelated individOals."

Id.. Table 15, at 21.
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would encourage both the formation and the perpetuation of mar-
ried-couple families; Such families perform indispensable services
which redciiind to the benefit of the -common good. Not the leastimportant it the fact that tome 93% of such familiet maintain them-
selves above the poVei-ty line. But their moral contribution to thetraining of their children is also indispensible. The Reagan Admin-iStraticin has proposed steps to eliminate the federal income tax for
poor arid near=poorfiamllies such as raising the deduction for depen-
dents:34 Sint-e the Official poverty line is a pre-tax figure, this reform
alone would not reduce the gross numbers of poor. But it would
signifieandy change the actual meaning Of the poverty numbers byfreeing signifieant funds for personal use."

Special employment programs for married people might also gedesigned tb Atr.ur-e full7time employment for At leaSt brie spouse. In
addition; minimum child allowanees might be set for At least the firsttw6 Children with automatic increaseS for each year A.1-riarnagemaintained. The public policy problemt involved in helping mar-ried-touplefamilies are intriguing if quite ttraightforward.

(2) FOr female-headed households with no hutbandpresent; thepolicy dilemma it more complex. Incentives that Would lead to thecreation of more such households would be self-defeating. While-the freedoin of persons who choose tueh a situation most berespecteJ, there are sound public policy reasons, based in part onthe desire to minimi:e the tax burden of stiosidiaing the dependentpoor, at least riot encouraging the breal: -up of couple t. anti for
positivel) discouraging the abandonment of unw::c1 mothers by theirmale partnies. Thus, two objectives in ippz,reot tension with oneanother mutt be achieved at the same time, namely helping thosegenuinely in need Without establishing incent:;eS that invite yet'nigher frequencies of need.

In developing public policy in this area, it is perhaps important tocontider distinctions in the_ origins cif femak-headed households.Typically, the creation of a female-headed houtehOld comes aboutwith some suddenness; there is little or no time to prepare for it.Widowhood; desertion after marriage, separation, divorce and
abandonment may have the common consequence of generating fi-nancial need. These statuses may not be alike, however; in their

34. _See The Ptaidentls Tax Proposals to the Congesi fete Fairness. Growth, andSimplicity., reprinted in 22 FED. TAX REP. (CCF1) No, 25: 51 ch. 2 (MaY-29, 1985).35. In this regatd, it is quite striking chat in 1984; .15,000 fioof Families were only$250 below the official m'riy1inè. and 394.000 only 5500 thoki Of it. Id.. Table 19, at30.
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consequences for the woman involve& especially with respect the

particular parameters of her need for financial assistance. Some wo-

men may need quick and substantial help, but only for a short time.

Others may need modeSt help for an extended period. In designing
programs that really help, We must go back to the disaggregation
principle and take MEd accown differences in the age, work experi-

ence and ediitation of the women invOlved. It is conceivable that a

system of credits that allowed a wdman to borrow as needed from

some fixed sum at low interest, at her own pace; might allow for

maximum program flekibility. Then, later; when she is entirely bad:

on her feet and the Children are grown; she might find repayment
easier. In addition, such a program might be sell=financing. It

might also engender in those who participate a feeling of control

over their own destiny.
A second possibility might involve some form of "separation in-

turatice,", to which married COtiples might contribute to protect
against unexpected finandal needt that often arise temporarily in
many casesfrcm sudden Separation or. divorce. Such a prograin
geared to divorce arid separation might not be as _massive as it
would seem at firs: glance given th r! number of female-headed
houtehialds. The often-cited figure-=.--"One out of every two mar-

riages today ends in- divorce-".---=4 Mitleading, since_one person may

be involved in more thin One divorce, and; as a consequence, may
inflate the sum of diviirces counted; whereas every permanent mar-
riage is counted Only orice, Two of every three couples who pledge

:to stay together "until death . . ." in faCt do so.

Realists will quickly detect w..knesses in such Schemes. Govern-

ment credit prOgrains, both for students ari," foi farmers, have been

vulnerable to abuse. Insurance programs, public, private or :nixed,

incur their own difficultiei. The tatk, however; is not to create a
perfect program, btit one that, on the whole; achieves its purposes
with limited costi and risks and with sufficient incentives and/or
'sanctions to rreVent the worst abuses.

With respect to tecnage mothers abandoned Without marriage;

one, circumstance ir particular may suggest a Clue for policy-makers.

Many tuch yt;ung women are duStered in urban neighborhoods.
This circumstance suggestS tha( rather than directing support to
each individual, support might instead be provided in kind in the

form of social center% at which meals Wauld be served, child care

provided, the skills of child-rearing taught and classes held; foi the

purpose of allowing mothers to complete their education in prepa-
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ration for their later economic self-reliance: Providing assistance in
such a social cOntekt might go far toward .reducing an unwed
mother's sense of isolation while also coiaributing to her non-mon=
etary hurnan needs. Some programming 6f thii Sort is already oc-curring under private auspicms6

Again, With respect to ;Al poor persons; it is irriportant to study
the success storieS for insights into what will make sucteSSful public
policy. Every year; a great many indiViduals, households and fami-
lies do escape from rverty; even as others, ihrough various misfor-tunes, take their places. The poverty aggregatiJ do not reflect the
same individtialt eVery year. There is considerable individual mobil-
ity and flux The study cif how the successful ones exit front povertyMight offer us many creltive ideas. The study of how some people
manage to escape fron inoierty is far more likely to lead to pro-
grams that decrease th incidence of poverty than is the study of
misfortunes. Too Much of the literature on poverty is a rncitation of
pathology; too little A diStovery of human resilience; will And inVen-
tiveneSS. It would be helpful if the media approached poverty lesswhh the teriSorious, puritanical intention Of Making the affluent feelguilty; ahd mcire with the humane intention of helping the needylearn from the metheids and approaches that worked for Many intheir midst Rising from poverty was once the substance of Anieri7

can narratives. Tor millions this story line, with its heroism and
courage, still reflects the path of their own liVeS.

Finally, it iS imporzant to remember that Sothe forms of povertydo not spring printipally from political or economic Causes; some
spring instead from moral and cultural roots. Accordingly, leadersof Our moral and cultural institutionsthe news and entertainmentmedia, the universities; think tanks, the thiircheS, political parties,
and so ohought to think conscientiously about their impact on thenational ethos. They might, for example; do more both to enr
cOurage the married-couple family (which is surely in need of ScidalsustenanCe) and to express disapproval of those men who without
so much as Marriage abandon young women with Children they have
fathered: This last problem is not merely an atute triOral disorder;
commanded by neither nature nor nature's God, btit alS6 aprofound social disorder that has great cost for our country.

TO believe that the national ethoS has no effect whatever uponpersonal behavior would be a grave mistake. Meanwhile, those re-sponsible for public policy need to evaluate nitire SyStematically the
36. Sit, e.g, National Center for Neighborhood Enterprise. Washington. D.C.

So
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pattern of incentives and rethedies created±by existing And proposed

programs to_see Whether this_pattern_cannot be altered to pi-din-cite a

sounder SoCial Order; particularly with regard to familieS.

11! Concluding Remarks

In rr.,-netary terms, iS We have seen, simply getting everyone over

the poverty line iS not a difficult proposition. We already Spend
considerably mcire than thit on existing programs, much of it to
good effect. With some of our programs, however, we seem to be
"losing ground." We are certainly losing ground through our re-

cent national preference for a new family structure. For the nation

as a whole, the neW familystructure has become expensiVe indeed.

It is the main "structural" cause of "new poverty." Until 1984; the

"r'f .1' poverty" was growing faster than the "old"_ was being_ re-

duced: With classic American can-do, however, and a burst of so=

cial inventiveneSS, we Should be able to reduce that form of poVerty,
too, during the coming ten years.

In reduCing poverty, this nation of immigrants and, alas, former

slaves, has had no historical peer. We are not, in a word, any less
capable of social invention than Were our forebears. Were the offi=

cial United States Poverty level translated into British pounds, hal=
ian lire, French franct, Soviet rubles, and the rest, it would Stion be

otiviouS that the the official U.S. measure of poverty appears to the

vast majority of humans on.this globe, .:tVen in developed countries,

a generous sum. Yet we know we (.an do better; and we must.
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TABLE 1

Opinions on Poverty
(211 numbers in percent)

Question

rsrsons
In

Persons
Net iii
Poveni National

SorneReople think welfare ebrourges hUsbandi
to _avoid gamily responsibilities oecause-it's
easier for wives to get aid for children if ather

'has left.
Almost alWavi or often 60 61 61

Seldom or almost never 32 34 33

Don't know 8 5 6

Pcitir oting women have babies so they can
collect welfare

Almost always or often 64 44 48

Seldom or almost never 23 51 46

Don't know 13 5 6

Anti-poverty programs have worked
Almost alWavs or often 31 33 32

Seldom or almost never 56 59 58

Don't know 13 8 10

When poverty programs failed, it was because
Nevergiven enough money 5 6 6

Money wasted on unhelpful projects 30 41 39

Money never got to poor 50 40 42

Don't know 13 11 11

Greatest responsibility for helping the poor
should be upon

Charities 4 :8 7

Churches 24 16 17

Eathiliet and relatives 5 13 12

The government 34 33 34

The poor themselves 28 20 21

Other 0 0 0

Dont' know/all about equally 4 9 8

Even if government were wilhng to spend
w.hatever i- necessarv to eliminate poverty in the
United Stases does government know enough
about how to do this?

Yes, vee knave hoW 28 22 22

No, we don't know how 56 73 70

Don't know 15 4 7

SOL'RCE: Los Angeles Tinzej poll, April 21-25 1985; published in POtie

June/July 1985.
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TABLE 2
PerSoriS Below the Poverty Level (with-noVertY rate) by Family Status

(in thOusandt 01 perSons, ,nccept poverty rate percentagei in parentheses)
1960 1970

.

1980 1984All persons 39 851 (22.2) 25 420 (12.6) 29 272 (13.0) 33 700 (14.4)In female-headed householdS,
no husband present 10 663 (495) II 154 (38.2) 14 649 (33.8) 16 440 (34.0)Houstholders 7 247 (424) 1 951 (32.5) 2 972 (32.7) 3 498 (34.5)Related Children under 18 4 095 (68.4) 4 689 (53.0) 5 866 (50.8) 6 772 (54.0)65 years and older (NA) 2 511 (41.1) 2 308 (27.8) 2 001 (22.1)Unrelated indtviduals 3 416 (50.9) 3 652 (38.4) 4 118 (27.4) 4 035 (24:4)In all other households 29 188 (18.5) 14 266 (8.2; 14 623 (8.0) 17 260 (9.3)Householders 6 288 (I54) 3 309 (7.2) 3 245 0.3) 3 780 (7.2)Related children under 18 13 193 (22.3) 5 546 (9.2) 5 248 (10.4) 6 157 (12.5)65 years and older (NA) 2 198 (16.7) 1 563 (9.5) I 329 (7.5)Unrelated individuals

1 510 (36:1) . 1 438 (24.0) 2 109 (17.4) 2 575 (18.7)In married-couples families (NA) (NA) 3 032 (6 2) 3 488 (6.9)SOURCE: U.S. Bureau ofilic CentOS,COrrent Population neports_. Series P-60, NO: 149, Maley Meow and Poverty Status of Families and Persous in the ruttedStates: 1984, Table 15: and ibid.. 1,16. 127 (1980). Table 16.
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TABLE 3

Out-of-Wedlock Births
(per 1000 unmarried -.vomen)

Year Whites Blacks Re others National

1950 6.1 71.2 14.1
1960 9.2 98:3 2L6
1965 11.6 97.6 23.5
1970 13:8 89.9 26.4
1975 12.4 79.0 24.5
1980 17.6 77.2 294
SOURCE: Staustwal Abstract oftEr Unita StaW 1985; T-abk 94.
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TABIZ 4
Family Status of-Adults

ft°(in millions, except percents)

T_No.- or Divorces : g:Veal- Total Singlc.:

27.7 (22)
21.4 (16)
32:3 (20)
35S) (22)

Married Widowed Divorced per 1000 PersonS *-4
1960
1970
1980
1983

125.5 (100)*
132:5 (100)
159.5 (100)
167.1 (1(0)

84.4 (67)
_95.0 (72)
104.6 (66)
106.7 (64)

10.6 (8)
11.8 (9)
12.7 (8)
12.8 (8)

2.9 (2)
4.3 (3)
9.9 (6)

11.6 (7)

2.2 '
XI
re.

3.5 25.2
(NA)

hers in parentheses represent the perecniage of the total popolation
SOURCE: stii-rd ;45.iiiwrl el the Othrel Stain 1985, Tables 44 nod 120.
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TABLE 5
o
,-1

EZ:

Eioynt for 16 - 65 Age Group
(in millions; except percents) ..:6

1972 1980 Ott. 1985 5.

%_of % of % Of

.1'oial Adults Total Adults TOtal i Adults

Adults Employed Employed Adidts Employed Employed Adults Employed Eti-iplityed

National 124 79 64 143 94 67 152 1_05 69

Whites 109.6 70.7 65 124; I 85 68 129.6 92,2 71

Blacks 12.9 7.5 62 15.8 9. i 56 17.5 10.3 56

SOURCE: Telephone ,tiry to Biiireitit ni Libör StatiMie,t, November 8, I985.
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FIGURE 1
Persons below the Poverty Line IN FAMILIES of Female:Headed

HouseholdS, with No Husband Present
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FIGURE 2 .

Persons below the Poverty Line in Female-Headed
HOUSEHOLDS, Vdth No Husband Present
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